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SUMMARY

In 2022 the aviation sector accounted for 1.9% of global greenhouse gas emissions, 2.5% of
global CO2 emissions, and 3.5% of effective radiative forcing. To reach the long-term target
of net zero emissions, revolutionary aircraft designs, featuring electrified or hydrogen-
powered propulsion systems, are needed. At the same time, the electrification of the non-
propulsive aircraft subsystems is necessary to comply with the requirements of emissions
abatement in the short and medium time horizon.

Among the auxiliary subsystems, the Environmental Control System (ECS) is the largest
consumer of non-propulsive power, accounting for up to 3-5% of the total fuel burn. The
replacement of the conventional Air Cycle Machine (ACM) with an electrically-powered
ECS based on the Vapor Compression Cycle (VCC) system could enable: i) a substantial
decrease in fuel consumption; ii) a finer regulation of the relative humidity in the air dis-
tribution system, leading to improved air quality in the cabin and flight deck; iii) a re-
duction in maintenance costs and an increase in system reliability, due to the removal of
the maintenance-intensive bleed system. However, the adoption of VCC systems in the
aerospace sector has been historically very limited, due to safety concerns regarding the
ozone depleting potential, toxicity and flammability of the working fluids used as refriger-
ants, as well as because of a lack of research specifically targeting airborne applications.

This dissertation documents research work performed as part of the NEDEFA project,
which entails the investigation of VCC-based ECS architectures powered by oil-free high-
speed centrifugal compressors. The first objective is to advance of the state-of-the-art
regarding high-speed compressors operating with gas bearings, i.e., the key technological
enablers of airborne VCC systems. The second target is to develop of a methodology for
the integrated design of aircraft ECS, namely, a design philosophy in which the system and
the main components are optimized simultaneously.

The main outcomes of this work are the development of a preliminary design model
for high-speed compressors, extensively validated with experimental data and computa-
tional fluid dynamics simulations, and the implementation of an integrated design frame-
work for aircraft ECS, embedding a multi-point and multi-objective optimization strategy.
The compressor model has been applied to derive design guidelines for single-stage and
twin-stage machines operating with arbitrary working fluids, as well as to perform the
fluid dynamic design optimization of the compressor that will be installed in the IRIS (In-
verse organic Rankine Integrated System) test rig of the Propulsion and Power Labora-
tory. Furthermore, the integrated design method has been used to size and compare the
performance of two alternative ECS configurations for a single-aisle, short-haul aircraft
resembling the configuration of an Airbus A320, i.e., a bleedless ACM and an electrically-
driven VCC. The results reveal that the optimal VCC system could be both more efficient
and lighter than the corresponding ACM architecture, leading to potential fuel savings in
the order of 20% for the prescribed application.
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SAMENVATTING

In 2022 was de luchtvaartsector verantwoordelijk voor 1,9% van de mondiale uitstoot van
broeikasgassen, 2,5% van de CO2-uitstoot en 3,5% van de effectieve stralingsforcering. Om
de langetermijndoelstelling van het elimineren van alle uitstoot te bereiken zijn revoluti-
onaire vliegtuigontwerpen, aangedregen doormiddel van elektriciteit of waterstof. Tege-
lijkertijd is de elektrificatie van de subsystemen voor niet-voortstuwingsvliegtuigen nood-
zakelijk om te voldoen aan de eisen omtrend emissiereductie op de korte en middellange
termijn.

Van de aanvullende subsystemen gebruikt het Environmental Control System (ECS)
de meeste energie naast de voortstuwing; 3-5% van het totale brandstofverbruik van het
vliegtuig. Het vervangen van het Air Cycle Machine (ACM) systeem door een elektrisch
aangedreven ECS gebaseerd op het Vapor Compression Cycle (VCC) systeem brengt de
volgende voordelen omtrend duurzaamheid en prestaties: i) een substantiële verlaging
van het brandstofverbruik; ii) een fijnere regeling van de relatieve vochtigheid in het lucht-
verdeelsysteem, leidend tot een betere luchtkwaliteit in de cabine en cockpit; iii) een ver-
laging van de onderhoudskosten en een verhoging van de systeembetrouwbaarheid, als
gevolg van het verwijderen van het onderhoudsintensieve systeem wat lucht van de mo-
toren naar de ACM brengt. De toepassing van VCC-systemen in de lucht- en ruimtevaart-
sector is historisch zeldzaam vanwege veiligheidsproblemen met betrekking tot het moge-
lijk aantasten van de ozonlaag, de toxiciteit en de ontvlambaarheid van de drijfstoffen die
als koelmiddelen worden gebruikt, en vanwege een gebrek aan onderzoek dat specifiek
gericht is op toepassingen in de luchtvaart.

Dit proefschrift documenteert onderzoekswerk dat is uitgevoerd als onderdeel van het
NEDEFA-project, dat het onderzoek omvat van op VCC gebaseerde ECS systemen aan-
gedreven door olievrije, hogesnelheidscentrifugaalcompressoren. Het eerste doel is het
voortzetten van de techniek op het gebied van hogesnelheidscompressoren die werken
met gaslagers, welke cruciaal zijn voor de toepassing van VCC-systemen in de lucht. Het
tweede doel is het ontwikkelen van een ontwerpmethode voor VCC-ECS systemen in de
luchtvaart, waarbij het systeem en de hoofdcomponenten gelijktijdig worden geoptimali-
seerd.

Dit werk presenteert twee belangrijke resultaten: de ontwikkeling van een voorlo-
pig ontwerpmodel voor hogesnelheidscompressoren, uitgebreid gevalideerd met experi-
mentele gegevens en computersimulaties, en de implementatie van een ontwerp werk-
wijze voor vliegtuig-ECS, waarin een multi-point en multi-point-optimalizatie strategieën
zijn geïmplementeerd. Het compressormodel werd gebruikt om drijfstof-agnostische ont-
werprichtlijnen te bepalen voor eentraps- en tweetrapsmachines, en om de vloeistofdyna-
mische ontwerpoptimalisatie uit te voeren van de compressor die zal worden geïnstalleerd
in de IRIS (Inverse Organic Rankine Integrated System) testopstelling van het Propulsion
and Power Laboratory. Daarnaast werd de methode gepresenteerd in dit werk toegepast
in het ontwerp van twee ECS-systeem variaties. De prestaties van deze systemen werden

xi



vergeleken in de toepassing van een korte-afstands-, enkel-gangpad-vliegtuig, verwand
aan de Airbus A320 met een elektrisch aangedreven VCC en zonder de verbinding tussen
de motoren en ACM. De resultaten laten zien dat het optimale VCC-systeem zowel effi-
ciënter als lichter zou kunnen zijn dan de overeenkomstige, huidige ACM-architectuur,
wat zou kunnen leiden tot potentiële brandstofbesparingen in de orde van 20% voor de
voorgeschreven toepassing.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Science knows no country because knowledge belongs to humanity,
and is the torch which illuminates the world.

Louis Pasteur
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1.1. AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

I F no immediate actions are taken, the climate crisis will produce catastrophic changes
in natural ecosystems resulting in irreparable effects on human civilization [1]. The so-

lution or mitigation of this problem demands a complex set of behavioral transformations,
concerted actions, global and continental policies, national implementations, and new or
improved technologies [2]. Among the different sectors contributing to global emissions,
in 2022 aviation accounted for: 1.9% of global greenhouse gas emissions, 2.5% of global
CO2 emissions, and 3.5% of effective radiative forcing [3]. Aircraft fuel efficiency increased
by 2.4% per year between 2000 and 2010, and by 1.9% from 2010 to 2019, indicating that
incremental improvements are becoming increasingly challenging. Meanwhile, passen-
ger demand grew at a rate higher than 5% per year from 2000 to 2019 [4], implying that
annual improvements in fuel efficiency are currently insufficient to comply with the goals
set by the Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe (ACARE) in the Flightpath
2050 [5]. These targets include a 75% reduction in CO2 emissions per passenger kilometer,
a 90% reduction in nitrogen oxide (NOx ) emissions, and a 65% reduction in noise emis-
sions during flight. The historical evolution of CO2 emissions from aviation prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic is displayed in Fig. 1.1. The forecasts about the impact of aviation on
climatic change are exacerbated by considering that a large portion of the global popula-
tion still has no access to or cannot afford to fly. As reported in [6], high-income countries
that host about 16% of the global population are responsible for 51% of the total number
of flights per year. Therefore, if the disparity in the accessibility to flight transportation is
gradually reduced, air traffic and emissions are expected to surge in the following decades.

From a technological standpoint, revolutionary aircraft designs, featuring new air-
frame configurations, and electrified or hydrogen-powered propulsion systems, are needed
to reach the long-term target of net zero emissions. At the same time, further improve-
ments to engines and aerodynamics, as well as mild hybridization strategies, involving the
electrification of the non-propulsive aircraft subsystems, must be implemented to com-
ply with the requirements of emissions abatement in the short and medium time hori-
zon. To this purpose, in the last decade, a large number of resources have been invested
in R&D programs for the development of new technologies for the More Electric Aircraft
(MEA) [7]. Among the auxiliary subsystems, the Environmental Control System (ECS) is
the largest consumer of non-propulsive power, accounting for up to 3-5% of the total fuel
burn [8]. The ECS is responsible for providing dry, sterile, and dust-free conditioned air to
the airplane cabin at the proper temperature, flow rate, and pressure, to satisfy the safety
and comfort requirements, as well as to ensure adequate avionics cooling [9]. In addi-
tion, the ECS must be lightweight, accessible for quick inspection and servicing, highly
reliable, tolerant to a wide range of environmental conditions, able to withstand aircraft
vibratory and maneuver loads, and must feature redundancy to guarantee emergency op-
eration in case of failures during flight [10]. Despite its sizeable impact on aircraft fuel
efficiency and its pivotal role in the context of flight safety, the technological innovations
in the ECS architecture have been very limited since the 1960s [11]. The research work
documented in this dissertation aims to bridge this knowledge gap by investigating Novel
Electrically-Driven ECS configurations For next-generation Aircraft (NEDEFA). This study
has been performed as part of the NEDEFA project, which entails a long-standing collab-
oration between Delft University of Technology and numerous industrial and academic
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1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Historical evolution of global CO2 emissions from aviation prior to the COVID-19 pandemic [12]. The
emissions include passenger air travel, freight, and military operations.

partners, including, but not limited to, Aeronamic BV and Airbus.

In the conventional ECS configuration, i.e., that of the so-called Air Cycle Machine
(ACM), cabin air conditioning is achieved by means of an inverse Brayton cycle using ram
air as a coolant. During flight or taxiing, the ACM is powered by a stream of pressurized air
bled from the compressor stages of the main engines. When the aircraft is on the ground
and the engines are switched off, the ACM is driven by the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU).
However, conventional pneumatic systems extract from the engines more power than is
needed in most operating conditions, causing excess energy to be wasted. To overcome
this issue and reduce the fuel consumption of the ECS, the Boeing 787 has been equipped
with a bleedless ECS, driven by an electrical motor. This solution eliminates the extrac-
tion of pneumatic power generated by the engines and enables a reduction of specific fuel
consumption in the range of 1-2% at cruise conditions [13]. In addition to fuel savings, the
adoption of an electrically-powered ECS allows a finer regulation of the relative humidity
in the air distribution system, leading to improved air quality in the cabin and flight deck,
and is expected to reduce maintenance costs and increase system reliability, due to the
removal of the maintenance-intensive bleed system.

A simplified process flow diagram of an ECS based on the bleedless three-wheel boot-
strap ACM configuration is shown in Fig. 1.2. Following the cabin air stream, displayed in
black, the thermodynamic cycle can be described as follows. At first, fresh air is collected
in the intake, which partially recovers the available dynamic head during flight. Then, the
fresh air is pressurized by the Cabin Air Compressor (CAC) and is cooled in the primary
heat exchanger, i.e., an air-to-air plate-fin heat exchanger. Next, the air is further com-
pressed by the ACM compressor and is cooled in the secondary heat exchanger, which
features the same topology as the primary heat exchanger. If the aircraft is flying, the wa-
ter content in the fresh air is negligible, thus the air stream at the outlet of the secondary

1
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Figure 1.2: Simplified process flow diagram of an ECS based on the bleedless three-wheel bootstrap air cycle
machine architecture. The cabin air stream and ram air stream are displayed in black and red, respectively. The
high-pressure dehumidification loop is highlighted in green. The dashed black line refers to water spray injection
at ground conditions.

Figure 1.3: Thermodynamic diagram of an exemplary bleedless three-wheel bootstrap air cycle machine sized
for an Airbus A320, operating on the ground (left) and in cruise conditions (right).

heat exchanger can be directly expanded in the ACM turbine and delivered to the mixing
manifold, which is connected to the air distribution system. Conversely, during ground
operation in a humid environment, the fresh air must be dehumidified before entering
the mixing manifold. The dehumidification can be accomplished with two alternative
solutions called the low-pressure or the high-pressure water separation system. In the low-

1
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1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.4: Simplified process flow diagram of an ECS based on the electrically-driven vapor compression cycle
architecture. The cabin air stream, the ram air stream, and the refrigerant loop are displayed in black, red, and
blue, respectively. The high-pressure dehumidification loop is highlighted in green. The dashed black line refers
to water spray injection at ground conditions.

pressure system, water droplets are mechanically separated at the outlet of the ACM tur-
bine by means of a swirl generator. Although this layout features fewer components and
lower weight than the high-pressure system, it is not widely adopted, as it requires more
frequent maintenance and it can lead to icing issues in the ACM turbine. In the high-
pressure water separation loop, highlighted in green in Fig. 1.2, the water content in the
fresh air is condensed and removed before entering the ACM turbine, thus avoiding the
risk of icing. On the ram air side, the airflow is collected in the intake, is heated in the pri-
mary and secondary heat exchangers, and is discharged to the environment by means of
a nozzle. During ground operations, the condensed water collected in the high-pressure
water separation system is sprayed in the ram air stream after the intake, to increase its
heat capacity. Moreover, when the aircraft is stationary, an axial fan is used to draw the
air in the ram air duct and to overcome the pressure drops throughout the heat exchang-
ers. To facilitate the reader’s understanding, the thermodynamic diagram of an exemplary
bleedless three-wheel bootstrap ACM sized for an Airbus A320 is displayed in Fig. 1.3 for
both ground and flight operations.

A further reduction in the ECS power consumption can arguably be achieved by re-
placing the traditional ACM with an electrically-driven Vapor Compression Cycle (VCC)
system, i.e., an inverse organic Rankine cycle system. The operating principle and the
main components of an airborne VCC system are the same of heat pumps and industrial
refrigeration systems. In recent years, the production and installation of domestic heat
pumps have grown exponentially in developed countries, due to their superior thermody-
namic performance over their fossil fuel-based counterpart. According to a recent study
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Figure 1.5: Thermodynamic diagram of an exemplary electrically-driven vapor compression cycle system sized
for an Airbus A320, operating on the ground and in cruise conditions.

by the International Energy Agency [14], heat pumps currently available on the market
are three to five times more energy efficient than natural gas boilers. Similarly, an ECS
based on the VCC system features an efficiency value that is remarkably higher than the
one associated with the traditional ACM. However, the adoption of this technology in the
aerospace sector has been historically very limited, due to safety concerns regarding the
toxicity and flammability of the working fluids used as refrigerants, as well as because
of a lack of research specifically targeting airborne applications. An example of a single-
pressure level VCC system for aircraft ECS is illustrated in Fig. 1.4. In the same fashion as
for the bleedless ACM, the fresh air is first collected in the intake and then pressurized by
the cabin air compressor. When the aircraft is flying and the dehumidification loop is by-
passed, the CAC has only to provide the pressure ratio required for cabin pressurization,
thus reducing the electric power demand as compared to the ACM layout. Next, the fresh
air is cooled in the evaporator and is delivered to the mixing manifold. During ground
operations, the fresh air stream is cooled in two steps. First, the fresh air is cooled in the
evaporator down to the dew point1, then the water content is progressively condensed
and removed. Then, the dehumidified fresh air is expanded in a turbine and is finally de-
livered to the mixing manifold. In this scenario, the CAC has to provide a pressure ratio
sufficient to allow for the expansion in the cabin air turbine and to simultaneously meet
the temperature and pressure set points specified at the inlet of the mixing manifold. The
simplest layout of the refrigerant loop consists of two compact heat exchangers, a com-
pressor driven by an electric motor, and a throttling valve. The pressure ratio provided by
the refrigerant compressor increases with the temperature lift, i.e., the difference between
the condensation and the evaporation temperatures. In turn, if the temperature differ-
ence between the thermal energy source and the thermal energy sink is high, it is neces-
sary to adopt a multi-stage compressor to meet the required pressure ratio. In this case, it
is possible to adopt a more advanced VCC configuration featuring multiple pressure lev-
els. Such system layout features a higher Coefficient of Performance (COP), defined as
the evaporator heat duty divided by the power absorbed by the refrigerant compressor, at

1Saturation temperature of water at its partial pressure in moist air
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Figure 1.6: Simplified process flow diagram of an ECS featuring a hybrid air cycle machine-vapor compression
cycle architecture. The cabin air stream, the ram air stream, and the refrigerant loop are displayed in black, red,
and blue, respectively. The high-pressure dehumidification loop is highlighted in green. The dashed black lines
refer to the water spray injection and the bypass fresh air stream used at ground conditions.

the expense of higher complexity, thus possibly weight and volume, and a higher number
of components. On the ram air side, the thermodynamic processes are the same as the
ones occurring in the bleedless ACM system, whereby the primary and secondary heat
exchangers are replaced by the condenser. For the sake of clarity, Fig. 1.5 shows the ther-
modynamic diagram of an exemplary single-pressure level VCC system sized for an Airbus
A320, operating both at ground and cruise conditions.

An alternative strategy aimed at reducing the fuel consumption of the ECS consists in
combining the ACM and the VCC system in a hybrid architecture. This concept has been
investigated by the DLR [8], and the technology is under development in the framework
of an on-going collaboration between Airbus and Liebherr [15]. The simplified process
flow diagram of one of the hybrid ACM-VCC configurations under scrutiny is displayed
in Fig. 1.6. In this layout, adapted from [8], the heat load is split between the ACM and
the VCC system as follows. During ground operation, cabin pressurization is not required,
thus the CAC and the primary heat exchanger are bypassed by the fresh air stream. As a
result, cabin air conditioning is achieved by means of the secondary heat exchanger and
the evaporator of the VCC system. When the aircraft is flying, the fresh air stream is cooled
by the primary and secondary heat exchangers of the bleedless ACM, and by the evapo-
rator of the VCC system, while the ACM turbine is bypassed. In this way, neither the heat
exchangers of the ACM nor the refrigerant loop need to be oversized to guarantee proper
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operation in the extreme operating points of the ECS. As a result, the complexity and the
number of components characterizing the VCC system can be minimized by adopting a
single-pressure level inverse organic Rankine cycle.

1.2. HIGH-SPEED CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
Centrifugal compressors belong to a class of pressure-producing devices known as turbo-
compressors. As in other turbomachines, the energy needed to pressurize the fluid is
transferred by means of the dynamic interaction between a rotating component, i.e., the
impeller, and a continuous flow of working fluid [16]. However, as opposed to axial com-
pressors, centrifugal compressors feature an axial inlet and a fully radial discharge. More-
over, they generally deliver a higher pressure ratio per stage and are characterized by a
lower flow capacity than their axial counterpart. Upon the industrial revolution at the
end of the 19th century, centrifugal compressors have been progressively adopted in the
metallurgical, chemical, and petrochemical sectors, as well as in the gas and pipeline in-
dustry. During the first half of the 20th century, Whittle and von Ohain independently
developed the world’s first jet engines. Both pioneers resorted to centrifugal compres-
sor technology. Nowadays, the civil aviation sector is dominated by axial compressors.
However, centrifugal compressors still find widespread application in aviation whenever
higher power density is needed, i.e., small aircraft engines, helicopter engines, and APUs
for all types of aircraft [17]. The recent advancements in the field of high-speed permanent
magnet electric motors [18] have triggered the development of miniature high-speed cen-
trifugal compressors. The possible applications of this technology include heat pumps
[19], mini gas turbines [20], cryogenic coolers based on the inverse Brayton cycle [21], fuel
cell air management systems and electrical supercharging [22]. Schiffmann et al. recently
demonstrated the technical feasibility of an efficient small-scale centrifugal compressor
for domestic heat pump applications [19], [23]. Conversely, the adoption of this technol-
ogy for airborne applications is still limited to research projects and technology develop-
ment programs by OEMs, such as Liebherr.

In the framework of the NEDEFA project, a new experimental facility has been de-
signed and commissioned at the Propulsion and Power Laboratory of Delft University of
Technology. The objective is to study the performance and operational advantages deriv-
ing from the adoption of a VCC system powered by a high-speed centrifugal compressor
for next-generation ECS. The process flow diagram of the test rig, named IRIS (Inverse or-
ganic Rankine Integrated System), is shown in Fig. 1.7. The experimental facility consists
of a two-pressure levels refrigeration cycle operating with refrigerant R1233zd(E), sized to
comply with the load requirements of the ECS of a large passenger helicopter, i.e., 19 pas-
sengers and 2 pilots. The VCC system layout features an intercooler at the intermediate
pressure level to increase the subcooling degree of the refrigerant stream at the inlet of the
evaporator, thus the available latent heat of evaporation, and ultimately the COP. More-
over, the test rig entails a heat exchanger test bed, designed to characterize the perfor-
mance of different condenser configurations. The test section is equipped with pressure
transducers and temperature rakes to measure the pressure drop across the condenser
and record the temperature profiles at the inlet and outlet sections. In the commission-
ing phase, the prescribed condenser topology consists of a bundle of flat tubes with an
internal microchannel structure, and louver fins on the external surface. The temperature
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Figure 1.7: Process flow diagram of the IRIS test rig. The air stream, the refrigerant stream, and the water-glycol
loop are displayed in red, blue, and black respectively.

of the incoming air is controlled by an electric heater and can be varied between 20 and
50◦C, to reproduce different environmental conditions. The evaporator features a plate
heat exchanger topology, to comply with space limitations and simplify the system layout.
A water-glycol loop, an electric heater, and an electrically-actuated three-way valve are
used to tightly control the temperature of the heat source.

At the core of the IRIS test rig there is a high-speed twin-stage centrifugal compressor,
featuring two compressor wheels mounted back-to-back on the same shaft, and running
on foil bearings, lubricated by the refrigerant vapor. A multi-stage configuration of the
compressor is mandatory given the high pressure ratio needed to attain the prescribed
maximum temperature lift, which is of the order of 60◦C in extreme hot weather con-
ditions. Moreover, the adoption of a back-to-back impeller configuration is dictated by
the necessity to minimize the axial thrust acting on the foil bearings. The compressor is
equipped with pressure and temperature sensors at the inlet and outlet sections, as well as
with a Coriolis flow meter, to accurately measure the mass flow rate and evaluate the com-
pressor operating envelope. The main drivers for the use of high-speed centrifugal com-
pressors in place of standard volumetric machines for airborne VCC systems are: i) the po-
tential for reaching higher compressor efficiency, thus higher COP; ii) the overall volume
and weight reduction; iii) the absence of lubricant oil in the circuit, due to the adoption
of foil bearings [24]. To showcase the downsizing capabilities offered by this technology, a
qualitative comparison between the size of a centrifugal compressor prototype realized by
the industrial partner Aeronamic BV and an equivalent volumetric machine is displayed
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Figure 1.8: Compressor prototype operating with refrigerant R134a developed by Aeronamic BV. The figure on
the right displays a size comparison between the prototype and a volumetric machine of equivalent power rating.

in Fig. 1.8.
The operating envelope of the VCC system is limited by the choke and stall margins

of the compressor, and the COP is directly proportional to the efficiency of the turboma-
chine, as shown in Fig. 1.9. Moreover, once the temperature levels of the VCC system are
fixed, the use of a more efficient compressor leads to a reduction of the condenser heat
load, as displayed on the right chart of Fig. 1.9. In turn, this allows the design of a more
compact and lightweight condenser unit. As a result, the requirements for the optimal de-
sign of high-speed centrifugal compressors are high efficiency, wide operating range, and
high power density. Furthermore, the design must comply with strict constraints on the
minimum impeller dimensions for manufacturability, the maximum allowable rotational
speed for structural integrity and compatibility with the electric motor, and the maximum
tolerable axial thrust, to enable the use of gas bearings. Moreover, the design of a twin-
stage compressor involves additional consideration regarding the split of the pressure ra-
tio among the two stages, the balance of axial thrust, the cooling of the bearings, and that
of the electric motor. Finally, the selection of the optimal compressor design variables is
influenced by the choice of the working fluid, which, in turn, is dictated by the design re-
quirements of the heat pump system [25]. As a result, an ad hoc strategy based on novel
design guidelines is needed to tackle the optimal design of these unconventional turbo-
machines.

1.3. MOTIVATION
The performance of the ECS is strongly affected by that of its components, i.e., heat ex-
changers and turbomachines [26], which in turn is strongly interdependent. Therefore,
the optimal design of the system can be arguably achieved only by resorting to an inte-
grated design approach, i.e., a framework in which the design of the system and the main
components is optimized simultaneously. This is enabled by the continuous improve-
ment of computational power and by the latest developments in modeling science, as
documented in this dissertation. However, this aspect is often overlooked and the ECS is
commonly designed adopting a top-down approach. In this case, the conceptual design
of the system is tackled first, and the design of the main components is performed at a
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Figure 1.9: Influence of the compressor efficiency on the performance of an exemplary single-pressure level VCC
system. The pressure ratio and the refrigerant mass flow rate are set to βtt = 8 and ṁ = 0.35 kg/s, whereas the
evaporation and condensation temperatures are equal to Teva = 275.6 K and Tcond = 351.8 K, respectively.

later stage, without any coupling between the two design steps. The consequence thereof
is the attainment of a sub-optimal design. In addition to the design philosophy, multiple
trade-offs must be accounted for when comparing the performance of different ECS ar-
chitectures. For this purpose, it is necessary to identify and evaluate the metrics that have
the highest influence on the reduction of aircraft fuel consumption, the ultimate objec-
tive. For an electrically-driven ECS, these are the total electric power consumption, the
weight of the system, and the drag penalty associated with the presence of the intakes and
the pressure drop in the ram air duct. Furthermore, the ECS is characterized by a broad
operating envelope, ranging from cruise operation to extreme operating points, such as
ground operation on a very hot and humid day, and flight operation in the presence of a
faulty ECS pack. As a result, the design of a novel ECS configuration implies the solution
of a multi-objective, multi-point optimal design problem.

A pioneering application of the integrated design method for the optimization of a
simplified ECS configuration is documented in [27]. Following this work, numerous at-
tempts have been made to apply the integrated design approach to more complex and
more realistic ECS configurations. In [28], the authors performed a multi-objective opti-
mization of a two-wheel bootstrap ACM, including the design of the two offset strip fin
heat exchangers. The objectives selected for the optimization were the minimization of
the volume of the heat exchangers, and the minimization of the total entropy generation
at cruise conditions. The study has been subsequently extended to include a thermo-
economic analysis, as documented in [29]. More recently, an unconventional ECS ar-
chitecture, featuring a hybrid ACM-VCC system, has been targeted for a multi-objective
optimization [30]. In this work, the ECS has been simulated under three different op-
erating conditions, and the Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC) has been computed as a
weighted average of the values obtained in the three scenarios. In [31], the authors per-
formed a multi-objective optimization of a three-wheel bootstrap ACM, including the
high-pressure water separation loop. The objectives of the optimization were the mini-
mization of the entropy generation rate and of the Number of Transfer Units (NTU).

All the aforementioned studies have targeted conventional or hybrid ACM configura-
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tions, focusing the modeling effort on the heat exchangers. However, in a VCC system
featuring a high-speed centrifugal compressor operating with gas bearings, the most crit-
ical component of the system is arguably the compressor. In light of the above, the scope
of the research documented in this dissertation is twofold.

• The advancement of the state-of-the-art regarding high-speed centrifugal compres-
sors, with emphasis on the development of new guidelines for the optimal prelim-
inary design of single and twin-stage machines, and their application to the fluid
dynamic design of the compressor for the IRIS test rig.

• The development of an automated integrated design framework for aircraft ECS,
suitable for both ACM, VCC-based, and hybrid configurations, embedding a multi-
point and multi-objective optimization strategy.

The design methods described in this dissertation are intended to support aircraft
manufacturers in the early stage of development of novel electrically-driven ECS for next-
generation aircraft. However, the potential impact of this work is not limited to the avia-
tion sector. According to [32], heat is the largest energy end-use, accounting for 50% of the
global energy consumption in 2018 and contributing to 40% of global CO2 emissions. In
that year, about 50% of the total heat produced was used for industrial processes, another
46% was consumed in buildings for space and water heating, while the remainder was
used in agriculture, essentially for greenhouse heating. Heating in buildings requires rela-
tively low temperature levels - 30◦C for floor space heating and 60◦C for tap water - there-
fore making heat pumps a valuable alternative to the burning of fossil fuels in domestic
heaters. Moreover, as reported in [33], high-temperature heat pumps - inverse Rankine
cycle systems featuring heat sink temperatures above 100◦C - are suitable for waste heat
recovery in various industrial processes such as drying, sterilization, evaporation, paper-
making, or food preparation. In this context, the design methodologies developed and
documented in this work can be applied to enhance the energy efficiency of heat pumps
and to further promote their adoption in the industrial and residential sectors. In addi-
tion to the mitigation of the climate crisis, the widespread adoption of heat pumps could
play a central role in addressing the energy security issue, reducing the European Union’s
reliance on the Russian natural gas supply.

1.4. ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS
The original contributions documented in this dissertation can be summarized as follows:

• A methodology for the preliminary design optimization of single-stage and twin-
stage centrifugal compressors has been conceptualized, developed, implemented
and validated against experimental data available in the scientific literature. The
method can be used to design centrifugal compressors operating with arbitrary work-
ing fluids in ideal and non-ideal thermodynamic states. The novel design tool has
been used to tackle the preliminary design of the twin-stage compressor to be in-
stalled in the IRIS test rig. The method is coded in Python and is part of TurboSim,
i.e., an in-house software suite for the conceptual design of unconventional turbo-
machinery, developed and maintained by the Propulsion and Power group of Delft
University of Technology.
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• A dynamic thermal model of the pressurized compartments of passenger aircraft
has been developed and implemented using the Modelica acausal modeling lan-
guage. The model has been validated against proprietary data provided by Airbus,
one of the industrial partners in the project, and will be released open-source upon
publication of the fourth chapter of this dissertation.

• A novel integrated framework for the design optimization of aircraft ECS has been
created by coupling the system models developed in Modelica with the Turbosim
compressor module. The multi-point and multi-objective optimization of the ECS is
tackled by combining the capabilities of open-source optimization packages avail-
able in Python with in-house implementations tailored to the prescribed applica-
tion.

• A data-driven model for the design of high-speed centrifugal compressors has been
created by leveraging the open-source TensorFlow package. The dataset has been
generated by means of the validated TurboSim compressor module. The data-driven
model has been coupled to the optimization framework for aircraft ECS in order to
reduce its computational cost and improve its robustness.

1.5. OUTLINE
This dissertation contains material presented at international conferences or published in
peer-reviewed international journals. It is structured in seven chapters and the content of
the following chapters is summarized below.

Chapter 2 documents the development and validation of a conceptual design tool tai-
lored to high-speed centrifugal compressors. The compressor model has been used to
derive new design guidelines for single-stage centrifugal compressors, with emphasis on
the impact of the machine size and the working fluid on the efficiency, operating range,
and magnitude of axial thrust acting on the gas bearings. To corroborate the validity of
the proposed design guidelines, the multi-objective optimization of a compressor stage
resembling the first stage of the IRIS test rig has been performed as a design exercise.

Chapter 3 reports the extension of the conceptual design tool to address the design of
twin-stage compressors, featuring two impellers mounted in back-to-back configuration
on the same shaft. The design guidelines for single-stage compressors have been ex-
tended, focusing on the choice of the optimal split of pressure ratio among the two stages.
In addition, the novel design method has been applied to perform the fluid dynamic de-
sign optimization of the twin-stage centrifugal compressor which will be installed in the
IRIS test rig.

Chapter 4 addresses the development of a dynamic thermal model of the pressurized
areas of passenger aircraft. The objective is to compute the operating envelope of the
ECS, given a limited set of data related to the aircraft configuration and the flight mission.
Moreover, the chapter documents the model validation against proprietary data provided
by Airbus and two examples of applications.
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Chapter 5 introduces a novel integrated design methodology for aircraft ECS, which in-
cludes the conceptual design of the compact heat exchangers and the centrifugal com-
pressors within the system-level design. The proposed design framework has been ap-
plied to the multi-objective, multi-point optimization of the ECS of an Airbus A320, ac-
counting for the minimization of the electric power consumption, weight, and drag penalty
associated with the ram air. The system architectures selected for this study are the bleed-
less three-wheel bootstrap ACM and the electrically-driven VCC system. At the end of
the chapter, the optimal design of the two ECS configurations is compared and the per-
formance advantage deriving from the adoption of an electrically-driven VCC system is
evaluated.

Chapter 6 focuses on the increased computational cost and the deteriorated convergence
properties of the numerical solver encountered when tackling the integrated design opti-
mization of a complex system, such as the ECS of a passenger aircraft. To address these
issues, a data-driven surrogate model of the centrifugal compressor was developed and
coupled to a modified version of the integrated design framework described in Chapter 5.
The capabilities of the proposed methodology are demonstrated by performing the multi-
objective optimization of an electrically-driven VCC system with and without the use of
the data-driven compressor model.

Chapter 7 summarizes the main findings of this research, outlining the current limitations
of the proposed methodology, and providing an outlook for future work.
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2
DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR

HIGH-SPEED CENTRIFUGAL

COMPRESSORS

Look up at the stars and not down at your feet.
Try to make sense of what you see, and wonder about what makes the universe exist.

Be curious.

Stephen Hawking

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

A. Giuffre’, P. Colonna, and M. Pini, "The Effect of Size and Working Fluid on the Multi-
Objective Design of High-Speed Centrifugal Compressors", International Journal of Re-
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Abstract
The impact of size and working fluid on the efficiency, operating range, and axial thrust
on bearings is examined for high-speed, oil-free centrifugal compressors. First, the develop-
ment and validation of a reduced-order model based on scaling principles for the design,
analysis, and optimization of single-stage compressors are documented. Then, the vali-
dated compressor model is used to generate design maps for stages operating with arbitrary
fluid molecules, and characterized by different sizes. The results show that compressors op-
erating with fluids made by heavy and complex molecules provide lower efficiency over the
entire design space if compared to their simple-molecule counterparts. However, compres-
sors for complex-molecule fluids require lower rotational speed and generate lower axial
thrust on the bearings, thus making them particularly suitable for small-scale applications.
Furthermore, a decreasing value of the size parameter has a detrimental effect on the stage
efficiency, as a result of manufacturing constraints. The results computed by the compres-
sor model suggest that the efficiency penalty is more sensitive to variations of clearance gap
than to surface finishing. Lastly, the reduced-order model has been used to perform a de-
sign exercise, i.e., the multi-objective optimization of a compressor stage resembling the first
stage of the vapor compression cycle test rig being realized at the Delft University of Technol-
ogy. The key characteristics of the optimal compressor design have been compared to those
derived from the design maps, to corroborate their validity. The optimal design has been
extensively characterized by means of CFD, providing further evidence that efficient high-
speed compressors operating with organic fluids, and featuring pressure ratios up to five at
off-design, are feasible.

2.1. INTRODUCTION

T HE recent advancements in the field of high-speed permanent magnet electric motors
[1] have triggered the development of miniature high-speed centrifugal compressors,

i.e., machines featuring an impeller tip diameter as small as 20 mm, and a rotational speed
as high as 200 krpm. The possible applications of this technology include heat pumps [2],
mini gas turbines [3], cryogenic coolers based on the inverse Brayton cycle [4], fuel cell air
management systems, and electrical supercharging [5]. Schiffmann et al. recently demon-
strated the technical feasibility of an efficient small-scale centrifugal compressor for do-
mestic heat pump applications [2], [6]. The adoption of an electrically-driven heat pump,
featuring a twin-stage, high-speed centrifugal compressor, for the environmental control
system (ECS) of next-generation aircraft is currently under investigation at Delft Univer-
sity of Technology. The main drivers for the use of high-speed centrifugal compressors in
place of standard volumetric machines for airborne heat pumps are: i) the potential for
reaching higher compressor efficiency, thus higher COP; ii) the overall volume and weight
reduction; iii) the absence of lubricant oil in the circuit, due to the adoption of foil bearings
[7].

The requirements for the optimal design of mini centrifugal compressors are high ef-
ficiency, wide operating range, and high power density. On top of that, the design must
comply with strict constraints on the minimum impeller dimensions for manufacturabil-
ity, the maximum allowable rotational speed, and on the maximum tolerable axial thrust,
to enable the use of gas bearings. As demonstrated by Casey et al. [5], halving the im-
peller outlet diameter, while keeping the mass flow rate constant, i.e., shifting towards an
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2. DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR HIGH-SPEED CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS

impeller design featuring a larger swallowing capacity

φt1 = ṁ

ρt1U2D2
2

, (2.1)

leads to an increase in power density by a factor of eight. More compact stages entail lower
material and machining costs, lower weight and inertia, and a smaller frontal area, thus
a lower axial thrust. In contrast, a reduction of the impeller outlet diameter at a constant
work coefficient

ψ= ∆htt

U 2
2

, (2.2)

can lead to an increase of rotational speed up to the mechanical limits of the impeller
material. Moreover, compressor downsizing comes at the expense of larger friction and
clearance losses, due to the increase of relative surface roughness and relative clearance
at the blade tip.

The selection of the optimal compressor design parameters is further complicated by
the choice of the working fluid, which, in turn, is dictated by the design requirements of
the heat pump. As an illustrative example, consider two stages providing the same total-
to-total pressure ratio βtt = 3, but operating with two different fluids: hydrogen and re-
frigerant R134a. The isentropic work performed by a compressor stage operating with an
arbitrary working fluid can be expressed as

∆htt,is =
a2

t1

γP v −1

(
β

γP v −1
γP v

tt −1

)
, (2.3)

where γP v is the average value of the isentropic pressure-volume exponent [8], defined as

γP v =− v

P

∂P

∂v

∣∣∣
s
=− v

P

cp

cv

∂P

∂v

∣∣∣
T

, (2.4)

γP v =
l n

(
Pin

Pout

)
ln

(
ρin

ρout

) . (2.5)

In Eqn (2.5), the subscripts in and out correspond to the initial and final states of the ther-
modynamic transformation. In dilute gas conditions, the average value of the isentropic
pressure-volume exponent resembles the one of the heat capacity ratio computed under
the assumption of ideal gas, denoted by γ∞ in Tab. 2.1. On the other hand, when operat-
ing in the dense gas region, e.g., in the proximity of the critical point, the fluid properties
exhibit a departure from the ideal gas behavior, which can be detected by the deviation
between the values of γP v and γ∞. By combining Eqn. (2.4) and Eqn. (2.2), the impeller
tip speed Mach number MU2 =U2/at1 can be correlated to the pressure ratio of the stage
as
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Table 2.1: Fluid properties and total inlet conditions specified in the reduced-order model to create the design
maps presented in Section 2.4.

Fluid Pt1 [bar] Tt1 [K] R

[
J

kg ·K

]
M/Mair γ∞ γP v

Argon 2.0 253.15 208.13 1.38 1.67 1.674
H2 1.2 103.15 4124.44 0.07 1.67 1.516
Air 2.5 308.15 287.05 1.00 1.40 1.402
CO2 1.5 283.15 188.92 1.52 1.29 1.271
R134a 0.55 243.15 81.49 3.52 1.09 1.095
R1233zd(E) 0.5 283.15 63.71 4.51 1.07 1.055

MU2 =

√√√√√ β

γP v −1
γP v

tt −1

ψ(γP v −1)
. (2.6)

Assuming that both compressor stages are designed atψ= 0.8 and operate at the total inlet
conditions specified in Tab. 2.1, the ratio of the peripheral speed at the impeller outlet for
the two fluids reads

MU2,H2

MU2,R134a
= 1.048

1.147
= 0.91

U2,H2

U2,R134a
= MU2,H2

MU2,R134a

at1,H2

at1,R134a
= 5.11.

(2.7)

As a consequence, the stage operating with hydrogen must be designed with a higher work
coefficient, to keep the outlet peripheral speed below an acceptable threshold, at the ex-
pense of a fluid dynamic performance penalty. In this example, the two working fluids are
in the dilute gas region, as testified by the values of γP v and γ∞ reported in Tab. 2.1. There-
fore, the cause of the change in the impeller peripheral speed can be mostly attributed to
the disparity in the molar mass of the two fluids.

2.2. OBJECTIVE
The typical procedure for the preliminary design of centrifugal compressors is described
in [9]–[12]. A thorough attempt to devise design guidelines for large-scale centrifugal com-
pressors operating with air and featuring vaned diffusers can be found in [13]. Extensive
studies on similarity parameters used to characterize the off-design performance of com-
pressors operating with non-ideal flows are documented in [14], [15]. The main implica-
tions related to the design of small-scale impellers featuring vaneless diffusers are quali-
tatively described in [16]. However, the aforementioned study is application-specific and,
as such, it does not provide general design guidelines valid for compressors of different
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2. DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR HIGH-SPEED CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS

scales and operating with arbitrary working fluids. The study documented here aims to
bridge this knowledge gap by extending the work of Rusch and Casey [13]. The objective is
to develop design maps for single-stage compressors, accounting for the influence of the
fluid and the machine size on the stage efficiency, operating range, and the magnitude of
the axial thrust acting on gas bearings. In particular, the influence of the fluid is related to
both its molecular complexity and the thermodynamic conditions at which the compres-
sion process occurs, which may entail the flow to depart from the ideal gas behavior [17].
The applications in which the effect of flow non-ideality is relevant are arguably limited
to compressors for high-temperature heat pumps and supercritical CO2 cycles for power
generation and refrigeration. Within the scope of the present work, only the influence of
fluid molecular complexity is investigated. The design maps are generated by means of a
reduced-order model based on scaling principles and validated with experimental data of
reference compressors [6], [18]–[20], and with CFD simulation results.

Moreover, the reduced-order model is used to perform a design exercise, i.e., the multi-
objective optimization of a compressor stage resembling the first stage of the heat pump
test rig designed and commissioned at the Propulsion and Power Laboratory of the Delft
University of Technology. The case study features a Pareto analysis, and a complete char-
acterization of the fluid dynamic performance of the optimal design by means of CFD.
To corroborate the validity of the proposed design guidelines, the key design variables
selected by the optimizer, and the corresponding compressor performance metrics, are
compared to the ones that can be derived from the design maps.

2.3. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN BASED ON SCALING PRINCIPLES
The main dimensions and performance metrics of a centrifugal compressor stage can be
expressed as

y = f (φt1,ψ,α2,β,γP v ,Re,σ), (2.8)

where y is a vector collecting the compressor characteristics and performance metrics.
Several considerations can be drawn from Eqn. (2.8). The impeller flow angles are univo-
cally determined by the swallowing capacity φt1, the work coefficient ψis, and the degree
of reaction χ. Here, the degree of reaction is replaced by the absolute flow angle at the
inlet of the diffuser α2, i.e., a parameter directly related to diffuser stability. The work pro-
vided by the impeller scales with the pressure ratio β and the thermodynamic behavior
of the fluid, determined by the average value of γP v . The impact of the viscous effects
is quantified by the average value of the Reynolds number within the impeller, diffuser,
and volute. The vector σ contains basic information regarding the stage geometry, see
Tab. 2.2. Few of the quantities composingσ are intentionally taken as dimensional param-
eters, because, when dealing with miniature turbomachinery, some geometrical features
cannot be scaled due to limits of manufacturability. In Section 2.4.2 the effect of scale
is investigated, by comparing compressor designs characterized by different dimensions,
quantified by the value of the size parameter

SP = V̇ 1/2
1

∆h1/4
ts

, (2.9)
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Table 2.2: Specification of the compressor geometrical characteristics used in the reduced-order model, and
collected in the vectorσ. The values reported in the table are the ones prescribed in the reduced-order model to
create the design maps presented in Section 2.4.

Description Definition Value

Impeller shape factor k = 1−
(

R1,h

R1,s

)2
0.9

Number of blades Nbl +Nsplit 14
Diffuser radius ratio R3/R2 1.5
Diffuser blade height ratio H3/H2 0.85
Diffuser pinch radius ratio Rpinch/R2 1.3
Non-dimensional length Lax/R2 0.7
Leading edge thickness tle [mm] 2-1-0.2
Trailing edge thickness tte [mm] 2-1-0.2
Impeller tip clearance ϵt [mm] 0.15
Back face clearance ϵb [mm] 0.15
Surface roughness Ra [mm] 0.01

but featuring the same values of tip clearance and surface roughness.
The in-house reduced-order compressor model relies on the lumped parameters ap-

proach. The flow quantities and the main dimensions of the machine are evaluated at
each streamwise station depicted in Fig. 2.1. The incoming flow is assumed to be axial and
uniform, due to the absence of inlet guide vanes. At the impeller inlet, the flow quantities
are evaluated at five different spanwise locations, to capture the free-vortex flow distribu-
tion. The relative flow angle at the impeller shroud is selected to minimize the local rel-
ative Mach number, following the methodology proposed by Rusch and Casey [13]. The
effective blade count is defined as Neff = Nbl + 0.75Nsplit. Splitter blades are considered
in the calculations whenever the estimated throat length is smaller than a user-defined
threshold, to ensure impeller manufacturability. The diffuser is assumed to be vaneless
and pinched close to the inlet section, to delay rotating stall inception. The slip effect is
accounted for by means of the unified model for axial, radial, and mixed-flow impellers
proposed by Qiu et al. [21]. Unlike more established slip models [22]–[24], the method
adopted in this work relies on the analysis of the blade loading to incorporate the effect
of blade turning at the impeller discharge. As a result, the predictions of the slip factor
are reliable also in presence of highly backswept blades, and in off-design conditions, as
proven by the comparison with experimental data. The external volute is designed by re-
sorting to the conservation equations, assuming no friction and no pressure gradient in
the circumferential direction, as suggested in [25]. The thermo-physical fluid properties
are evaluated by means of the reference thermodynamic library developed by NIST [26]
and implemented in the open-source CoolProp library [27]. The axial thrust acting on gas
bearings is estimated with the method reported in [28]:

Fax = Fin +Fimp +Fs −Fbd, (2.10)

where Fin and Fimp are the pressure and the impulse forces acting on impeller inlet, whereas
Fs and Fbd refer to pressure forces acting on the shroud and the back disk, respectively.
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2. DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR HIGH-SPEED CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS

Figure 2.1: Meridional view of a centrifugal compressor stage featuring splitter blades, pinched vaneless diffuser,
overhung volute, and no inlet guide vanes.

Within this model, the shaft is assumed to be of the cantilever type, and the impeller is as-
sumed to have no radial labyrinth seals. The shaft radius is either an input from the user,
or is expressed as a fraction of the impeller hub radius. The design maps presented in the
following section were obtained by assuming a given fraction of the impeller hub radius,
to preserve the effect of scaling.

The reduced-order model is complemented with a method for preliminary weight es-
timation. To compute the weight of the compressor assembly, the model is coupled to a
Python library for the creation of parametric 3D CAD models [29]. Once the dimensions
of the main components, i.e., impeller, shaft, vaneless diffuser, volute, and exit cone, are
set, a preliminary CAD model is automatically generated. Next, the weight of each com-
ponent is computed according to its volume and the prescribed material. Moreover, the
weight of the electric motor is estimated based on the trends of power density for high-
speed permanent magnet synchronous machines documented in [30]. The correlations
implemented in the in-house model are derived by assuming optimal forced air cooling
to keep the magnet temperature below the threshold of 150◦C and are valid for rotor sur-
face speeds up to 200 m/s and electrical powers as high as 1 MW.

2.3.1. LOSS MODELING

The compressor efficiency is evaluated as a function of the internal and external loss
sources, expressed in terms of total enthalpy loss, namely
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ηtt =
weul −∆ht,int

weul +∆ht,ext
. (2.11)

The internal losses affect both the pressure ratio and the stage efficiency. The loss mecha-
nisms that are not associated with the main flow are grouped in the so-called parasitic or
external losses. They affect the stage efficiency, but they have no influence on the pressure
ratio.

If the flow at the inlet of the impeller is supersonic, the entropy production associated
with the presence of shock waves is accounted for by means of the model proposed by
Denton [31], extended to non-ideal flows, i.e.,

∆ssw = cv,1
2γpv (γpv −1)

3(γpv +1)2 (M 2
W 1 −1)3. (2.12)

At off-design conditions, the incidence angle deviates from the estimated optimal value
[9], and the associated efficiency loss is computed as [32]

∆ht,i =
(W1 sin

∣∣i − iopt
∣∣)2

2
. (2.13)

The impact of viscous friction on the impeller performance is evaluated by means of the
model of Jansen [33]

∆ht,sf = 2Cf
Lhd

Dhd
W

2

W = V1,s +V2 +W1,s +2W1,h +3W2

8
,

(2.14)

where the hydraulic length and diameter are expressed as

Lhd = π

8
(D2 − (R1,s +R1,h)−H2 +2Lax)

(
2

cosβ1 +cosβ2

)

Dhd = D2

 cosβ2

Neff

π
+ D2 cosβ2

H2

+
1

2

(
D1,s

D2
+ D1,h

D2

)
cosβ1

Neff

π
+

(
D1,s +D1,h

D1,s −D1,h

)
cosβ1


cosβ1 =

cosβ1,s +cosβ1,h

2
,

(2.15)

and the skin friction coefficient is computed according to the weighted average method
proposed by Aungier [34]. The losses associated with diffusion in the blade passage are
estimated as [35]
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∆ht,bl = 0.05 · (DfU2)2

Df = 1− W2

W1,s
+

0.75
|∆htt|

U 2
2

W2

W1,s

Neff

π

(
1− D1,s

D2

)
+2

D1,s

D2

.
(2.16)

The total enthalpy loss due to tip clearance is calculated by means of the correlation in-
troduced by Brasz [36]

∆ht,cl =
0.6ϵt

∣∣Vθ,2
∣∣

H2 + ϵt

2

√√√√√ 4π
∣∣Vθ,2

∣∣Vm,1(
H2 + ϵt

2

)
Neff

·kcl

kcl =
R2

1,s −R2
1,h

(R2 −R1,s)

(
1+ ρ2

ρ1

) .

(2.17)

As will be discussed in Chapter 3, when dealing with miniature compressor stages, featur-
ing high relative tip clearance gaps, e.g. exceeding 10%, the designer should account not
only for a reduction of ηtt due to the detrimental effect of tip clearance but also for a de-
crease of βtt. Such penalty is proportional to the relative tip gap and the work performed
by the impeller, hence to the compression ratio. In the present work, the following em-
pirical correction of the impeller work has been implemented in the in-house compressor
model, to match the performance trends obtained with CFD

|∆htt| =
∣∣∆htt,no gap

∣∣ ·(1−0.2
ϵt

H2

)
. (2.18)

The irreversibility associated with wake mixing at the impeller outlet is computed as [37]

∆ht,mx = 1

1+ tan2(α2)

(
1−ϵw −H∗

1−ϵw

)2 V 2
2

2
, (2.19)

where the sudden expansion coefficient H∗ is fixed to one. To reproduce the efficiency de-
cay observed in the proximity of the choking point, the wake area fraction ϵw is increased
following a geometric progression between the selected minimum and maximum values,
i.e., 0.3 and 0.65, once the mass flow rate reaches 80% of the choking point value at the
prescribed rotational speed. The flow in the vaneless diffuser is modeled by integrating
the system of two-dimensional differential equations derived by Stanitz [38].
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Vm
dVm

dR
− Vθ

2

R
+Cf

V 2 cosα

H sinχ
+ 1

ρ

dP

dR
= 0

Vm
dVθ
dR

+ VmVθ
R

+Cf
V 2 cosα

H sinχ
= 0

1

ρ

dρ

dR
+ 1

Vm

dVm

dR
+ 1

H

d H

dR
+ 1

R
= 0

d H

dR

Vm
dVm

dR
+Vm

dVm

dR
+Vθ

dVθ
dR

= 0

(2.20)

Within this model, the average value of the friction factor is estimated using the empirical
correlation proposed by Japikse [11]

Cf = kvd

(
1.8 ·105

Re

)0.2

. (2.21)

In this work, the value of kvd = 0.01 has been selected as the one providing the best match
with experimental data. The losses in the volute and in the exit cone are evaluated in terms
of total pressure according to [11] and [39], respectively, yielding

∆Pt,vl = (Km +Kθ)(Pt,3 −P3)

Km = F1

1+λ2 whereλ= Vθ,3

Vm,3

Kθ = F2

(
R3

Rvl

)2 (λ− A3/A4)2

1+λ2 if
A4

A3
·λ> 1

(2.22)

and

∆Pt,cn = ρ3
V 2

3

2

8CfLcn

ρ3 +ρ4
. (2.23)

In Eqn. (2.22) the value of both the empirical coefficients F1 and F2 is set to 0.8, whereas in
Eqn. (2.23) the friction coefficient, Cf, is computed with the Colebrook-White correlation
[40]. The efficiency penalty due to disk friction is estimated as [41]

∆ht,df = K f
ρ1 +ρ2

2

R2
2U 3

2

4ṁ

if Redf =
ρ2R2U2

µ2
< 3 ·105 K f =

3.7(ϵb/H2)0.1

Re0.5
df

if Redf =
ρ2R2U2

µ2
Ê 3 ·105 K f =

0.102(ϵb/H2)0.1

Re0.2
df

.

(2.24)
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The seal leakage loss is accounted for by means of the empirical model of Aungier [34]:

∆ht,lk =
ṁlkUlkU2

2ṁ

Ulk = 0.816

√
2∆Plk

ρ2

ṁlk = ρ2UlkNeffϵtLhd

∆Plk =
ṁ(R2Vθ,2 −R1,sVθ,1,s )

NeffLhd
R1,s +R2

2

H1 +H2

2

.

(2.25)

The recirculation loss is expressed as [42]

∆ht,rc = 8 ·10−5 sinh(3.5 ·α3
2)(DfU2)2, (2.26)

where the diffusion factor is computed according to Eqn. (2.16).

2.3.2. OFF-DESIGN PERFORMANCE
In the following, the procedure adopted to evaluate the compressor characteristic curve
along the design speedline is described. The same calculations are repeated at different
rotational speeds to construct the compressor operating map. To facilitate the reader’s
understanding, the method is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

The choking point is estimated by progressively increasing the mass flow rate from
the design point value, and evaluating the meridional Mach number at the outlet of the
exducer, together with the relative Mach number at the throat section of the main blade
passage. The latter is computed by solving the one-dimensional isentropic flow equations
within the control volume defined by the impeller inlet and throat section, at five different
spanwise locations:

ρ1W1 cosβ1
2πR1

Nbl
= ρaWa

(
2πR1

Nbl
cosβ1,bl − tle

)

h1 +
W 2

1

2
− U 2

1

2
= ha +

W 2
a

2
− U 2

a

2

ρa = f (ha, s1).

(2.27)

The impeller is considered choked when either the outlet meridional Mach number is
equal to one, or the throat Mach number is unitary over the entire blade span.

The minimum mass flow rate at constant rotational speed is limited by the inception of
unstable operating conditions, i.e., surge or rotating stall. A conservative estimate can be
obtained by assuming that surge is triggered when the slope of the speedline becomes null
[43], i.e., dβ/dṁ = 0. Due to the complexity of the flow phenomena involved in rotating
stall, an accurate prediction of its onset is only possible by resorting to time-accurate,
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Figure 2.2: Schematic description of the procedure adopted to compute the compressor off-design performance
and the operating range.

three-dimensional, full annulus CFD simulations [44]. In the reduced-order model, the
inception of rotating stall is estimated using the semi-empirical correlation of Kobayashi
et al. [45]

α2,c =α2,senoo +
(
17.02−74.2

H2

R2

)(
1− H3

H2

)
, (2.28)

whereα2,senoo refers to the critical flow angle at the diffuser inlet computed with the model
proposed by Senoo and Kinoshita [46].

Once the choking point has been estimated, the mass flow rate is progressively re-
duced, and the compressor performance is computed, until either the conditions of surge,
i.e., dβ/dṁ ≤ 0, rotating stall inception, i.e., α2 > α2,c , or minimum allowable efficiency,
e.g., ηtt < 50%, are met. The operating range at the prescribed rotational speed is then
computed according to the following definition

OR = ṁchoke −min(ṁ)

ṁdes
. (2.29)

A complete overview of the compressor design workflow is displayed in Fig. 2.3. Once
the design specifications, the constraints, and the design variables are provided, either as
fixed values or as upper and lower bounds for optimization, the design point computa-
tion is performed. During this step, the dimensions of the main components are set, and
the impeller work coefficient is adjusted to match the target compression ratio, after ac-
counting for the detrimental effects of slip and losses. Next, the compressor off-design
performance is computed for a range of rotational speeds, specified as multiplies or frac-
tions of the design point value. If the model is used to perform a design optimization,
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Figure 2.3: Flowchart of the reduced-order compressor model: design, off-design, and optimization. The symbol
ϵ refers to the tolerance prescribed in the algorithm.

the off-design performance is computed only at the design rotational speed to reduce the
computational cost.

2.3.3. VALIDATION

In order to assess the accuracy of the tool, the predictions of the compressor model have
been compared with experimental data from three well-documented test cases available
in the open literature, as well as with CFD simulation results. The first two test cases are
the Eckardt impeller O and impeller B [18]–[20], [47], i.e., two large centrifugal compres-
sors featuring a vaneless diffuser, and operating with air. The accuracy of the experimen-
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Table 2.3: Data of the centrifugal compressors used to validate the reduced-order model.

Variable Eckardt O Eckardt B EPFL IRIS Stage 1 V1

Fluid Air Air R134a R1233zd(E)
Tt1 [K] 288.15 288.15 283.15 283.2
Pt1 [bar] 1.01 1.01 1.65 0.478
Ω [krpm] 10-18 10-16 150-210 80-99
R1,s [mm] 140 140 5.6 15.4
R1,h [mm] 45 96 1 3.5
R2 [mm] 200 200 10 20.4
R3 [mm] 338 338 16.5 31.01
H2 [mm] 26.7 26.7 1.2 2.8
H3 [mm] 13.6 13.6 1 2
Lax [mm] 130 84.2 7.7 14.2
Nbl 20 20 9 7
Nsplit 0 0 9 7
β1,bl,s [deg] -63 -60 -60 -60
β1,bl,h [deg] -33 -45 -20.5 -17
β2,bl [deg] 0 -40 -45 -20.7
Ra [mm] 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0032
tle [mm] 2.5 2.5 0.2 0.3-0.6
tte [mm] 1.25 1.25 0.2 0.3-0.6
ϵt [mm] 0.372 0.372 0.15 0.25-0.3
ϵb [mm] 0.372 0.372 0.2 0.2

tal data is ±1% for the mass flow rate, ±3 rpm for the rotational speed, and ±0.25% for the
pressure measured at the nominal location [20]. The third test case is a small-scale com-
pressor designed and tested by Schiffmann and Favrat at EPFL [2]. The machine features
backswept blades, a vaneless diffuser, and operates with refrigerant R134a. The uncer-
tainty of the experimental measurements is ±0.5% for the mass flow rate, and ±0.02 bar
for the pressure [6]. The last case study is the first compressor stage of the IRIS test rig,
obtained as an outcome of the first design iteration, which is documented in [48]. The
impeller is characterized by backswept blades and operates with refrigerant R1233zd(E).
The CFD simulations have been performed by means of a commercial steady-state RANS
solver [49]. Further information about the numerical setup can be found in [48] and in
Chapter 3. In the analysis presented here, the volute and the exit cone are not modeled, in
order to closely reproduce the experimental conditions and the CFD model. The geomet-
rical characteristics and the boundary conditions used for each test case are summarized
in Tab. 2.3.

The results are illustrated in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5. The comparison has been performed
over the entire range of rotational speeds for each test case. However, only the efficiency
predictions for the EPFL compressor are reported in Fig. 2.5 for brevity. The outcome of
the validation study is that more than 95% of the experimental data fall within the ±5%
uncertainty bands of the calculated values, excluding the βtt measurements of the EPFL
compressor in the close proximity of the choking point at 210 krpm. Moreover, the semi-
empirical correlation proposed by Kobayashi et al. [45] correctly captures the trend of ro-
tating stall inception but may lead to an underestimation of the operating range for small-
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2. DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR HIGH-SPEED CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS

Figure 2.4: Validation of the reduced-order model. Solid lines represent compressor model predictions; dashed
lines bound colored ±5% uncertainty bands; dots correspond to experimental data of Eckardt impellers O and B
[20], [47], EPFL compressor [6], and CFD simulation results of the first stage of the IRIS compressor.

Figure 2.5: Total-to-total efficiency vs. mass flow rate for the EPFL compressor. Solid lines represent compressor
model predictions; dashed lines bound colored ±5% uncertainty bands; dots correspond to experimental data
[6].
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Figure 2.6: Design maps of ηtt, MU2 , and MW1,s , computed for air and refrigerant R1233zd(E) at ψis = 0.8, SP =
0.01, k = 0.9, and at Pt1, Tt1 specified in Tab. 2.1. The dots correspond to the values of φt1 that maximize ηtt for
each βtt; the solid line represents their spline interpolation of order two. The cross indicates the design point
resulting from the optimization study described in Section 2.5.1.

scale compressors at large rotational speed. The predictive capabilities of the model may
be improved only by resorting to additional experiments or high-fidelity, time-accurate
numerical simulations. However, this is beyond the scope of the present work.

2.4. DESIGN MAPS FOR SINGLE-STAGE COMPRESSORS
The validated compressor model is used to generate design maps, namely two-dimensional
contours of different performance metrics, computed as a function of φt1 and βtt, while
fixing the values of the remaining independent variables of Eqn. (2.8). The prescribed
ranges of φt1 and βtt are discretized with 20 sampling points, i.e., each design map pre-
sented in the following is constituted by 400 unique compressor designs.

2.4.1. INFLUENCE OF THE WORKING FLUID

The influence of the working fluid on the stage layout and performance is investigated
by comparing design maps computed for compressors characterized by the same size pa-
rameter SP = 0.01 and isentropic work coefficient ψis = 0.8, but operating with different
fluids. The working fluids and the corresponding total inlet conditions considered in the
present study are listed in Tab. 2.1. To separately investigate the effect of the fluid molecule
and of the compressor size, the values of total inlet pressure and temperature are chosen
to guarantee dynamic similarity, i.e., the average Reynolds number based on the hydraulic
diameter is kept nearly constant in all test cases. Moreover, the total inlet conditions are
selected so that all the fluids are in the dilute gas state, i.e., γP v ≈ γ. Consequently, the
influence of flow non-ideality, which is outside the scope of this investigation, can be ne-
glected. However, due to the adoption of the generalized isentropic exponent in the scal-
ing law and in the loss models, the methodology described in this work is applicable also
to compressors operating with non-ideal flows, i.e., γP v ̸= γ.

The contours of stage total-to-total efficiency, tip speed Mach number, and relative
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2. DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR HIGH-SPEED CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS

Figure 2.7: Design maps of OR, and Fax, computed for air and refrigerant R1233zd(E) at ψis = 0.8, SP = 0.01,
k = 0.9, and at Pt1, Tt1 specified in Tab. 2.1. The cross indicates the design point resulting from the optimization
study described in Section 2.5.1.

Mach number at the inducer shroud are illustrated in Fig. 2.6 for air and refrigerant R1233zd(E).
The following considerations can be drawn by comparing the two design maps. The com-
pressor stage operating with air features larger values of efficiency over the entire design
space, and the performance gap increases when departing from the region of optimal ef-
ficiency. Moreover, the fluid molecular complexity affects the shape and the position of
the locus of optimal efficiency, as illustrated by the solid black lines. The stage operating
with R1233zd(E) features a moderate increment of MW1,s and MU2 over the design space,
as highlighted by the dashed red and white lines, respectively. The increase of MW1,s is
caused by the lower speed of sound associated with the more complex fluid molecules,
whereas the rise of MU2 is due to the smaller value of γP v calculated for R1233zd(E) over
the compression process, as discussed in Section 2.1.

The contours of the compressor operating range, and axial thrust acting on bearings
are depicted in Fig. 2.7, for the same couple of working fluids. The main outcomes can
be summarized as follows. On the one hand, the stage operating with air is characterized
by a wider operating range over the design space. This is mainly due to the smaller value
of MW1,s associated with the simpler fluid molecule, which leads to a larger choke margin
at the design point. On the other hand, the stage operating with air features larger values
of axial thrust, as compared to the ones obtained with R1233zd(E). The reason is twofold.
First, the two compressor stages are characterized by comparable dimensions, but differ-
ent total inlet pressure, to achieve dynamic similarity. In turn, the higher inlet pressure
imposed on the stage operating with air leads to a larger axial thrust acting on the com-
pressor’s eye. Furthermore, the air compressor features a higher inlet meridional velocity,
thus a larger mass flow rate, and a larger impulse force acting on the inlet.

The previous considerations can be generalized, by analyzing the trends of the stage
performance metrics computed for all the working fluids listed in Tab. 2.1. As illustrated
in Fig. 2.8, an increase of fluid molecular complexity, that is associated with a decrease of
γP v , leads to a decrease of the optimal value of swallowing capacity. This effect can be
attributed to the growing impact of shock losses on impeller performance at increasing
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Figure 2.8: Locus of optimal efficiency for compressors operating with fluids of increasing molecular complexity.
All the computations are performed with ψis = 0.8, SP = 0.01, k = 0.9, and at Pt1, Tt1 specified in Tab. 2.1.

Figure 2.9: Rotational speed computed along the locus of optimal efficiency for the test cases listed in Tab. 2.1

values of MW1,s , observed in correspondence of small values of γP v and large values ofφt1.
Moreover, the optimal stage efficiency is directly proportional to γP v and inversely pro-
portional to the target pressure ratio, see Fig. 2.8. The rotational speed at the design point
shows an opposite trend, as displayed in Fig. 2.9. To summarize, given the compressor
scale, measured by SP , and the isentropic work coefficient ψis, the stages operating with
working fluids made of simple molecules, characterized by large values of γP v and R, are
more efficient, but their rotational speed is higher. As a consequence, Ω may exceed the
maximum allowable limit for mechanical resistance, and the stage must be re-designed at
a higher work coefficient, at the expense of fluid dynamic efficiency. Fluid molecules like
Argon, featuring high values of isentropic exponent and relatively high molecular weight,
are attractive, as they enable the design of mini compressors characterized by both high
efficiency and moderate rotational speed.
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Figure 2.10: Locus of optimal efficiency for compressors characterized by different values of the size parameter.
All the computations are performed at ψis = 0.8, k = 0.9, and at Pt1, Tt1 specified in Tab. 2.1. The black dots
correspond to the stage designs chosen for the loss breakdown analysis.

2.4.2. INFLUENCE OF SIZE

The influence of scale on compressor design is studied by comparing design maps com-
puted for stages operating with Air and R1233zd(E), but characterized by different values
of size parameter SP = 0.1−0.05−0.01. The total inlet conditions are kept unaltered, but
the dynamic similarity condition is not valid anymore, due to the different compressor di-
mensions. Moreover, the magnitude of relative clearances and relative surface roughness
decreases with increasing values of the size parameter, due to the relaxation of manufac-
turing constraints.

The stages featuring a larger size parameter are characterized by higher efficiency val-
ues over the entire design space, as shown in Fig. 2.10. However, the size parameter has
only a minor influence on the locus of optimal efficiency in the φt1 −βtt plane. To gain
further insights about the sources of efficiency penalty in small-scale compressors, a de-
tailed loss breakdown analysis has been performed for stages with varying size parameter
and designed at moderate pressure ratio in the neighborhood of the optimal efficiency
region, i.e., SP = 0.1− 0.01, βtt = 3.5, φt1 = 0.13, see Fig. 2.11. The loss sources that are
mostly affected by the change of SP are the ones associated with tip clearance, seal leak-
age, recirculation, and viscous friction in the impeller and the diffuser. The increase of
recirculation loss at low values of size parameter is induced by the rise of the optimal α2

computed by the reduced-order model, and thus cannot be significantly mitigated. On
the contrary, the increase in clearance and leakage losses can be alleviated by reducing
the relative tip gap. In the same fashion, the efficiency penalties due to viscous friction
can be mitigated by reducing the relative surface roughness. Quantifying the impact of
the different manufacturing constraints on stage efficiency is of paramount importance
to focus efforts and resources on the areas that can enable the largest performance gain.
The calculations performed with the reduced-order model show that an increase in rela-
tive tip gap of one order of magnitude leads to an efficiency penalty of ≈ 6% for the stage
operating with refrigerant R1233zd(E). In the same fashion, an increase of relative surface
roughness of one order of magnitude produces a performance decay of the order of 3.8%.
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Figure 2.11: Loss breakdown for compressor stages operating with air and refrigerant R1233zd(E), featuringφt1 =
0.13, ψis = 0.8, βtt = 3.5, SP = 0.1−0.01. The abbreviations displayed on the abscissa refer to the subscripts used
to identify the loss components.

Similar trends are calculated for the air compressor.

To summarize, the value of swallowing capacity maximizing the stage efficiency is not
remarkably influenced by the size parameter and lies between φt1 = 0.1−0.15 for stages
featuring moderate to high pressure ratio. However, the stage operating range is maximum
at low values of swallowing capacity, i.e., φt1 = 0.05−0.07. A similar argument can be used
to prove that there is a trade-off between stage efficiency and operating range with respect
to most of the design variables listed in Eqn. 2.8. Therefore, the optimal design of this
kind of turbomachines can be arguably achieved only by resorting to a multi-objective
optimization strategy.

2.5. CASE STUDY

In order to verify the validity of the design guidelines derived from the maps presented
in Section 2.4, a design exercise was carried out, namely the multi-objective optimiza-
tion of a compressor stage resembling the first stage of the IRIS test rig. The selected case
study is particularly relevant, as it features small dimensions, a working fluid of moderate
molecular complexity, and stringent requirements in terms of both efficiency and operat-
ing range.

In mathematical form, the multi-objective design optimization of a single-stage cen-
trifugal compressor can be formulated as follows:
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min
x∈Rn

F (x) = [ f1(x), ..., fnobj (x)], s.t.

hk (x) = 0 k = 1, ...,neq

gi (x) ≤ 0 i = 1, ...,nineq

xl , j ≤ x j ≤ xu, j j = 1, ...,n

(2.30)

where x is the vector of independent variables, F (x) is the vector of the objective func-
tions, and hk (x), gi (x) are the vectors of the equality and inequality constraints, respec-
tively. The objective functions selected in this work are the operating range and the com-
pressor efficiency, both evaluated at the design rotational speed. To account for multiple
operating points, the compressor efficiency is computed as the weighted average of the
total-to-total efficiency, evaluated over the entire design speed-line. The weights used for
this calculation are inversely proportional to the distance of each operating point from
the selected design point. The parameters, the optimization variables, and the inequality
constraints considered in the present work are listed in Tab. 2.4. Overall, the optimiza-
tion problem comprises eight design variables, two objectives, and seven inequality con-
straints.

2.5.1. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
The Pareto front is computed by means of the NSGA-II algorithm described in [50] and
implemented in [51]. All the optimization variables are of floating point type, except for
the number of blades, which is treated as an integer. The initial population comprises
ten individuals for each design variable and is sampled according to the latin hypercube
methodology along the floating point directions, and randomly along the integer axis.
The population is evolved for eighty generations, applying simulated binary crossover and
polynomial mutation, leading to 6400 function evaluations. As displayed in Fig. 2.12, the
resulting Pareto front shows larger variability over the axis associated with compressor op-
erating range than over the one related to stage isentropic efficiency. In turn, the optimal
conceptual design has been chosen among the non-dominated solutions by prioritizing
the compressor operating range over the average stage efficiency.

The main features of the optimal design are reported in Tab. 2.5, while the meridional
view of the resulting impeller and diffuser is displayed in Fig. 2.12. The optimal compres-
sor design is characterized by ψis ≈ 0.8, SP ≈ 0.01, and k ≈ 0.9, thus the corresponding
design point can be displayed on the maps shown in Fig. 2.6-2.7. Three main considera-
tions can be outlined.

• As expected, the swallowing capacity of the optimal design lies in between the lo-
cus of optimal efficiency and the region of maximum operating range. The higher
the prescribed pressure ratio, and the molecular complexity of the selected working
fluid, the smaller the distance between the locii of maximum efficiency and oper-
ating range. This information is essential to address the trade-off between design
point efficiency and operability when approaching the design of a new prototype.
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Table 2.4: Setup of the multi-objective compressor design optimization.

Variable Type Value

βtt Parameter 3.45
ṁ [kg/s] Parameter 0.114
fluid Parameter R1233zd(E)
Pt1 [kPa] Parameter 47.789
Tt1 [K] Parameter 278.13
φt1 Design variable 0.05-0.2
ψis Design variable 0.6-1.0
α2 [deg] Design variable 60-75
k Design variable 0.65-0.95
Nbl Design variable 12-20
R3/R2 Design variable 1.3-2.0

H3 −H2

H2(R2/Rpinch −1)
Design variable 0-1

Rpinch −R2

R3 −R2
Design variable 0-1

min(R1,h) [mm] Inequality constraint 3.25
max(R4) [mm] Inequality constraint 50
min(a) [mm] Inequality constraint 1.0
min(H2) [mm] Inequality constraint 1.35
max(Ω) [krpm] Inequality constraint 150
max(Fax) [N] Inequality constraint 50
max(M3) Inequality constraint 0.65

• The tip speed Mach number and the relative Mach number at the inducer shroud
can be accurately predicted from the design maps. The tip speed Mach number
scales with the prescribed pressure ratio, whereas the relative Mach number is also
a function of the swallowing capacity. In the proposed design exercise, in order to
comply with the requirement of subsonic flow in the inducer, one has to select a
lower swallowing capacity, thus further compromising the design point efficiency.

• The optimal design is not located on the Cordier line, i.e., the locus of optimal effi-
ciency in the Ns-Ds chart [52], where

Ns =Ω
V̇ 1/2

1

∆h3/4
ts

, (2.31)

Ds = D1
∆h1/4

ts

V̇ 1/2
1

. (2.32)

Therefore, such a design cannot be obtained by applying existing design rules.
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Figure 2.12: Optimal design of the first compressor stage for the IRIS test rig. From left to right: Pareto front
obtained with the multi-objective optimization framework, meridional flow path of the selected design, 3D im-
peller geometry and computational grid. The hub and shroud curves are defined as third order Bezier curves,
whose control points are displayed in the central image.

Table 2.5: Main characteristics of the compressor design selected along the Pareto front generated by the
reduced-order model coupled to a gradient-free optimizer.

Variable Value Variable Value

Ns 1.208 Ds 1.870
MW1,s 1.12 MU2 1.5
φt1 0.106 ψis 0.793
SP 0.019 k 0.95
Ω [krpm] 68-94 β1,bl,s [deg] 60
R1,s [mm] 15.2 β1,bl,h [deg] 16.5
R1,h [mm] 3.4 β2,bl [deg] 29.6
R2 [mm] 22.8 Ra [mm] 0.032
R3 [mm] 35.2 R4 [mm] 49.3
H2 [mm] 2.3 Dcn,out [mm] 17.8
H3 [mm] 1.6 ts [mm] 0.3
Lax [mm] 16.0 th [mm] 0.6
Nbl 7 ϵt [mm] 0.15
Nsplit 7 ϵb [mm] 0.15

2.5.2. PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATION BASED ON CFD
The three-dimensional geometry of the impeller and the diffuser are constructed from
the conceptual design data of the optimal compressor design, using commercial software
[53]. The shape of the main and the splitter blades are controlled by specifying the hub,
mid, and shroud profiles, and by stacking them along the radial direction at the leading
edge. To cope with transonic flow in the inducer, the blades are designed to be aft-loaded
at the shroud, aiming to improve the choke margin and reduce the shock losses [25]. The
wrap angle at each spanwise location is set to obtain 16.5◦ of rake angle, to enhance the
structural integrity of the impeller. The blades feature constant thickness distribution in
the meridional direction and linear tapering in the spanwise direction. The vaneless dif-
fuser is characterized by a linear pinch extending through its entire length. The presence
of the volute is neglected in this analysis to reduce the computational cost.
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Figure 2.13: Sensitivity of total-to-total pressure ratio and internal isentropic efficiency on the number of grid
nodes.

Steady-state, single passage RANS computations [49] with a mixing-plane interface are
used to assess the compressor fluid dynamic performance over the entire operating range.
The boundary conditions are imposed in terms of flow direction, total pressure, and total
temperature at the inlet, whereas the mass flow rate is assigned at the outlet. The κ−ω
SST turbulence model is employed together with adequate cell clustering near walls to
guarantee y+≤ 1. Turbulence boundary conditions are set in terms of inlet turbulence in-
tensity (κ = 5%) and eddy viscosity ratio (µ/µt = 10), while the turbulent Prandtl number
is set to Prt = 1, in accordance with what is documented in [54]. The advective and tur-
bulent fluxes are discretized with total variation diminishing schemes [55], while a central
difference scheme is adopted for discretizing the viscous fluxes. A look-up table method
is employed to speed up the evaluation of the thermo-physical fluid properties. The prop-
erty values are calculated using the multi-parameter equation of state model available in
[26]. The vapor properties are extended up to the spinodal line to improve solver robust-
ness in the initial phase of the calculation, without affecting the accuracy of the converged
solution. After performing a sensitivity analysis, see Fig. 2.13, a grid size of approximately
two million cells and a thermodynamic mesh of one million elements are set as an optimal
trade-off between accuracy and computational cost.

A total of 27 RANS computations have been performed to compute the compressor
operating map in a range of rotational speeds extending from 80% to 110% of the design
point value, corresponding to 85.7 krpm, as shown in Fig. 2.14. The CFD calculations de-
termined a design point pressure ratio of 3.38 and an isentropic efficiency equal to 85.93%,
neglecting the effect of parasitic losses, and of the efficiency decay in the volute and the
exit cone. The maximum deviation between the predictions of the reduced-order model
and CFD is 6.18% and 6.86% in terms of βtt and ηtt, respectively, whereas the average de-
viation measured for both performance metrics is below 5%. These results provide further
evidence of the accuracy of the in-house tool and additional confidence in the trends de-
scribed in Section 2.4.

Further insights about the compressor flow field at the design point can be gained by
inspecting Fig. 2.15. The largest entropy generation is predicted in the shroud region of
the inducer, due to the occurrence of transonic Mach number, and in the rear part of the
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Figure 2.14: Compressor operating map. The solid lines represent the predictions of the reduced-order model;
the results computed by CFD are displayed by the dots, in terms of both mass-flow averaged βtt and internal ηtt.

blades, as a result of viscous mixing of the tip leakage vortex with the main flow. As high-
lighted by the streamlines, the use of aft-loaded blades at the shroud is effective in delay-
ing the formation of the tip leakage vortex, thus reducing the efficiency penalty associated
with large tip clearance, as reported in [16]. More advanced three-dimensional design
strategies, supported by a CFD-based optimization framework, see [56], can be used to
further refine the candidate design, enabling even higher efficiency and wider operating
range.

2.6. CONCLUSIONS
The effect of size and working fluid on the efficiency, operating range, and axial thrust
on bearings has been investigated for single-stage centrifugal compressors by means of
a reduced-order model, validated with experimental data. Moreover, the reduced-order
model has been used to perform a design exercise, i.e., the multi-objective optimization
of the first compressor stage of the IRIS test rig. The key characteristics of the optimal
compressor design have been compared to those derived from the design maps, to cor-
roborate their validity. The optimal design has been extensively characterized by means
of 3D steady RANS simulations. The outcomes of this study can be summarized as follows.

1. Compressor stages operating with fluids made of heavy and complex molecules ex-
hibit lower efficiency if compared to compressors for fluids made of simpler molecules.
The locus of optimal efficiency shifts towards lower values of swallowing capacity for
decreasing values of γP v . However, compressors operating with simple-molecule
fluids optimally operate with higher rotational speed. If Ω exceeds the maximum
allowable threshold, the stage should be re-designed at a higher work coefficient,
therefore penalizing fluid dynamic performance.

2. Fluid molecular complexity has a minor influence on the stage operating range,
but it remarkably affects the axial thrust acting on the bearings. Compressor stages
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Figure 2.15: Flow field computed by means of CFD at the design point. The Mach number distribution is shown
in the form of contour plots over different secondary planes. The iso-entropy lines are displayed over the blade
surfaces. 3D streamlines are colored from transparent to white, according to the local value of entropy, to high-
light the tip leakage vortex.

operating with complex-molecule fluids produce lower axial thrust if compared to
their simple-molecule counterparts, thus making them particularly suitable for the
use of oil-free gas bearings.

3. Compressors featuring a lower size parameter are characterized by lower efficiency,
as a result of manufacturing constraints, leading to higher relative tip clearance and
higher relative surface roughness. The efficiency penalty is more sensitive to varia-
tions of clearance gap than to surface finishing. However, the size parameter has a
negligible influence on the shape and the position of the locus of optimal efficiency.

4. The optimal design obtained as an outcome of the case study complies with the
guidelines that can be derived from the φt1 −βtt maps, in terms of design point effi-
ciency, operating range, tip speed Mach number, and relative Mach number at the
inducer shroud. Moreover, the optimal design can not be readily obtained by apply-
ing existing design rules, as it is not located on the Cordier line in the Ns-Ds chart.

5. Steady-state RANS simulations of the flow past the optimal compressor layout pre-
dict a design point pressure ratio ofβtt = 3.38, an internal isentropic efficiency equal
to ηis = 85.93%, and an operating range of 0.49 at 85.7 krpm. These findings provide
further evidence that efficient mini-compressors operating with organic fluids, and
featuring pressure ratios up to five at off-design conditions, are feasible from the
fluid dynamic standpoint.
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METADATA
The geometry of the compressor stage obtained as a result of the multi-objective design
optimization, and the full set of design maps can be downloaded at the website link1.

1https://github.com/Propulsion-Power-TU-Delft/Metadata/tree/main/IRISCompressor
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NOMENCLATURE

Roman symbols
A Surface area [m2]
a Sound speed [m s−1]

Throat length [m]
c Specific heat capacity [J kg−1 K−1]
Cf Skin friction coefficient [-]
D Diameter [m]
Fax Axial thrust acting on bearings [N]
H Blade height [m]
H∗ Sudden expansion coefficient [-]
h Specific enthalpy [J kg−1]
i Incidence angle [deg]
k Impeller shape factor [-]

Empirical constant [-]
Lax Impeller axial length [m]
M Mach number [-]

Molar mass [kg mol−1]
ṁ Mass flow rate [kg s−1]
Nbl Number of main blades [-]
Nsplit Number of splitter blades [-]
Neff Effective number of blades [-]
Ns Specific speed [-]
OR Operating range [-]
P Pressure [Pa]
Pr Prandtl number [-]
R Radius [m]

Specific gas constant [J kg−1 K−1]
Ra Surface roughness [m]
Re Reynolds number [-]
SP Size parameter [-]
s Specific entropy [J kg−1 K−1]
T Temperature [K]
t Thickness [m]
U Peripheral speed [m s−1]
V Absolute velocity [m s−1]
V̇ Volumetric flow rate [m3 s−1]
v Specific volume [m3 kg−1]
W Relative velocity [m s−1]

Greek symbols
α Absolute flow angle [deg]
β Pressure ratio [-]

Relative flow angle [deg]
γ Heat capacity ratio [J kg−1 K−1]
γPv Isentropic pressure-volume exponent

[J kg−1 K−1]
ϵb Back face clearance [m]
ϵt Tip clearance gap [m]
ϵw Wake area fraction [-]
η Efficiency [-]
µ Dynamic viscosity [Pa s−1]
ρ Density [kg m−3]
σ Stage geometrical characteristics [-]

φt1 Swallowing capacity [-]
χ Degree of reaction [-]

Diffuser inclination [deg]
ψ Work coefficient [-]
Ω Rotational speed [rpm]
ω Turbulence specific dissipation rate [s−1]
κ Turbulence kinetic energy [J kg−1]

Subscripts
∞ Ideal gas conditions
a Throat section
c Critical
choke Choking point
cn Cone
h Hub
hd Hydraulic
is Isentropic
le Leading edge
r Reduced
s Specific - shroud
t Total - turbulent
te Trailing edge
ts Total-to-static
tt Total-to-total
θ Tangential component
des Design point
m Meridional component
mx Mixing
rc Recirculation
sf Skin friction
sw Shock waves
i Incidence
bl Blade loading
cl Clearance
vl Volute
vd Vaneless diffuser
df Disk friction
lk Leakage
1 Inducer
2 Exducer - diffuser inlet
3 Diffuser outlet - volute inlet
4 Volute outlet - cone inlet
P Evaluated at constant pressure
v Evaluated at constant volume

Abbreviations
CO2 Carbon dioxide
ECS Environmental control system
H2 Hydrogen
IRIS Inverse Rankine integrated system
R134a Tetrafluoroethane
R1233zd(E) Trifluoropropene
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3
DESIGN OF THE TWIN-STAGE

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR FOR

THE IRIS TEST RIG

I don’t know anything with certainty, but seeing the stars makes me dream.

Vincent Van Gogh

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

A. Giuffre’, P. Colonna, and M. Pini, "Design Optimization of a High-Speed Twin-Stage
Compressor for Next-Gen Aircraft Environmental Control System", Journal of Engineering
for Gas Turbines and Power, vol. 145, no. 3, 2023, ISSN: 0742-4795. DOI: 10.1115/1.4056022.
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Abstract
This chapter documents the fluid dynamic design optimization of the high-speed centrifu-
gal compressor which will be installed in the IRIS, the heat pump test rig designed and
commissioned at the Propulsion and Power Laboratory of Delft University of Technology.
The compressor features a twin-stage configuration, consisting of two impellers mounted
back-to-back on the same shaft and running on gas bearings operating with refrigerant va-
por. First, the scaling analysis for single-stage centrifugal compressors is extended to provide
guidelines for the design of twin-stage machines. The optimal set of non-dimensional pa-
rameters obtained from the scaling analysis suggests that the first stage of the twin-stage
machine must be designed for a higher compression ratio and with a value of swallowing
capacity in the proximity of the locus of optimal efficiency. In turn, by selecting the same
value of the work coefficient for the two stages, the flow coefficient of the second stage lies in
the region of optimal operating range. Next, the conceptual design optimization of the com-
pressor prototype was performed by resorting to an in-house reduced-order model (ROM),
coupled with a multi-objective optimization framework. Then, the flow path of the optimal
design was refined based on the results of a throughflow method. Finally, the fluid dynamic
performance of the optimal design was evaluated by means of a hybrid framework, encom-
passing CFD models and ROMs, and the structural integrity was assessed by means of FEA.
The results show that it is possible to design a twin-stage compressor for the target appli-
cation, featuring an overall efficiency higher than 65% and a maximum compression ratio
exceeding 8.5, despite the detrimental effects of motor and bearings cooling, as well as the
fluid dynamic performance penalty due to the small scale.

3.1. INTRODUCTION
The technical feasibility and the performance of an electrically-powered VCC system for
next-generation aircraft ECS will be investigated through a series of experimental cam-
paigns that will be performed by means of the IRIS test rig. At the core of the new facility,
there is a high-speed twin-stage centrifugal compressor running on foil bearings, lubri-
cated by refrigerant vapor. The reduced size, the absence of oil lubricant in the circuit,
and the superior performance over traditional scroll compressors make this technology
particularly suitable for airborne applications.

The feasibility of a miniature centrifugal compressor running on gas bearings for do-
mestic heat pump applications has been demonstrated by Schiffmann et al. [1], [2]. Chap-
ter 2 presents a systematic investigation on the influence of size and working fluid on vari-
ous design aspects concerning single-stage high-speed compressors. However, the design
of a twin-stage compressor, featuring two compressor wheels in series and mounted in
back-to-back configuration on the same shaft involves additional considerations regard-
ing the split of the duty among the two stages, the balance of axial thrust, the cooling of
the bearings, and that of the electric motor. The objectives of this work are therefore:

• the extension of the scaling analysis to the case of twin-stage compressors to sup-
port the designer in the choice of the non-dimensional parameters characterizing
the conceptual design of the two stages;

• the multi-objective conceptual design optimization of the twin-stage compressor to
be installed in the IRIS test rig;
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• the performance characterization of the optimal compressor design by means of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD), and the preliminary structural assessment by
means of finite element analysis (FEA).

This chapter is structured as follows. First, the extension of the scaling analysis and
the conceptual design model for twin-stage compressors are described. Next, the results
of the multi-objective conceptual design optimization are presented, and the differences
between the optimal compressor configurations obtained as outcomes of two subsequent
design iterations are discussed. Finally, the fluid dynamic performance of the selected
designs, characterized by means of CFD, and a preliminary structural assessment, per-
formed with FEA, are presented.

3.2. METHODOLOGY

3.2.1. SCALING ANALYSIS FOR TWIN-STAGE COMPRESSORS
The scaling law applied to single-stage centrifugal compressors can be expressed as [3]

y = f (φt1,ψ,α2,β,γP v ,Re,σ). (3.1)

In Eqn. (3.1), the vector y collects the compressor stage characteristics, e.g., rotational
speed, impeller tip radius, and performance metrics, e.g., efficiency, operating range, and
the vectorσ groups of the non-dimensional geometrical parameters as listed in Table 3.1.
The stage velocity triangles are univocally defined by the choice ofφt1,ψ, andα2. The work
input can be expressed as a function of the compression ratio β. Moreover, the influence
of the working fluid and of flow non-ideality can be assessed by computing the average
value of the isentropic pressure-volume exponent [4], [5], as reported in Chapter 2. Lastly,
the impact of viscous effects is determined by evaluating the average value of the Reynolds
number throughout the compressor stage.

For a twin-stage compressor, the design process encompasses additional requirements:
the mass flow rate and the rotational speed must be equal for the two stages, and the de-
signer has to decide how to split the compression ratio. In order to conceptually address
the problem of determining the optimal duty of the two stages, the scaling analysis can be
extended as follows. Starting from the definition of the swallowing capacity

φt1 = ṁ

ρt1U2D2
2

= 2V̇t1

D3
2Ω

, (3.2)

and imposing constant rotational speed, the ratio of the flow coefficients of the two stages
can be written as

φt1
∣∣
s1

φt1
∣∣
s2

= D3
2

∣∣
s2

D3
2

∣∣
s1

· V̇t1
∣∣
s1

V̇t1
∣∣
s2

. (3.3)

The split of the compression ratio among the two stages can be expressed as a function of
the splitting factor κs {

βtt
∣∣
s1 = κs

√
βtt/κs

βtt
∣∣
s2 =

√
βtt/κs

(3.4)
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Table 3.1: Non-dimensional geometrical characteristics of a single-stage centrifugal compressor, collected in the
vector σ. The main geometrical features of the prescribed compressor configuration are displayed in Fig. 3.3.

Description Definition

Impeller shape factor k = 1−
(

R1,h

R1,s

)2

Number of blades Nbl, Nsplit
Diffuser radius ratio R3/R2

Diffuser blade height ratio Hr,pinch = H3 −H2

H2(R2/Rpinch −1)

Diffuser pinch radius ratio Rr,pinch =
Rpinch −R2

R3 −R2
Non-dimensional length Lax/R2

Leading edge thickness ratio
tle(Nbl +Nsplit)

2πR1

Trailing edge thickness ratio
tte(Nbl +Nsplit)

2πR1

Relative tip clearance ϵt/H2
Relative back face clearance ϵb/H2
Relative surface roughness Ra/Dhd,imp
Shaft radius ratio Rshaft/R1,h

In turn, for a fixed value of mass flow rate in the two stages, assuming constant pressure-
volume isentropic exponent over the entire compression process, and neglecting total
pressure losses between the outlet of the first impeller and the inlet of the second stage,
the ratio of the volumetric flow rates defined at the impeller inlet can be expressed as a
function of κs

V̇t1
∣∣
s1

V̇t1
∣∣
s2

= ṁ
∣∣
s1

ṁ
∣∣
s2

· ρt1
∣∣
s2

ρt1
∣∣
s1

=
(√

βtt ·κs

) 1
γP v . (3.5)

Furthermore, by rearranging the definition of the work coefficient

ψ= ∆htt

U 2
2

= 4∆htt

Ω2D2
2

= 4

Ω2D2
2

Pt1

ρt1

γP v

γP v −1

(
β

γP v −1
γP v

tt −1

)
, (3.6)

it is possible to make explicit the dependence of the ratio of the work coefficients on the
splitting factor κs, and on the ratio between the impeller tip diameters, thus

ψ
∣∣
s1

ψ
∣∣
s2

=
(√

βtt ·κs

) 1
γP v

−1
·
(√

βtt ·κs
) γP v −1

γP v −1(√
βtt

κs

) γP v −1
γP v

−1

· D2
2

∣∣
s2

D2
2

∣∣
s1

. (3.7)

Finally, by combining Eqn. (3.3), (3.5), (3.7), it is possible to relate the flow coefficients ratio
with the ratio of the work coefficients, the splitting factor, the overall compression ratio,
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Figure 3.1: Trend of flow coefficients ratio, as a function of the splitting factor, and of the work coefficients ratio.
The data have been generated considering an overall compression ratio βtt = 7, and an average value of isen-
tropic exponent γP v = 1.075, corresponding to the specifications set during the first design iteration of the IRIS
compressor.

and the average value of the isentropic exponent over the thermodynamic transformation

φt1
∣∣
s1

φt1
∣∣
s2

= f

(
ψ

∣∣
s1

ψ
∣∣
s2

,κs,βtt,γP v

)
. (3.8)

The relation expressed by Eqn. (3.8) is graphically displayed in Fig. 3.1 for a prescribed
value of compression ratio and average isentropic exponent. By analyzing the trends, one
can notice that the selection of an equal split of compression ratio among the two stages,
i.e., κs = 1, combined with the choice of constant flow coefficient, i.e., φt1

∣∣
s1/φt1

∣∣
s2 = 1,

leads to a strong unbalance of the work coefficients, with the second stage affected by a
larger non-dimensional duty. On the other hand, the higher the selected ratio of work
coefficients, the larger the resulting flow coefficients ratio. The disparity in the flow coef-
ficients of the two stages is attenuated by increasing the value of κs, i.e., by increasing the
compression ratio of the first stage.

For high-speed miniature centrifugal compressors, the choice of the splitting factor
is primarily driven by manufacturing constraints. Given that the second stage inherently
features a lower volumetric flow rate, its efficiency and operating range are penalized by
larger values of relative tip clearance, relative surface roughness, and blade blockage. A de-
sign approach to limit the impact of such detrimental effects consists in selecting κs ≥ 1,
and maximizing the efficiency of the first stage, i.e., the one providing most of the com-
pression. Fig. 3.2 shows the contours of the total-to-total efficiency and operating range,
i.e., OR = (ṁmax − ṁmin)/ṁdes at Ωdes, of a miniature compressor stage operating with
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Figure 3.2: Design map of ηtt and OR determined for R1233zd(E) as working fluid at Pt1 = 0.5 bar, Tt1 = 283.15,
ψis = 0.8. The dashed black and red lines correspond to the theoretical locii of optimal design for the two stages,
computed by maximizing ηtt of stage 1 and fixing ψ|s1/ψ|s2 = 1. The black and red dots correspond to the
design points selected by the multi-objective optimizer during the first design iteration of the IRIS compressor.
Calculations are performed with the compressor module of TurboSim.

R1233zd(E) as the working fluid[3]. The efficiency of the first stage can be maximized by
selecting a design point lying on the locus of optimalφt1, namely the dashed black line. By
selecting κs ≥ 1, ψ

∣∣
s1/ψ

∣∣
s2 = 1, and based on Eqn. (3.3), the flow coefficient of the second

stage is located on the dashed red line, which lies within the region of optimal operating
range. The consequence thereof is that the efficiency of the entire compression process is
enhanced, without penalizing the operating range of the twin-stage machine.

3.2.2. EXTENSION OF THE COMPRESSOR DESIGN MODEL
The model used for the conceptual design of single-stage centrifugal compressors is pre-
sented in Chapter 2, together with the validation against experimental data and CFD sim-
ulation results. In this section, only the additional procedures needed to cope with the
design of twin-stage compressors are discussed. The compressor configuration under
analysis is schematically displayed in Fig. 3.3. A prototype of a twin-stage compressor
developed by the industrial partner Aeronamic BV and operating with refrigerant R134a is
shown in Fig. 3.4.

The two compressor wheels are mounted on the same shaft, thus the rotational speed
of the second impeller is constrained by the design of the first stage. In other words, once
the design of the first impeller is fixed, the choice of the work coefficient of the second
stage univocally determines its flow coefficient, or viceversa. As a consequence, an ad-
hoc design strategy is needed to comply with both the requirements of high efficiency
and wide operating range, as discussed in the previous section. In addition, the use of
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3. DESIGN OF THE TWIN-STAGE CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR FOR THE IRIS TEST RIG

Figure 3.3: Meridional view of a twin-stage centrifugal compressor, featuring two stages mounted in back-to-
back configuration on the same shaft.

gas bearings imposes stringent constraints on the maximum allowable axial thrust gener-
ated by the two compressor wheels. To cope with this limitation, it is necessary to adopt
a back-to-back configuration and to carefully design the two impellers to balance their
axial thrust. In the reduced-order compressor model, this is achieved by estimating the
axial thrust of the two stages with the method proposed in [6], and by imposing a con-
straint on the maximum unbalance, computed over the entire operating range. Finally,
the strong compactness requirement for the entire compressor assembly poses additional
challenges with regard to bearings and electric motor cooling. In the proposed twin-stage
configuration, a small portion of the refrigerant mass flow is bled at the outlet of the first
stage and is recirculated at the inlet of the machine, after being used for bearings cooling.
At the same time, the main portion of the pressurized refrigerant vapor leaving the first
stage is used to cool the electric motor, before entering the second stage. In this way it is
possible to obtain a very compact compressor assembly, which does not rely on external
cooling flows for its thermal management, at the expenses of a fluid dynamic efficiency
penalty, due to inter-stage flow heating. However, for future research and development
of this technology, it is highly recommended to explore different cooling strategies for the
bearings and electric motor, which stem from a higher level of integration between the
twin-stage compressor and the heat pump. For example, the flow leaving the evaporator
could be used to cool the electric motor before entering the first compressor stage. This
solution simultaneously eliminates the need of superheating in the evaporator to avoid
liquid ingestion in the compressor, and alleviates the performance penalty associated with
inter-stage flow heating.

A summary of the design procedure implemented in the ROM is presented in Fig. 3.5.
The design process starts by prescribing the set of specifications, constraints, and design
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Figure 3.4: Prototype of a twin-stage high-speed centrifugal compressor operating with refrigerant R134a. The
picture has been taken during a test campaign and is courtesy of Aeronamic BV.

variables, either as fixed values or as upper and lower bounds for optimization. First, the
compression ratio is split between the two stages, according to the set value of the splitting
factor. Then, the first compressor stage is designed at the nominal inlet conditions. Once
the thermodynamic state at the outlet of the first stage is known, its inlet conditions are
computed. This is accomplished by evaluating the mixing process occurring between the
incoming flow and the stream of refrigerant vapor diverted for bearings cooling. Next, the
first stage is re-designed at the updated inlet conditions, and its off-design performance is
computed by accounting for the change in the thermodynamic state of the bearings cool-
ing stream at each operating point. If the model is used to perform a design optimization,
the off-design performance is computed only at the design rotational speed, to reduce the
computational cost. Once this step is completed, the design of the second stage is ad-
dressed. The inlet conditions of the second stage are initially computed by prescribing a
total pressure drop at the outlet of the first stage, to account for the presence of the return
channel. Then, once the design of the second stage is set, the total electric power con-
sumption is computed at the design point, together with the heat flow rate that must be
dissipated to ensure safe operation of the electric motor. Subsequently, the inlet condi-
tions of the second stage are adjusted, by accounting for the cooling of the electric motor
by means of the inter-stage flow. Next, in the same fashion as for the first stage, the second
stage is re-designed based on the updated inlet conditions, and its off-design performance
is computed, by accounting for the change in the thermodynamic state of the inter-stage
flow at each operating point. Finally, the operating map of the twin-stage compressor is
computed by combining the performance data computed for the two stages.
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3.3. FLUID DYNAMIC DESIGN OF THE IRIS COMPRESSOR

3.3.1. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
The in-house compressor model has been coupled with a multi-objective optimization
framework and has been used to perform the conceptual design of the twin-stage com-
pressor to be installed in the IRIS test rig. The prescribed objective functions are the oper-
ating range, i.e., OR = (ṁmax−ṁmin)/ṁdes, and the compressor efficiency, both evaluated
at the design rotational speed. To account for multiple operating points, the compressor
efficiency is computed as the weighted average of the total-to-total efficiency, evaluated
over the design speed-line. The weights used for this calculation are inversely propor-
tional to the distance of each operating point from the selected design point. A set of non-
linear constraints are imposed to ensure compressor manufacturability. Moreover, addi-
tional constraints are imposed on the rotational speed, axial thrust, power, and torque
associated with the two impellers, to cope with the design requirements of the electric
motor and the gas bearings. The values of these constraints are provided by the indus-
trial partner Aeronamic BV and are compared with the maxima evaluated over the design
speed-line.

The design of the IRIS compressor has been conducted in two steps. Given the power
rating of the electric motor provided by Aeronamic BV, the mass flow rate and compres-
sion ratio defining the design point of the IRIS test rig could not be met simultaneously. In
turn, to comply with the specifications of the electric motor, the first design iteration has
been performed by setting a lower value of compression ratio, while matching the design
point mass flow rate of the IRIS test rig. Then, once the design framework has been tested,
the design of the twin-stage machine has been repeated by increasing the value of the tar-
get compression ratio, while lowering the design point mass flow rate. Moreover, based
on the updated manufacturing constraints provided by the industrial partner, the second
design iteration features more stringent requirements on the maximum rotational speed,
impeller hub radius, and blade height at the impeller outlet. The parameters, design vari-
ables, equality, and inequality constraints set in the two design iterations are summarized
in Table 3.2.

Overall, the optimization problem features 2 objectives, 16 design variables, and 17
non-linear constraints. The Pareto front is computed with the NSGA-II algorithm de-
scribed in [7], and implemented in the open-source library Pymoo [8]. All the optimization
variables are floating point, except for the number of blades of the two impellers, which
are treated as integers. The initial population comprises ten individuals for each design
variable and is sampled according to the Latin hypercube methodology along the floating
point directions, and randomly along the integer axes. The population is evolved for 120
generations, leading to a total of 19,200 function evaluations. The optimal conceptual de-
sign has been selected as a trade-off between compressor efficiency and operating range,
by giving priority to the operating range, as required by the target application. The result-
ing set of design variables for the two stages of the twin-stage compressor is reported in
Table 3.3.

By analyzing the results of the first design iteration, it is possible to formulate the fol-
lowing considerations. The optimal value of the splitting factor is equal to 1.25. As a result,
the first impeller is characterized by a higher compression ratio than the second, while the
work coefficient is nearly the same for the two stages. Moreover, the first impeller features
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3. DESIGN OF THE TWIN-STAGE CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR FOR THE IRIS TEST RIG

Table 3.2: Settings used for the multi-objective optimization of the twin-stage compressor for the IRIS test rig.

Variable Type 1st design 2nd design

βtt,target Parameter 7 9
ṁ Parameter 0.114 kg/s 0.1 kg/s
fluid Parameter R1233zd(E) R1233zd(E)
Pt1|s1 Parameter 47.79 kPa 47.79 kPa
Tt1|s1 Parameter 283.19 K 283.19 K
ṁb Parameter 0.0044 kg/s 0.0044 kg/s
Q̇b Parameter 360 W 360 W
ϵt,le Parameter 0.2 mm 0.4 mm
ϵt,te Parameter 0.15 mm 0.15 mm
ϵb Parameter 0.15 mm 0.15 mm
Ra Parameter 3.2 µm 3.2 µm
tbl,h Parameter 0.6 mm 0.6 mm
tbl,s Parameter 0.3 mm 0.3 mm
Rshaft Parameter 7.5 mm 7.5 mm
κs Design variable 0.5-2 0.5-2
φt1|s1−s2 Design variable 0.06-0.2 0.06-0.2
ψis|s1 Design variable 0.6-1.0 0.6-1.0
α2|s1−s2 Design variable 60◦-75◦ 60◦-75◦
k|s1−s2 Design variable 0.65-0.95 0.65-0.95
Nbl|s1−s2 Design variable 12-20 12-20
R3/R2|s1−s2 Design variable 1.3-2 1.3-2
Rr,pinch|s1−s2 Design variable 0-1 0-1
Hr,pinch|s1−s2 Design variable 0-1 0-1
R1,h|s1−s2 Equality constraint - 4.5 mm
min(R1,h)|s1−s2 Inequality constraint 3.25 mm -
min(a)|s1−s2 Inequality constraint 1 mm 1 mm
min(H2)|s1−s2 Inequality constraint 1.35 mm 1.5 mm
max(R4)|s1−s2 Inequality constraint 50 mm 43 mm
max(M3)|s1−s2 Inequality constraint 0.6 0.7
min(ṁmax/ṁdes)|s1−s2 Inequality constraint 1.1 1.1
min(Ω)−max(Ω) Inequality constraint 50-112 krpm 50-103 krpm
max(∆Fax) Inequality constraint 26 N 26 N
max(Pel) Inequality constraint 6.1 kW 6.5 kW
max(T ) Inequality constraint 0.52 Nm 0.55 Nm

a value of swallowing capacity that is 2.25 times larger than the one of the second stage.
These trends confirm the validity of the design guidelines derived from the extended scal-
ing analysis for twin-stage compressors. The same trends are further corroborated by the
results obtained as an outcome of the second design iteration. However, in the second de-
sign, the value of the splitting factor and the difference between the swallowing capacity
of the two stages are smaller. This is due to the more stringent constraint imposed on the
maximum rotational speed, which, in turn, imposes an upper limit to the compression
ratio and to the swallowing capacity which can be set in the first stage without increas-
ing the work coefficient. This leads to a higher work coefficient in the second stage, in
line with what is reported in Fig. 3.1, i.e., a lower ratio of swallowing capacities leads to
a lower ratio of work coefficients, given a fixed splitting factor κs. Furthermore, one can
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Table 3.3: Design variables corresponding to the first and second stage of the IRIS compressor, obtained as a
result of the multi-objective design optimization.

Variable 1st design 2nd design

κs 1.25 1.09
βtt,target|s1−s2 2.95 - 2.37 3.13 - 2.87
φt1|s1−s2 0.151 - 0.067 0.146 - 0.066
ψis|s1−s2 0.83 - 0.76 0.81 - 0.94
ψ|s1−s2 0.66 - 0.65 0.63 - 0.79
α2|s1−s2 64.2◦ - 67.4◦ 65◦ - 70.4◦
k|s1−s2 0.95 - 0.90 0.91 - 0.79
Nbl|s1−s2 7 - 9 6 - 10
Nsplit|s1−s2 7 - 9 6 - 10
R3/R2|s1−s2 1.52 - 1.44 1.34 - 1.37
Rpinch/R2|s1−s2 1.46 - 1.38 1.24 - 1.31
H3/H2|s1−s2 0.72 - 0.75 0.9 - 0.88

notice that both the optimal designs feature a larger value of the impeller absolute outflow
angle of the second stage. This is inherently related to the value of the tip clearance gap
set by manufacturing limitations. Note that the second impeller systematically features a
lower blade height, as a result of the lower volumetric flow rate. In turn, the second stage
is always characterized by a higher value of the relative clearance gap, leading to a sig-
nificant efficiency drop. A viable strategy to limit this efficiency decay is to decrease the
meridional component of the velocity at the impeller outlet, in order to increase the outlet
blade span. This is achieved by increasing the value of α2. Lastly, the conceptual design
optimization leads to a lower number of blades in the first impeller. The reason thereof
can be attributed to the larger value of the inlet relative Mach number in the first stage,
which is a direct consequence of the larger value of the swallowing capacity. As a result,
the choice of a lower number of blades is dictated by the requirement of a minimum choke
margin at the design point.

3.3.2. 3D BLADE DESIGN

The three-dimensional geometry of the two stages has been designed according to the
following methodology. First, the baseline geometry is constructed using a commercial
software for turbomachinery geometry generation [9], starting from the main compressor
dimensions obtained as an outcome of the conceptual design optimization. The shape of
the main and the splitter blades are controlled by specifying the hub, mid, and shroud pro-
files, and by stacking them along the radial direction at the leading edge. The meridional
location of the splitter blade leading edge has been selected to ensure that the geometri-
cal throat is located in the main blade passage. The blades feature a constant thickness
of 0.6 mm at the hub section and a linear thickness distribution from 0.3 to 0.5 mm at
the shroud section. Furthermore, a linear tapering is set in the span-wise direction, to in-
crease the natural frequency and reduce the stresses on the blades [10]. Then, the shape
of the meridional channel and the blade angle distributions at the hub, mid, and shroud
sections are manually refined based on the results computed with a commercial through-
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3. DESIGN OF THE TWIN-STAGE CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR FOR THE IRIS TEST RIG

Figure 3.6: Impeller blade angle distribution at the hub, mid, and shroud section of the first (left chart) and
second (right chart) stage of the compressor prototype obtained as a result of the second design iteration.

Figure 3.7: Meridional channel of the first (left chart) and second (right chart) stage of the compressor prototype
obtained as a result of the second design iteration.

flow solver for radial turbomachinery [11]. For the sake of brevity, only the results of the
second design iteration are reported in this section.

The first objective of the detailed fluid dynamic design is to limit flow separation at the
shroud section, due to excessive diffusion of the flow within the impeller passage. This is
achieved by imposing a lower limit of 0.55 to the de Haller number, computed as the ra-
tio of the relative flow velocity at the inducer shroud and the mean relative velocity at the
impeller outlet [12]. The threshold imposed in this work is slightly lower than the value of
0.6 suggested in [10]. However, this is necessary to cope with the prescribed design point
pressure ratio and the constraint set on the maximum allowable rotational speed. The
second target of the three-dimensional geometry refinement is to control the incidence
angle at the hub and shroud sections, to ensure both a high design point efficiency, as well
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as a wide operating range. For this purpose, the maximum design point incidence at the
shroud section is set at 2◦, to avoid excessive leading edge loading and the corresponding
local flow acceleration. At the hub section, the maximum allowable incidence is set to 12◦,
to increase the stall margin and maximize the compressor operating range. Furthermore,
the blade angle distributions and the shape of the meridional channel have been adjusted
to limit the maximum flow acceleration occurring at the inducer shroud and to avoid flow
separation and recirculation at the hub section. The first target is achieved by minimizing
both the curvature of the shroud profile as well as the rate of change of the blade angle in
the inducer section. Conversely, the second objective is accomplished by increasing the
curvature of the hub section. The resulting blade angle distributions and meridional chan-
nel profiles characterizing the design of the two stages are shown in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7,
respectively.

The three-dimensional geometry of the two impellers obtained as a result of the de-
tailed design phase is displayed in Fig. 3.8. The design of the two impellers features re-
markable differences, as a consequence of the different regime of operation, namely Mw1,s

∣∣
s1 =

1.24, Mw1,s
∣∣
s2 = 0.84, and to the discrepancy in volumetric flow rate, i.e., V̇1

∣∣
s1 = 0.051,

V̇1
∣∣
s2 = 0.016. Given that the inducer of the first stage is transonic, the blades are de-

signed to be aft-loaded at the shroud, to improve the choke margin and reduce the shock
losses [10]. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, the second stage is inherently characterized by a
larger relative tip clearance gap, i.e., 18.3%, thus by the unavoidable presence of a massive
tip leakage flow. In turn, the design of the second impeller should be aimed at mitigating
the interaction of secondary flows with the tip leakage vortex, in order to limit the effi-
ciency penalty induced by viscous mixing. This is achieved by shaping the blades of the
second impeller to minimize the difference in span-wise blade loading.

3.3.3. PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT

In order to enhance the structural integrity of backswept impeller blades, the wrap an-
gle distributions at the hub, mid, and shroud sections are commonly selected to ensure a
positive value of the rake angle, i.e., the lean angle measured in the direction of rotation at
the impeller outlet. However, the wrap angle profile is linked to the blade angle distribu-
tion, thus the design problem is overconstrained. In conventional applications, the blade
angle distribution at the shroud section is prescribed according to fluid dynamic consid-
erations, and the one at the hub is selected to comply with structural requirements. The
result thereof is an s-shaped blade angle profile at the hub section, as displayed in Fig. 3.6
for the first stage.

In the second design iteration, the first impeller blade features a rake angle of 23◦. As
discussed in Section 3.3.2, for the second stage, the blade angle distribution at the hub
has been selected to minimize the interaction of the secondary flows with the tip leakage
vortex. This is particularly important in the target application, due to the magnitude of
the relative tip clearance gap. As a result, the wrap angle distributions are such to obtain a
slightly negative rake angle, i.e., −4◦.

To assess the implications of the fluid dynamic design choices on the mechanical in-
tegrity of the two impellers, a static structural analysis has been carried out by means of
FEA. In analogy with Section 3.3.2, only the structural analysis performed during the sec-
ond design iteration is discussed here. The prescribed loads are the pressure force acting
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Figure 3.8: Three-dimensional rendering of the two impellers obtained as a result of the detailed design phase of
the second design iteration.
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Figure 3.9: Structural grid sensitivity analysis performed on the two impellers obtained as an outcome of the
second design iteration.

Table 3.4: Properties of the material selected to manufacture the impellers of the IRIS compressor, i.e., the alu-
minum alloy Al 2219-T852.

Property Value Property Value

ρ 3100 kg/m3 Tm 913 K
E 72 GPa ν 0.33
σy 360 MPa σuts 460 MPa

on the back disk, the pressure and impulse forces acting on the inlet, the fluid dynamic
pressure distribution over the hub and the blades, and the centrifugal force established at
the maximum rotational speed, set at 105 krpm. The properties of the selected material,
an aluminum alloy, are listed in Table 3.4. The geometry of the two impellers has been dis-
cretized by means of second-order 10 nodes tetrahedral elements (TET10). The optimal
number of nodes has been computed by means of a grid convergence study, adopting the
adaptive mesh refinement feature implemented in [13]. The results displayed in Fig. 3.9
show that a grid of approximately 350k and 500k elements is sufficient to guarantee an
accurate estimation of the maximum von Mises stress in the first and second impeller,
respectively.

The results of the structural analysis are shown in Fig. 3.10, in terms of equivalent von-
Mises stress. Note that the computations have been performed on the entire blisks, but
only the contour of the equivalent stress on the blades is displayed. As expected, the max-
imum stress is located at the blade root and its position is shifted toward the impeller
outlet in the second stage, which features a negative rake angle. Nevertheless, the max-
imum stresses computed for stage 1 and stage 2 are approximately 33.4 Mpa, and 40.9
Mpa, leading to a high safety margin with respect to the yielding stress of the selected ma-
terial. These results demonstrate that, for small-scale impellers featuring low outlet blade
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Figure 3.10: Equivalent von Mises stress computed by means of FEA on the grids featuring the optimal number
of nodes. The markers highlight the location of the maximum von Mises stress in the two impellers.

height and high relative blade thickness, it is possible to specify a negative rake angle with-
out compromising structural integrity. A more detailed mechanical analysis, including the
influence of the shaft and the gas bearings on the rotordynamic characteristics of the sys-
tem, will be performed by Aeronamic BV.

3.4. FLUID DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

3.4.1. HYBRID COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The fluid dynamic performance of the compressor prototype has been characterized by
resorting to a hybrid framework encompassing CFD and reduced-order models, as schemat-
ically described in Fig. 3.11. The flow field throughout the impeller and the diffuser of
the two stages are simulated with CFD. The fluid dynamic performance of the remaining
components along the main flow path, namely the volute, the exit cone, and the return
channel, is determined by means of lumped-parameter models [3]. The choice of this
modeling approach is motivated as follows. First, the use of a single CFD model of the
flow field throughout the entire machine would entail full annulus simulations, at least
within the volutes, the exit cones, and the return channel. However, this would lead to a
sizeable computational overhead, making the simulation of multiple operating points sig-
nificantly more challenging. Moreover, the adoption of a single CFD model would require
the modeling of the cooling channels of the electric motor and the bearings, whose de-
tailed design has not been addressed yet. Finally, in the compressor configuration under
study, the flow field at the inlet of the second stage is only weakly coupled to the one at the
outlet of the first stage. Hence, the benefits deriving from the use of a single CFD model
for the entire compressor are not deemed sufficient to justify the considerable increase in
computational cost and complexity.

Single passage RANS computations [14] with a frozen-rotor interface are used to as-
sess the fluid dynamic performance of the impeller and the diffuser of the two stages.
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Figure 3.11: Flowchart of the hybrid computational method used to compute the operating map of the IRIS
compressor.

The boundary conditions are imposed in terms of flow direction, total pressure, and total
temperature at the inlet, whereas the mass flow rate is assigned at the outlet. The flow
direction is assumed to be normal at the inlet of the two stages. The k −ω SST turbu-
lence model is employed, together with adequate cell clustering near the walls to guaran-
tee y+≤ 1. Turbulence boundary conditions are set in terms of inlet turbulence intensity
(k = 5%), and eddy viscosity ratio (µ/µt = 10), while the turbulent Prandtl number is set to
Prt = 1, in accordance with what documented in [15]. The advective and turbulent fluxes
are discretized with a total variation diminishing scheme [16]. A look-up table method
is employed to reduce the computational time for the evaluation of the thermo-physical
fluid properties. The property values are calculated using the multi-parameter equation
of state model available in [17]. Fig. 3.12 shows the tabulated region of thermodynamic
states in the pressure-temperature diagram of the working fluid, together with the satura-
tion curve, the spinodal line, and the target isentropic compression processes. As one can
notice, the two thermodynamic transformations happen in the proximity of the saturation
curve. As a result, if the lower temperature boundary of the tabulated region is defined by
the saturation temperature, the robustness of the CFD solver is remarkably reduced. To
overcome this issue, in the present study the vapor properties are extended up to the spin-
odal line, implying the existence of meta-stable thermodynamic states. On the one hand,
this minimizes the number of thermodynamic state evaluations outside of the tabulated
region in the initial phase of the calculation. On the other hand, it does not affect the ac-
curacy of the converged solution, which features only thermodynamic states lying in the
superheated vapor region. During the first design iteration, a grid sensitivity analysis has
been performed on the first compressor stage, simulated at the design point. Based on
the results shown in Fig. 3.13, a grid of approximately 3.7 million nodes and a thermody-
namic mesh of 1 million elements are selected as an optimal trade-off between accuracy
and computational cost. The computational grid of the second stage has been scaled, ac-
counting for the variation of the average Reynolds number, and of the number of blade
passages, leading to a grid size of approximately 3.3 million nodes. The same procedure
has been applied during the second design iteration, obtaining a grid size of 3.5 and 4.3
million nodes for the first and the second stage, respectively.

The fluid dynamic performance of the twin-stage compressor is computed as follows.
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Figure 3.12: Contours of the isentropic pressure-volume exponent computed for refrigerant R1233zd(E) and
displayed on the pressure-temperature thermodynamic diagram. The blue and the the red lines correspond
to the saturation and the spinodal curves, respectively. The region where the thermo-physical properties are
computed by means of a look-up table approach is delimited by the white dashed line.

Figure 3.13: Results of the grid sensitivity analysis related to the CFD simulation of the first stage designed during
the first design iteration and simulated at the design point. The grid sensitivity is evaluated in terms of stage
performance metrics and the pitch-wise distribution of total pressure and turbulence kinetic energy at the outlet
of the impeller.

First, the operating maps of the two stages are computed at the nominal inlet conditions
by means of CFD, disregarding the presence of the volute and the exit cone. Then the oper-
ating maps are scaled in terms of corrected mass flow rate and rotational speed, according
to

ṁr = ṁ ·T 1/2
t,1 ·P−1

t,1 ·M−7.834
U (3.9)

Nr =Ω ·T −1/2
t,1 , (3.10)

where MU = U2/at,1 is the peripheral Mach number at the impeller outlet. Eqn. 3.9 is
an extension of the standard formulation used for air compressors, featuring one addi-
tional term to account for the effect of the working fluid. The exponent of MU has been
computed based on a database of compressors operating with refrigerant R1233zd(E) at
variable inlet conditions and simulated with the model described in Chapter 2. Once the
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mass-flow averaged flow properties evaluated by means of CFD at the outlet of the first
diffuser are available, they are set as boundary conditions in the ROMs of the volute, exit
cone, and return channel. This provides a first estimate of the total conditions at the in-
let of the second stage, disregarding the effect of electric motor cooling. Then, the power
absorbed by the second impeller is estimated under the assumption of isentropic flow,
and the overall power input of the electric motor is calculated. Next, the total thermody-
namic state at the inlet of the second stage is computed again, this time by taking into
account the effect of electric motor cooling, determined by assuming a constant electrical
efficiency equal to ηel = 95%. Subsequently, the total inlet conditions are used to compute
the corrected mass flow rate and rotational speed of the second stage, and the entire pro-
cedure is repeated for each operating point. Once the entire operating envelope is known
in terms of ṁr = ṁ and Nr, the performance of the second stage can be characterized by
interpolating the CFD simulation results in the corrected reference system. Finally, the
flow conditions at the outlet of the second stage are evaluated with the ROMs of the volute
and the exit cone.

3.4.2. RESULTS

The hybrid computational framework described in the previous section has been used
to predict the fluid dynamic performance expected from the designs of the compressor
prototypes obtained from the first and second design iterations. The results of the first
design iteration are documented in [18], whereas, for the sake of conciseness, only the
results of the second design iteration are discussed here.

The operating maps of the first and second stages have been computed by means of
a total of 20 and 28 CFD simulations, respectively, with a rotational speed ranging from
95 to 105 krpm. The nominal total conditions prescribed at the inlet of the two stages are
Pt ,1

∣∣
s1−s2 = 0.478−1.485 bar and Tt ,1

∣∣
s1−s2 = 283.9−317.6 K. The left and right boundaries

of each speed-line are defined by the numerical prediction of the onset of unsteady flow
phenomena, and by the establishment of choking conditions, respectively. To get a more
accurate estimation of the inception of rotating stall, it is necessary to perform higher-
order calculations, e.g., full annulus URANS. However, this is beyond the scope of this
phase of the project and will be considered for the following phase.

The resulting stable operating points are displayed in Fig. 3.14, along with the corre-
sponding ηtt predictions. The efficiency values result from CFD simulations and account
only for the fluid dynamic losses in the impeller and diffuser passages. The first stage
features a higher total-to-total efficiency, whereas the second stage is characterized by a
wider operating range, as a result of the difference in swallowing capacity. This corrobo-
rates the findings of the extended scaling analysis. Moreover, the second stage is charac-
terized by flatter speed-lines as compared to the ones of the first stage. This characteristic
can be primarily attributed to the higher work coefficient of the second stage, which, in
turn, leads to a lower impeller backsweep angle.

The calculated operating map of the entire twin-stage compressor is shown in Fig. 3.15,
both in terms of total-to-total compression ratio and efficiency. In this case, the computa-
tion of the efficiency values accounts for the losses in the volute and exit cone of the two
stages, the parasitic losses, and the detrimental effect of electric motor cooling. Notably, it
is not possible to achieve the design point mass flow rate (ṁ = 0.1 kg/s) and compression
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Figure 3.14: Predicted operating map of the first (left) and second (right) IRIS compressor stage obtained as an
outcome of the second design iteration. The stage performance is computed with CFD accounting only for the
presence of the impeller and the vaneless diffuser. The results are reported in terms of mass-flow averaged βtt
and ηtt.

Figure 3.15: Operating map of the twin-stage compressor obtained as an outcome of the second design iteration.
The compressor performance is computed with the method schematically displayed in Fig. 3.11. The results are
reported in terms of mass-flow averaged βtt and ηtt.

ratio (βtt = 9) within the prescribed range of rotational speed. The reason is twofold. First,
the design of the twin-stage compressor is heavily constrained. In particular, the equal-
ity constraint imposed on the impeller hub radii and the upper threshold set on the rota-
tional speed significantly limit the design space. In addition, the large values of relative tip
clearance gaps, e.g., 18.3% for the second stage, lead to a reduction of both efficiency and
compression ratio, due to the occurrence of reverse flow in the proximity of the shroud.

The effect of the tip clearance magnitude has been investigated during the first design
iteration, by means of a parametric CFD-based analysis. Specifically, three different values
of tip clearance gap (ϵt,le = 0.4−0.2−0.0 mm, ϵt,te = 0.3−0.15−0.0 mm) have been pre-
scribed for the impeller and the CFD simulations of the first stage have been systematically
repeated at the design rotational speed. The results are compared in Fig. 3.16 in terms of
mass-flow averaged compression ratio and efficiency. Moreover, the flow field observed
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Figure 3.16: Mass-flow averaged total-to-total compression ratio and efficiency of the first stage, computed by 3D
RANS at design rotational speed, in presence of variable tip clearance gap. Moreover, the span-wise distribution
of total pressure and relative flow angle at the outlet of the first impeller is displayed at the design point.

downstream of the impeller at the design point is displayed in terms of total pressure and
relative flow angle.

The following considerations can be drawn from these results. In the absence of tip
clearance gap, the impeller outflow angle is nearly constant over the blade span, with the
exception of the shroud region, where flow separation takes place. The leakage flow has
a negligible effect on the spanwise distribution of the outflow angle, up to approximately
80% of the blade channel height, where backflow starts to occur. This effect is nearly in-
variant with respect to the size of the tip clearance gap. Moreover, in the absence of tip
gap, the profile of the total pressure is flat away from the boundary layers, with some fluc-
tuations induced by flow separation. Conversely, the effect of tip clearance is such that
the total pressure decreases from midspan to shroud. This phenomenon is more promi-
nent in the presence of a larger clearance gap. Similar trends are observed over the entire
speed-line. It can be concluded that, when designing small-scale impellers featuring a
large relative clearance gap, one should account not only for a reduction of ηtt but also for
a decrease of βtt, that is proportional to the relative tip gap and the work performed by the
impeller, hence to the compression ratio. Based on these results, the following empirical
correction of the impeller work has been implemented in the in-house compressor model,
to match the performance trends obtained with CFD, as reported in Chapter 2.

|∆htt| =
∣∣∆htt,no gap

∣∣ ·(1−0.2
ϵt

H2

)
. (3.11)

Despite the stringent constraints imposed by manufacturing limitations and the detri-
mental effects of motor cooling and small size, this work demonstrates that it is possible
to design a twin-stage compressor for the target application featuring an overall efficiency
higher than 65% and a maximum compression ratio exceeding 8.5. A higher margin for de-
sign optimization can be achieved by relaxing the equality constraint set on the impellers’
hub radii, at the expense of a re-design of the tie-shaft. Moreover, a remarkable increase
in the achievable pressure ratio can be obtained by reducing the tip clearance gap and by
relaxing the upper limit set on the rotational speed. However, this entails a re-design of
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the electric motor and a detailed rotordynamic assessment by the industrial partner.

3.5. CONCLUSIONS
The fluid dynamic design method developed to realize the high-speed twin-stage com-
pressor that will be installed in the IRIS test rig at the Propulsion and Power Laboratory of
Delft University of Technology is documented. The scaling analysis for single-stage cen-
trifugal compressors has been extended to address the optimal design of twin-stage ma-
chines. The conceptual design has been performed by means of an in-house model, cou-
pled with a multi-objective optimization framework. Then, the flow path of the optimal
design has been manually refined based on the results of the application of a throughflow
method. Finally, the fluid dynamic performance and the structural integrity of the final
design have been assessed by means of a hybrid framework coupling 3D RANS and ROMs,
and by FEA. The outcomes of this study can be summarized as follows.

1. As far as the design of miniature twin-stage compressors is concerned, the efficiency
and the operating range of the second stage are inherently penalized by lower values
of volumetric flow rate, thus by larger values of relative tip clearance, relative surface
roughness, and blade blockage. As a result, the optimal set of non-dimensional pa-
rameters is such that the first stage features a larger compression ratio and a value
of swallowing capacity in the proximity of the locus of optimal efficiency. In turn, by
selecting the same value of work coefficient for the two stages, the flow coefficient
of the second impeller lies in the region of optimal operating range. Consequently,
the efficiency of the entire compression process is enhanced, without penalizing the
operating range of the twin-stage machine.

2. The results of the multi-objective optimization corroborate the outcomes of the ex-
tended scaling analysis. This finding confirms both the suitability of the proposed
methodology for the conceptual design optimization of twin-stage compressors and
the validity of the design guidelines derived from similarity principles.

3. It is possible to design a twin-stage compressor for the target application featuring
an overall efficiency higher than 65% and a maximum compression ratio exceeding
8.5, despite the detrimental effects of motor cooling and miniature size.

4. Setting the impellers’ hub radii to a fixed value significantly limits the feasible design
space. Moreover, the maximum achievable compression ratio is very sensitive to
the tip clearance gap and the maximum allowable rotational speed. Relaxing these
constraints would imply a re-design of the electric motor, gas bearings, and shaft.
However, it would also promote a substantial improvement in fluid dynamic perfor-
mance, highlighting the importance of a coupled multi-disciplinary optimization of
this type of device.
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NOMENCLATURE

Roman symbols
a Throat length [m]
c Specific heat capacity [J kg−1 K−1]
D Diameter [m]
E Young modulus [Pa]
Fax Axial thrust acting on bearings [N]
H Blade height [m]
h Specific enthalpy [J kg−1]
k Impeller shape factor [-]
Lax Impeller axial length [m]
M Mach number [-]
ṁ Mass flow rate [kg s−1]
Nbl Number of main blades [-]
Nsplit Number of splitter blades [-]
OR Operating range [-]
P Pressure [Pa]
Pr Prandtl number [-]
Q̇ Heat flow rate [W]
R Radius [m]
Ra Surface roughness [m]
Re Reynolds number [-]
T Temperature [K]

Torque [Nm−1]
Tm Melting point temperature [K]
t Thickness [m]
U Peripheral speed [m s−1]
V Absolute velocity [m s−1]
V̇ Volumetric flow rate [m3 s−1]
v Specific volume [m3 kg−1]
W Power [W]

Relative velocity [m s−1]

Greek symbols
α Absolute flow angle [deg]
β Pressure ratio [-]

Relative flow angle [deg]
γ Heat capacity ratio [J kg−1 K−1]
γPv Isentropic pressure-volume exponent

[J kg−1 K−1]
ϵb Back face clearance [m]
ϵt Tip clearance gap [m]
η Efficiency [-]
µ Dynamic viscosity [Pa s−1]
ν Poisson’s ratio [-]

ρ Density [kg m−3]
σ Stage geometrical characteristics [-]
σy Yielding stress [Pa]
σuts Ultimate tensile strength [Pa]
φt1 Swallowing capacity [-]
ψ Work coefficient [-]
Ω Rotational speed [rpm]
ω Turbulence specific dissipation rate [s−1]
κ Turbulence kinetic energy [J kg−1]
κs Compression ratio splitting factor [-]

Subscripts
b Bearings
bl Blade
choke Choking point
des Design point
el Electric
h Hub
hd Hydraulic
is Isentropic
le Leading edge
r Ratio
s Shroud
s1 First stage
s2 Second stage
t Total - turbulent
te Trailing edge
ts Total-to-static
tt Total-to-total
1 Inducer
2 Exducer - diffuser inlet
3 Diffuser outlet - volute inlet
4 Volute outlet - cone inlet
P Evaluated at constant pressure
v Evaluated at constant volume

Abbreviations
ACM Air cycle machine
ECS Environmental control system
IRIS Inverse Rankine integrated system
ROM Reduced-order model
R1233zd(E) Trifluoropropene
VCC Vapor compression cycle
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4
DYNAMIC THERMAL MODEL OF

PRESSURIZED AIRCRAFT FUSELAGE

Every man takes the limits of his own field of vision for the limits of the world.

Arthur Schopenhauer
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The Environmental Control System (ECS) of modern passenger aircraft is designed to oper-
ate in a wide range of flight phases and climatic conditions, spanning from nominal cruise
operation to ground service on a hot and humid day. The characterization of the thermal
behavior of the aircraft’s pressurized areas is essential to compute the operating envelope
of the ECS, which entails both steady-state and transient operating points. Therefore, a
dynamic thermal model of the air distribution system and the pressurized compartments
of the aircraft, which can be used for both ECS preliminary sizing and control design, is
needed. The fuselage thermal model documented in this work has been implemented in the
acausal, object-oriented, equation-based programming language Modelica, and has been
validated with proprietary data provided by Airbus. The choice of the acausal modeling
paradigm, together with the adoption of a modeling approach based on first principles,
rather than on semi-empirical correlations, make the model scalable and easily extendable.
The validated aircraft thermal model has been used to identify the operating envelope of the
ECS of an Airbus A320 and to simulate a case study involving the dynamic thermal behav-
ior of the system. Future work will entail the modeling of alternative aircraft configura-
tions, including the simultaneous control of multiple ventilation zones, as well as the study
of additional thermal management applications, i.e., rotorcraft, more electric aircraft, and
all-electric aircraft.

4.1. INTRODUCTION

M ODERN commercial airliners fly at an altitude higher than eleven km to reduce drag
and fuel consumption. The environmental conditions at these altitude are incom-

patible with human life, due to the scarcity of oxygen, and the low pressure and temper-
ature of the air. To make high-altitude flight possible, the Environmental Control System
(ECS) is responsible for providing dry, sterile, and dust-free conditioned air to the airplane
cabin at the proper temperature, flow rate, and pressure [1]. The technology of ECS’s is
well-established and very limited innovation has occurred in the last sixty years, with few
exceptions, e.g., the bleedless air cycle machine equipping the Boeing 787 [2]. However,
the assessment and improvement of the air quality in commercial aviation is still an ac-
tive field of research and development, especially after the COVID-19 pandemic. Unlike
other indoor spaces, the aircraft cabin is characterized by high occupant density, and the
passengers are not allowed to leave the enclosed space for the entire duration of the flight
mission. Moreover, in modern passenger aircraft, part of the pressurized air is filtered and
recirculated in the air distribution system, instead of being entirely replenished by fresh
air, to reduce the fuel consumption associated with the ECS. As a result, if not properly
monitored, the concentration of gaseous and microbiological contaminants may over-
come the safety limits, leading to an increased probability of viral infections, and an ex-
acerbation of chronic respiratory problems. Furthermore, the rapid changes in the cabin
air pressure occurring during take-offs and landings may lead to ear and sinus problems,
often accompanied by dental pain [3].

In addition to the safety and comfort concerns, the knowledge of the thermal loads
associated with the prescribed environmental conditions within the aircraft’s pressurized
spaces is crucial for the correct sizing of the ECS. The ECS of modern passenger aircraft is
designed not only to operate at nominal cruise conditions but also in other extreme atmo-
spheric states, such as ground service on a hot and humid day. In this context, the avail-
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ability of a model simulating the thermal characteristics of the pressurized aircraft com-
partments, i.e., cabin, cockpit, electronic and equipment (E/E) bay, and cargo, is essential
to estimate the operating envelope of the ECS. This is testified by the various attempts to
develop a thermal model for passenger aircraft documented in the scientific literature. In
[4], the author presents a general overview of a one-dimensional Modelica thermal model
developed at Airbus [5]. As stated by the author, the objective of the work was to highlight
the challenges related to providing a complete, accurate, and user-friendly thermal model
of a complex thermal system, such as a commercial aircraft, rather than to provide a de-
tailed description of the proposed model. Similarly, the development and validation of a
model used to size the ECS of passenger aircraft, named FLECS (Functional Model Library
of the ECS), is documented in [6]. The article provides a list of data related to the con-
sidered aircraft configuration, but lacks a detailed description of the modeling approach,
thus hindering the reproducibility of the model and its results. Another attempt to devise a
dynamic thermal model of the air distribution system and the pressurized compartments
can be found in [7]. The authors investigated a new ducting concept, which enables the
simultaneous control of many independent temperature zones. The focus of the article is
on the rapid development of an efficient control strategy, obtained by coupling the Matlab
and Modelica simulation environments. In particular, the design of the control logic was
performed with Matlab, while Modelica was used to create a simplified thermal model of
the pressurized aircraft compartments and to test the proposed control strategies. Further
examples of one-dimensional thermal models developed for automotive applications are
documented in [8], [9]. An alternative approach to model the heat and mass transfer oc-
curring within the pressurized spaces of a commercial airliner is documented in [10]. In
this paper, the authors rely on the results of high-fidelity Computational Fluid Dynam-
ics (CFD) simulations to create fast and accurate reduced-order models. However, the
proposed methodology is application-specific and requires the CFD simulation of each
considered zone. As a consequence, it is deemed inappropriate for the purpose of this
work.

The objective of the work documented here is to develop a dynamic thermal model of
the air distribution system and of the pressurized compartments of a generic commercial
aircraft, allowing for the estimation of the operating envelope of the ECS, given limited
information about the aircraft type and the flight mission. Such model should therefore
satisfy the specific requirements of the preliminary design of the ECS and of its control
strategy. Differently from the models documented in the literature, the present modeling
library, named DynTherM (Dynamic Thermal Management), has to be scalable and easily
extendable to cover additional applications, e.g., rotorcraft. To achieve these targets, the
new model has been coded in Modelica, i.e., an equation-based programming language
created to simulate physical systems, supporting the acausal modeling paradigm [11] to
facilitate modeling from first principles [5]. Moreover, it provides object-oriented con-
structs to facilitate the systematic reuse of models. The structure and the basic compo-
nents of the novel aircraft model are largely inspired by the ThermoPower library, i.e.,
an open-source Modelica library for the dynamic modeling of thermal power plants and
energy conversion systems [12], [13]. All the basic components of DynTherM are zero-
dimensional, i.e., they do not feature a discretization of the governing physical equations
in any spatial direction. To facilitate the reproducibility of results and promote future ex-
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Figure 4.1: Simplified schematic of the air distribution system of an exemplary passenger aircraft.

tension by means of collaborative software development, the aircraft model documented
in the following sections will be released open-source upon publication of this work.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. First, the approach used to de-
velop the thermal model is discussed and the main components of the DynTherM library
are described. Next, a validation test case based on proprietary data provided by the in-
dustrial partner Airbus is documented. Then, two different examples of usage of the air-
craft thermal model are presented. Finally, concluding remarks summarize the content of
the chapter and provide an outlook of future work.

4.2. METHODOLOGY

4.2.1. SYSTEM MODEL

The air distribution system of a generic passenger aircraft is schematically displayed in
Fig. 4.1. The details of this system may vary depending on the aircraft type and the manu-
facturer.

Two ECS packs, located in the unpressurized volume below the center wing box, pro-
vide conditioned and pressurized air to the mixing manifold. In the mixing unit, usually
located under the cabin floor and in front of the center wing box, the fresh air is mixed
with the recirculated cabin air. The recirculated air is extracted at the cabin floor level
through dado panels, depurated by means of a HEPA filter, and fed to the mixing mani-
fold with a recirculation fan. The aircraft is equipped with two recirculation loops located
in the forward and aft sections of the cabin, for redundancy. Moreover, to guarantee a
higher degree of temperature control, the aircraft cabin is divided into separate ventila-
tion zones. The mixture of conditioned and recirculated air is distributed to the cockpit
and to each cabin zone by means of dedicated supply ducts provided with orifices, and
the mass flow rate is adjusted as a function of the temperature set points and of the cor-
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responding heat loads. Furthermore, the air temperature is regulated by mixing hot trim
air, bled from the compressors of the main engines, with the air stream coming from the
mixing unit. To fine-tune the local air temperature, the flow rate of trim air is controlled by
means of a separate trim-air valve installed in each zone. In addition, the air distribution
system provides ventilation to the cargo and the electronics (E/E) bays, by means of dado
panels located on the floor of the cabin and cockpit, respectively. The pressurization level
is regulated by the opening of the outflow valves positioned in the forward and aft cargo
compartments, as a function of the altitude.

To describe the modeling approach adopted in this work, it is convenient to analyze
the heat and mass transfer processes occurring within one section of the fuselage, which
corresponds to one ventilation zone, as depicted in Fig. 4.2. From the outer to the inner
surface, the overall heat transfer can be decomposed into the following contributions:

• external radiative and convective heat transfer established between the environ-
ment and the outer skin of the fuselage;

• heat conduction through the fuselage composite structure;

• radiative and convective heat transfer between the fuselage inner surface and the
pressurized air volume.

The temperature difference between the fuselage interior and the pressurized air volume
is negligible, due to the presence of an insulation layer within the fuselage composite
structure. Moreover, the temperature is low, since it is directly regulated by the ECS. As
a result, the internal radiative heat transfer can be neglected as a first approximation. Ad-
ditional heat transfer mechanisms must be accounted for due to the presence of cabin
windows and cockpit windshields. The external radiative heat transfer is subdivided into
the absorbed, transmitted, and reflected components. The transmitted component is di-
rected to the cabin and cockpit interiors. This thermal power is then partly transferred to
the surrounding air by convection.

Furthermore, the following processes involving mass transfer take place within the
prescribed fuselage section:

• a mixture of fresh, recirculated, and trim air is supplied to the prescribed ventilation
zone by the air distribution system;

• mass transfer occurs between the upper and lower sections of the fuselage by means
of the dado panels located on the cabin floor;

• part of the air in the cargo bay is vented overboard by means of the outflow valve
and the rest is fed to the recirculation loop.

The model of the entire fuselage can be assembled by coupling together multiple sec-
tions, characterized by the heat and mass transfer processes described above. Following
this approach, each instance corresponds to a separate ventilation zone. The cockpit and
the E/E bay can be modeled in the same fashion as the cabin and cargo compartments,
with only minor modifications, accounting for the variation of the shape of the fuselage,
the presence of larger transparencies in the cockpit, and the internal heat loads due to the
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of the model decomposition of the heat and mass transfer processes occurring in one section
of the fuselage, corresponding to one ventilation zone.

flight deck electronics and avionics. This modeling approach complies with the require-
ments of the development of a library featuring a modular structure (or object-oriented),
as displayed in Fig. 4.3. In the current implementation, the lowest hierarchical layer, la-
beled as utilities, collects the packages defining the interfaces of each component and the
boundary conditions used for the simulations. Moreover, it gathers the material prop-
erties and the sensors. The intermediate layer contains the implementation of the basic
components. These are organized in two packages, collecting the models related to heat
and mass transfer. Moreover, a model to predict the atmospheric conditions, called en-
vironment, is included in the intermediate layer. Finally, the models of the aircraft and
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Figure 4.3: Structure of the DynTherM library. The solid arrows indicate the list of models collected within a
package. The dashed arrows indicate model inheritance.

the related subsystems are collected within the top hierarchical layer. In particular, the
packages of the aircraft subsystems are organized into three levels featuring an increasing
degree of complexity and inheritance. Following the notation of Fig. 4.3, the package Sub-
Systems L1 collects the models of the composite structures of the fuselage, cabin floor, and
wall. Moreover, it includes the model of the transparent surfaces. In Subsystems L2, the
models of the composite structures and the windows are coupled to those of convective
and radiative heat transfer to create the building blocks of the upper and lower fuselage. At
the third level, the models of the pressurized aircraft compartments are created by assem-
bling multiple instances of the upper and lower fuselage, featuring different orientations.
Finally, the air distribution system is modeled by resorting to the components of the mass
transfer package, and the model of the aircraft is created by connecting the third-level
subsystems. This modular modeling approach is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5.

The total mass, air species (mass fractions), and energy conservation equations ap-
plied to the pressurized air volume of one ventilation zone within the fuselage are

dm

dt
=V · dρ

dt
= ṁin +ṁout +NpṁH2O, (4.1)
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Figure 4.4: Graphical user interface of the Modelica model of the aircraft cabin and its main submodels, as im-
plemented in the DynTherM library. The dashed arrows indicate the usage of a submodel in a higher hierarchical
layer.

dU

dt
=V · d(ρu)

dt
= ṁinhin +ṁouthout +Q̇in +Q̇out +Np(Q̇sens +Q̇lat)+Q̇int, (4.2)

m · dxw

dt
= ṁin(xin,w −xw)+ṁout(xout,w −xw)+NpṁH2O(1−xw),

m · dxair

dt
= ṁin(xin,air −xair)+ṁout(xout,air −xair)−NpṁH2Oxair,

xw +xair = 1.

(4.3)

The heat flow rate terms which, once summed up, give the total internal heat flow rate Q̇int

depend on the considered ventilation zone. In the case of a cabin sector, the terms are the
heat flow rate associated with the cabin lights, that related to the in-flight entertainment,
and the heat flow rate provided by the galleys. Conversely, for the cockpit and the related
underfloor compartment, i.e., the E/E bay, the sources of internal heat flow rate are the
flight deck electronics and the avionics.
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4. DYNAMIC THERMAL MODEL OF PRESSURIZED AIRCRAFT FUSELAGE

Figure 4.5: Graphical user interface of the Modelica model of a passenger aircraft and its main submodels, as
implemented in the DynTherM library. The dashed arrows indicate the usage of a submodel in a higher hierar-
chical layer.

The presence of occupants, i.e., pilots (cockpit), passengers, and crew members (cabin),
leads to the generation of water vapor within the pressurized air volume. As reported
in [14], the rate of evaporative heat generation from the human body can be expressed as

Ehb = Ersw +Ediff +Eres, (4.4)

where Ersw, Ediff, and Eres are the rates of heat generation due to sweating, water diffusion
through the skin, and respiration, respectively. They can be computed as

Ersw = 0.42(Mhb −Whb −58.15),

Ediff = 3.05(5.73−0.007(Mhb −Whb)−Pv/1000),

Eres = 0.0173Mhb(5.87−Pv/1000),

(4.5)

where Pv is the water vapor pressure in the pressurized air volume, whereas Mhb and Whb

are the rate of metabolic heat production and the rate of mechanical work accomplished
by one individual, respectively. According to the guidelines reported in [15], Mhb can be
set to 60, 115, and 70 W m−2 for passengers, crew members, and pilots, respectively. More-
over, as a first approximation, Whb can be neglected. The rate of water vapor generation
per person can be calculated by considering the average surface area of the human body,
i.e., Ahb = 1.75 m2, and the rate of the evaporative heat loss
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ṁH2O = Ehb Ahb

hv(T )−hl(Tskin)
. (4.6)

In Eqn. (4.6), T is the temperature of the pressurized air volume, and Tskin is the skin tem-
perature of the human body, estimated as [16]

Tskin = 273.15+37.5−0.0275(Mhb −Whb). (4.7)

The sensible and latent components of the heat flow rate associated with the generation
of water vapor in the prescribed air volume can be computed as

Q̇sens = Ahb · (Mhb −Ehb), (4.8)

Q̇lat = ṁH2O(hv(T )−hl(Tskin)). (4.9)

The pressurized air volumes of the upper and lower fuselage sections, i.e., cabin and
cargo, or cockpit and E/E bay, exchange heat and mass through the dado panels and the
cabin floor. Furthermore, the cabin and the cockpit sections exchange energy as heat via
the wall separating the two environments. The dado panels are modeled as simple ele-
ments featuring a lumped pressure drop, that scales linearly with the mass flow rate of air.
The floor and the wall are heat conduction elements featuring a planar composite struc-
ture. The cabin can be discretized into multiple ventilation zones connected in series,
without additional modeling effort, by leveraging the modularity of the DynTherM library.
However, for the sake of simplicity, the cabin is assumed to be constituted by a single ven-
tilation zone. To keep the internal pressure at the prescribed set point value, part of the air
in the underfloor compartment is vented overboard by means of the outflow valve. In the
current implementation, the valve features a simple linear characteristic. The remaining
airflow is fed to the recirculation loop, amounting to the HEPA filter, the recirculation fan,
and the mixing manifold. These components are modeled as a pressure drop, a turbo-
machine with a linear characteristic, and a plenum featuring accumulation of mass and
energy. Finally, the mix of fresh and recirculated air at the outlet of the mixing manifold is
provided to each ventilation zone by means of a separate distribution pipe. The pressure
drop in the air distribution system is modeled with the Darcy-Weisbach equation and the
heat transfer is neglected, due to the thick thermal insulation. The graphical represen-
tation of the complete model of a passenger aircraft featuring two ventilation zones, i.e.,
cockpit and cabin, is depicted in Fig. 4.5.

4.2.2. MODEL OF EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
The International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) [17] is used to model the variation of the
atmospheric conditions with altitude. Within this model, the atmosphere is divided into
layers, in which the ambient temperature is computed as a function of altitude. In partic-
ular, until the Tropopause, located at eleven kilometers above Mean Sea Level (MSL), the
ambient temperature is evaluated as

TISA = T0 − 6.5z

1000
, (4.10)
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where T0 = 15◦ C is the average ambient temperature at MSL. Then, between the Tropopause
and the edge of the Stratosphere, located at 20 kilometers above MSL, the ambient temper-
ature is assumed to be constant and equal to TISA = −56.5◦ C. The ambient pressure and
density are computed by sequentially solving the hydrostatic equilibrium, which relates
the rate of change of pressure with geopotential altitude, and the ideal gas law, therefore

PISA = P0
TISA

T0

1000g
6.5R

if z ≤ 11 km

PISA = P0
TISA

T0

1000g
6.5R

e
− g

TISAR (z−11000)
if 11 km < z ≤ 20 km

ρISA = PISA

TISAR
,

(4.11)

where P0 = 1 bar is the ambient pressure at MSL. In the ISA model, the ambient air is
assumed to be dry and of constant composition. Humidity effects are accounted for by
adopting a standard moist air thermodynamic model in which the air pressure and tem-
perature are defined according to the ISA model. Non-standard days are modeled by
adding a prescribed temperature delta to TISA, whereas the ambient pressure remains un-
altered. Then, density is recalculated as a function of the new ambient temperature using
the ideal gas equation of state. Once the ambient conditions are defined, the set-point
pressure of the pressurized spaces of the aircraft can be computed by imposing a maxi-
mum pressure differential of 50 kPa with respect to the external environment. Moreover,
for safety reasons, the minimum pressure within the ventilation zones is fixed at 76.2 kPa.

In addition to the standard atmospheric conditions, the model of the environment is
used to compute the clear-sky temperature and emissivity, which are used for the radiative
heat transfer calculation, as described in Section 4.2.5. The vapor pressure of ambient air
is computed according to [18] as

Pv =Φambe
29.06−6211.88
Tamb+274.35 if Tamb < 0◦ C,

Pv =Φambe
23.3−3890.94
Tamb+230.4 if Tamb ≥ 0◦ C,

(4.12)

with Tamb expressed in Celsius. The clear-sky temperature and emissivity can be derived,
see [19], as

ϵsky =
(
0.48+0.17

(
Pv

100

)0.22)(
Pamb

P0

)0.45

if Tamb < 0◦ C,

ϵsky =
(

Tsky

Tamb

)4

if Tamb ≥ 0◦ C.

(4.13)

4.2.3. MODEL OF COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
The geometry of the composite structures of a passenger aircraft can be approximated
with two simple geometries, i.e., a planar element, and a hollow cylinder. The planar ele-
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Figure 4.6: Heat conduction and qualitative temperature distribution evaluated through the layers of the fuselage
composite structure.

ment is used to model the cabin floor and the wall separating the cockpit from the cabin.
The heat conduction equations for a planar surface of thickness t reads

Q̇in = 2kt A(Tin −T )

t
,

Q̇out = 2kt A(Tout −T )

t
.

(4.14)

The hollow cylinder is used to model the fuselage structure in between the forward and
aft pressure bulkheads. The thermal energy balance equations for the heat conduction in
a hollow cylindrical section can be expressed as

Q̇in = 2πLfuskt(Tin −T )

log Rint+Rext
2Rint

,

Q̇out = 2πLfuskt(Tout −T )

log 2Rext
Rint+Rext

.

(4.15)

The surface areas occupied by transparent surfaces, e.g., cabin windows, are excluded
from this computation, as they are characterized by different physical properties and heat
transfer mechanisms. Further information about the methodology used to model the heat
transfer mechanisms for transparent surfaces is described in Section 4.2.4. Once the heat
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conduction mechanisms characterizing the two basic geometries have been derived, the
corresponding composite structures can be modeled by connecting in series multiple pla-
nar or cylindrical elements, featuring different dimensions and material properties, as dis-
played in Fig. 4.4c and Fig. 4.6.

4.2.4. MODEL OF TRANSPARENT SURFACES
The external surface of the fuselage of a passenger aircraft features two types of trans-
parencies: cabin windows and flight deck windshields. Cabin windows consist of an outer
panel flush with the fuselage skin, an inner panel featuring a breather hole, and a thinner
non-structural scratch panel, separating the passengers from the actual window assem-
bly. The scratch panel is made of plastic and is not airtight. The inner and outer panels are
made of stretched acrylic, and feature a non-ventilated air cavity between them. During
the climb phase, the pressure differential established between the interior of the fuselage
and the external environment gradually increases. The breather hole on the inner panel
allows some of the pressurized air to leak into the air cavity, gradually equalizing the pres-
sure differential. This causes the thicker outer panel to progressively carry the pressuriza-
tion load, whereas the inner panel acts only as a buffer.

The model of the heat transfer through the cabin windows is adapted from [20] and its
graphical representation is illustrated in Fig. 4.4a. The solar radiation acting on the outer
panel is split into the absorbed, transmitted, and reflected components, yielding

Er = (reff + reff(1− reff)τ
2)Et,b,

Etr = (1− reff)
2τEt,b,

Ea = Et,b −Er −Etr.

(4.16)

If cosθ ≤ 0, the incident solar radiation is entirely reflected by the surface, leading to Etr =
Ea = 0. The reflection coefficient reff can be computed by applying the Snell’s law

n1 sinθi = n2 sinθt, (4.17)

and the Fresnel equations

rs =
∣∣∣∣n1 cosθi −n2 cosθt

n1 cosθi +n2 cosθt

∣∣∣∣,
rp =

∣∣∣∣n1 cosθt −n2 cosθi

n1 cosθt +n2 cosθi

∣∣∣∣,
(4.18)

at the interface between the external air and the outer panel. In this case, subscript 1 cor-
responds to the air side, and subscript 2 refers to the stretched acrylic side. Moreover,
rs and rp are the reflection coefficients computed for s-polarized and p-polarized light.
rs refers to the polarization of a wave’s electric field normal to the plane of incidence,
whereas rp refers to the polarization of the electric field parallel to the plane of incidence.
Unpolarized natural light has an equal amount of power in each of the two linear polar-
izations, thus its reflection coefficient can be simply estimated as reff = (rs + rp)/2.
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The absorbed component of the incident solar radiation contributes to the conductive
heat balance through the outer panel, which is modeled as a planar element, according to
the method described in Section 4.2.3. The convective heat transfer coefficient in the air
cavity is computed according to the correlation documented in [21], namely

ht = Nu ·kt

t
, (4.19)

where t is the thickness of the air cavity, the Nusselt number is evaluated as

Nu = 0.0673838 ·Ra1/3 if Ra > 5 ·104,

Nu = 0.028154 ·Ra0.4134 if 104 < Ra ≤ 5 ·104,and

Nu = 1+1.75967 ·10−10 ·Ra2.2984755 Ra ≤ 104,

(4.20)

while the Rayleigh number is computed as

Ra = ρ2t 3g
2cP|Tin −Tout|
µkt(Tin +Tout)

. (4.21)

The transmitted component of the incident radiation acts directly on the inner panel.
Therefore, the computation described by Eqn. (4.18) is repeated, accounting for the change
of media at the interface. The heat transfer mechanisms established in the inner panel are
equivalent to those acting on the outer panel. As a result, also the modeling approach is
the same. However, in the case of the inner panel the transmitted component of radiation
contributes to the heat balance of the cabin interiors.

Flight deck windshields are made of glass-faced acrylic, i.e., an outer layer of glass
bonded to one or multiple layers of stretched acrylic. In between the glass and the acrylic,
there is a thin urethane layer. The stretched acrylic layers are equivalent to the ones of the
cabin windows, albeit much thicker. The methodology used to model the heat transfer
through the flight deck windshields is the same as the one adopted for the cabin windows,
with minor modifications due to the presence of multiple layers and the absence of the air
gap. Therefore, the detailed description of the windshield model is omitted here for the
sake of conciseness.

4.2.5. FUSELAGE MODEL
The heat flow rate due to solar radiation acting on the outer skin of the fuselage scales as
a function of the total clear-sky irradiance impinging on the receiving surface Et and the
incidence angle θ. In particular, the total irradiance is the sum of the direct beam, diffuse,
and ground-reflected components. These quantities can be estimated with the method-
ology documented in [22], [23] and reported in Appendix A for brevity. As an alternative,
they can be computed by means of external software implementing more advanced algo-
rithms, such as the open-source program SMARTS [24]–[26]. In turn, the incidence angle
depends on the sun position in the sky, and the altitude and orientation of the receiver,
i.e., the fuselage, see Fig. 4.7. To capture the variation of the incidence angle along the
circumferential direction, the fuselage section can be conveniently discretized as a series
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Figure 4.7: Angles formed by solar radiation incident on a tilted surface.

of circular sectors characterized by the composite structure described in Section 4.2.3. In
this way, the average orientation of each sector is equivalent to that of the associated seg-
ment, as represented by the dashed lines in Fig. 4.2c. Each circular sector is subject to

Q̇rad = Q̇abs +Q̇em, (4.22)

where

Q̇abs =−αAEt,

Q̇em = Q̇em,sky +Q̇em,air +Q̇em,ground.
(4.23)

In particular, the different components of the emitted radiation can be expressed as [27]

Q̇em,sky = ϵAσ

(
1+cosΣ

2

)3/2 (
T 4

fus,ext −T 4
sky

)
,

Q̇em,air = ϵAσ
1+cosΣ

2

(
1−

√
1+cosΣ

2

)(
T 4

fus,ext −T 4
amb

)
,

Q̇em,ground = ϵAσ
1−cosΣ

2

(
T 4

fus,ext −T 4
ground

)
.

(4.24)

For the sake of clarity, the different components contributing to the radiative heat transfer
between the fuselage and the external environment are schematically displayed in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Absorbed and emitted components of the radiative heat transfer between the aircraft fuselage and
the external environment.

In addition to solar radiation, each circular sector is subject to convection heat trans-
fer from the inside and from the outside. According to the guidelines reported in [28], the
physical mechanism driving the convective heat transfer between the outer skin of the
fuselage and the environment depends on the flight phase and the environmental condi-
tions. During flight, the cold ambient air adjacent to the outer skin of the aircraft is heated
through the ram effect. Given that the properties of air can be estimated according to the
polytropic ideal gas model, the adiabatic wall temperature can be computed as

Taw = Tamb

(
1+Pr 1/3

aw
γamb −1

2
M 2

∞
)

. (4.25)

In turn, the heat flow rate reads

Q̇conv,ext = ht A(Tfus,ext −Taw). (4.26)

During flight, the fuselage is at free-stream static pressure with a very good degree of ap-
proximation, thus the flat-plate analogy applies and the convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient can be conveniently computed as

ht = 0.185ρ∗c∗P V∞ · (log10 Re∗x )−2.584 ·Pr∗−2/3, (4.27)

where Re∗x is the Reynolds number evaluated at x, that is the distance from the fuselage
nose; its value is bounded between 107 and 109. In this formulation, the quantities de-
noted by ∗ are evaluated at the thermodynamic state defined by the ambient pressure and
the temperature T ∗, given by [22]

T ∗ = Taw +Tamb

2
+0.22(Taw −Tamb). (4.28)
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Conversely, when the aircraft is stationary on the ground, the heat flow rate due to external
convection is equal to

Q̇conv,ext = ht A(Tfus,ext −Tamb). (4.29)

In the limiting case of buoyancy-driven free convection, the heat transfer coefficient can
be expressed as

ht,free =
0.13kt(Gr ·Pr )1/3

Dfus,ext
, (4.30)

where the Prandtl number is computed at the thermodynamic state defined by the ambi-
ent pressure and the temperature Tf, given by

Tf =
Tfus,ext +Tamb

2
. (4.31)

In this context, the Grashof number is evaluated as

Gr = g

Tf

∣∣Tfus,ext −Tamb
∣∣ ·D3

fus,ext

ν2
f

, (4.32)

and the convective heat transfer correlation is valid for 109 < Gr ·Pr < 1012. In the pres-
ence of wind, forced convection is the heat transfer mechanism, and the heat transfer
coefficient can be estimated as

ht,forced = 0.0266kt,f ·Re0.805
f ·Pr 1/3

Dfus,ext
. (4.33)

In this expression, the Reynolds number is evaluated as

Ref =
ρfVwindDfus,ext

µf
, (4.34)

and its value is bounded between 4 ·104 and 4 ·105.
In the case of convection heat transfer occurring between the inner surfaces of the fuse-
lage and the air volume inside the pressurized aircraft compartments, the heat flow rate is
expressed as

Q̇conv,int = ht,int A(Tint −Tfus,int), (4.35)

and the heat transfer coefficient can be simply computed according to [29]

ht,int = 5.6783 · (2+0.314 ·3.2808 ·Vint), (4.36)

where Vint can assume values up to 1 m/s in an occupied compartment.
According to this discretization method, heat transfer can be modeled with the same

thermal network in the upper and lower sections of the fuselage, with exception of the
heat transfer occurring in presence of transparencies, e.g., cabin windows. To account for
transparent surfaces, the upper section of the fuselage is discretized with five elements,
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Table 4.1: Data of the validation test cases. The aircraft under analysis is an Airbus A320. Some of the data entries
are normalized to preserve confidentiality.

Test Case Hot Ground Cruise Faulty Pack

ṁECS

ṁECS,ground
[%] 100 106 88

ṁrec

ṁECS +ṁrec
[%] 50 50 50

φECS 0 0 0
Ttarget [◦C] 27 24 27
z [km] 0 11.89 11.89
M a∞ 0 0.78 0.78
∆TISA [◦C] 23 0 16
LAT [◦] 33.754 33.754 33.754
LON [◦] -84.39 -84.39 -84.39
n 200 200 200
h 12 12 12
Npax 196 180 180
Ncrew 6 6 6
Npilots 3 3 3
Q̇el [kW] 1.2 1.2 1.2
Q̇gal [kW] 1.5 1.5 1.5
Q̇av [kW] 10 0 0
Q̇cl [kW] 1.15 1.15 1.15
Q̇ife [kW] 5.88 5.40 5.40

whereby the two lateral segments include suitable models for the heat transfer related to
the windows. The complete thermal network used to model the upper fuselage sector
corresponding to a cabin ventilation zone is displayed in Fig. 4.4d. The fuselage sector
corresponding to the cockpit is modeled in the same fashion, with models for the lateral
and frontal flight deck windshields in place of the cabin windows models.

4.3. VALIDATION

In order to assess the accuracy of the thermal model of the passenger aircraft fuselage,
the simulation results have been compared with proprietary data provided by the indus-
trial partner Airbus. The validation test cases comprise the most relevant operating points
defining the design of the ECS of an Airbus A320. The operating conditions on which the
ECS design is based are: i) standard cruise conditions, ii) ground operation on a hot and
humid day, and iii) flying conditions in case of a faulty ECS pack. The characteristics of
the aircraft considered for the validation test cases are reported in Tab. B.1 of Appendix
B. Moreover, the specifications of the aircraft composite structures, cabin windows and
flight deck windshields are listed in Tab. B.2, Tab. B.3, Tab. B.4, and Tab. B.5 of Appendix B.
The three considered operating points are defined by the data reported in Tab. 4.1. These
include:
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Table 4.2: Results of the validation test cases. The aircraft under analysis is an Airbus A320. The results are
normalized or expressed as deviation with respect to proprietary data to preserve confidentiality.

Test Case Hot Ground Cruise Faulty Pack

∆TECS [◦C] 2.42 1.14 0.74
∆PECS [kPa] 0.07 0.58 4.47
ṁcpt/ṁcab [%] 12.6 11.7 11.7

Q̇tot [kW] n.a. n.a. n.a.

Q̇cpt/Q̇tot [%] 6.8 1.8 2.7

Q̇cpt,int/Q̇cpt [%] 45.1 266 186.9

Q̇cpt,ext/Q̇cpt [%] 54.9 -166 -86.9

Q̇cab/Q̇tot [%] 62.9 69.3 78.4

Q̇cab,int/Q̇cab [%] 94.3 123.1 116.3

Q̇cab,ext/Q̇cab [%] 5.7 -23.1 -16.3

Q̇ufloor/Q̇tot [%] 30.3 28.9 18.9

Q̇ufloor,int/Q̇ufloor [%] 64.6 0.0 0.0

Q̇ufloor,ext/Q̇ufloor [%] 35.4 100 100

• the total mass flow rate of fresh air provided by the ECS, together with the relative
humidity at the outlet of the pack and the recirculation ratio;

• the temperature set point, assumed that it is the same for all the ventilation zones;

• the altitude and speed of the aircraft;

• the data about the climate, including the geographic location, date and time, and
deviation from the ISA standard conditions;

• the number of occupants onboard the aircraft, namely, passengers, crew members,
and pilots;

• the thermal energy generated inside the fuselage, namely that due to flight deck
electronics, avionics, galleys, in-flight entertainment, and cabin lights.

The model is used to compute the conditions at the outlet of the ECS packs required
to comply with the pressure and temperature set points prescribed for each ventilation
zones. The absolute deviations between the predictions of the model and the data pro-
vided by Airbus are reported in Tab. 4.2, whereas the actual values are omitted for con-
fidentiality. The maximum absolute deviations in terms of temperature and pressure at
the discharge of the ECS packs are equal to 2.4 K and 4.5 kPa, respectively. Accounting for
the uncertainty in the data about the climate or external environment and the uncertainty
related to the technical specifications of the aircraft, which have not been provided by the
industrial partner, the accuracy of the model is deemed acceptable for the purpose of this
study.
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In addition to the absolute deviations between the model predictions and the valida-
tion data, Tab. 4.2 lists the ratio between the airflow delivered to the cockpit and cabin,
as well as the total heat flow rate computed for the entire fuselage and the individual
compartments, i.e., cockpit, cabin, and underfloor, comprising both cargo and E/E bays.
Furthermore, to comply with the format of the validation data provided by the industrial
partner, these are divided into two contributions, depending on whether the correspond-
ing thermal energy source is internal or external to the fuselage. The external heat flow
rate is considered positive when entering the considered control volume. As can be no-
ticed in Tab. 4.2, most of the thermal energy that must be removed by the ECS can be
attributed to the cabin. While the aircraft is flying, part of the thermal energy coming
from the sources internal to the fuselage is transferred to the external cold environment.
Instead, during ground operation on a hot and humid day, the heat transfer with the envi-
ronment is in the opposite direction and further increases the total heat load of the ECS.
The same considerations apply to the cockpit section, with a higher relative influence of
the heat transfer with the external environment, due to the relatively larger transparent
surfaces. The underfloor volumes do not feature any source of thermal energy, except for
the avionics. During flight, the avionics are cooled by the skin heat exchanger, therefore
they are not accounted for in the model. However, the avionics heat generation must be
taken into account in case of hot ground operation, the most critical operating condition,
which defines the sizing point of the ECS.

4.4. APPLICATIONS

To showcase the capabilities of the DynTherM library, two examples of applications are
documented. The selected aircraft configuration is the same used for model validation,
i.e., an Airbus A320. However, the library can be used to model the fuselage thermal fluxes
of any other commercial aircraft.

4.4.1. ECS OPERATING ENVELOPE

The operating envelope of the Airbus A320 ECS is identified by simulating 50 operating
points, belonging to widely different operating scenarios, namely ground, climb, cruise,
and faulty pack operations, and simulated at variable climate conditions. The data defin-
ing these operating points are listed in Tab. 4.3. In particular, each of the 10 selected flight
phases is simulated for 5 different climate conditions. The results are displayed in Fig. 4.9.
The chart on the left shows that the temperature at the discharge of the ECS is almost in-
sensitive to the change of flight phase. The only exception is ground operation, which is
always characterized by higher cooling demand. Conversely, TECS strongly scales with the
change of the environmental conditions, with temperature variations of up to ≈ 25◦C for
the same flight condition. Furthermore, the cabin pressure delivered by the ECS is only a
function of the aircraft altitude, thus of the flight phase. According to industry best prac-
tices, the ECS of passenger aircraft must be sized to meet the extreme operating points of
the envelope. At the same time, the ECS should be optimized for the most common op-
erating conditions. Therefore, the information displayed in the P −T diagram of Fig. 4.9,
together with the corresponding mass flow rate of fresh air provided for each operating
point, is essential to tackle the multi-point design optimization of the system.
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Table 4.3: Data of the operating points used to identify the operating envelope of the ECS of an Airbus A320.
The parameters Ttarget, z, M a∞, ∆TISA, n, h, Npax, Q̇av, Q̇ife assume different values in the range defined by the
lower bound (lb) and the upper bound (ub). Some of the data entries are normalized to preserve confidentiality.

Test Case Ground Climb Cruise Faulty Pack

ṁECS

ṁECS,ground
[%] 100 106 106 88

ṁrec

ṁECS +ṁrec
[%] 50 50 50 50

φECS 0 0 0 0
Ttarget [◦C] 24 : 27 24 24 24
z [km] 0 6 : 9 11.89 11.89
M a∞ 0 0.6 : 0.78 0.78 0.78
∆TISA [◦C] -23 : 23 -23 : 23 -23 : 23 -23 : 23
LAT [◦] 33.754 33.754 33.754 33.754
LON [◦] -84.39 -84.39 -84.39 -84.39
n 20 : 200 20 : 200 20 : 200 20 : 200
h 9 : 12 9 : 12 9 : 12 9 : 12
Npax 100 : 196 100 : 196 100 : 196 100 : 196
Ncrew 6 6 6 6
Npilots 3 3 3 3
Q̇el [kW] 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
Q̇gal [kW] 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Q̇av [kW] 0 : 10 0 0 0
Q̇cl [kW] 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15
Q̇ife [kW] 0 : 5.88 0 : 5.88 0 : 5.88 0 : 5.88

The characterization of the operating envelope is complemented by the chart dis-
played on the right side of Fig. 4.9, where the temperature of the fresh air at the pack
discharge is correlated with the total thermal load, as well as with the individual com-
ponents related to the cabin, cockpit, and underfloor compartments. In accordance with
what reported in Section 4.3, the cabin is responsible for the largest share of the ECS duty,
followed by the underfloor areas, and the cockpit. Interestingly, the relationship between
TECS and the total heat load can be approximated by linear regression with good accuracy.
For this example, the linear correlation reads

Q̇tot = 31.028−1.227TECS, (4.37)

where Q̇tot and TECS are expressed in kilowatt and degree Celsius, respectively. In turn,
if an estimate of the total heat load related to another operating point is available, this
simple equation can be used to compute a first guess of the temperature at the ECS dis-
charge, or vice versa. This approach is significantly less time-consuming than setting up
a new test case and running the fuselage thermal model, thus it can be conveniently used
to assess the ECS operating envelope during the preliminary design phase. However, this
correlation cannot be generalized to a different aircraft configuration.
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Figure 4.9: Operating envelope of the ECS of an Airbus A320 calculated with a model obtained with the Dyn-
TherM library. The boundary conditions at the pack discharge, defined in terms of pressure and temperature,
are shown in the left chart. The total and individual components of the heat load are displayed versus the tem-
perature at the pack discharge in the right chart. The results are normalized or expressed as absolute differences
to preserve confidentiality.

4.4.2. PULL-DOWN OPERATING POINT

This case study is concerned with the simulation of a pull-down operating point, that is,
an operating point for which the aircraft is on the ground on a hot day, but empty of pas-
sengers, and with minimal heat loads internal to the fuselage. The initial temperature is
set to 40◦C in all the ventilation zones and the ECS must lower it to the set point within
30 minutes. Differently from the operating conditions analyzed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.1,
which require only steady-state simulations, this test case is about the dynamics of the
system. Although the pull-down operating point is not extreme, it is included in the re-
quirements for the certification of the ECS. Therefore, the accurate simulation of the ECS
dynamics is of paramount importance.

The simulation setup is similar to the one used for the hot ground case reported in
Tab. 4.1. The only differences are the absence of passengers in the cabin, the absence of
thermal energy input due to galleys, avionics, and in-flight entertainment, and the lower
value of recirculation ratio, set to ṁrec/(ṁECS + ṁrec) = 0.2. The temperature at the outlet
of the ECS pack is set to TECS = −15◦C, in accordance with the operating point featuring
the highest cooling requirement reported in Fig. 4.9. The following considerations can be
drawn from the results displayed in Fig. 4.10. First, the ECS is capable of meeting the tem-
perature set point of 24◦C in the prescribed time for both ventilation zones. In the absence
of trim air and active control of the airflow delivered to the different ventilation zones,
the cockpit reaches the temperature set point in approximately 23.3 minutes, whereas the
cabin requires 30 minutes, due to its higher thermal inertia. Moreover, a temperature rise
is observed in the underfloor compartments during the initial transient. To explain this
phenomenon, it is important to notice that the initial temperature has been set to the
same value in all the ventilation zones without accounting for thermal equilibrium. An
alternative approach to avoid the initial temperature rise in the underfloor compartments
consists in using the results of a steady-state simulation without the ECS to initialize the
transient simulation of the pull-down case.
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Figure 4.10: Pull-down case study: temporal evolution of the temperature in the main aircraft compartments
computed with the Airbus A320 fuselage thermal model obtained with the DynTherM library.

Additional insights about the time-dependent evolution of the temperature distribu-
tion in the cabin and cargo compartments can be gained by analyzing Fig. 4.11. In ac-
cordance with what documented in Section 4.2 and displayed in Fig. 4.2, the fuselage is
discretized with eight elements along the circumferential direction. Each element is a cir-
cular sector of the composite structure described in Section 4.2.3, featuring the properties
reported in Tab. B.2 of Appendix B. The temperature of the air in the cabin and cargo vol-
umes is displayed in the central part of the polar plot. The outer portion of the polar plot
corresponds to the fuselage skin. In between them, the temperature distribution is shown
for the different portions of the fuselage composite structure.

At the initial time instant of the simulation, the temperature is uniform and equal to
the prescribed initial condition of 40◦C. Afterwards, the simulation evolves with the injec-
tion of a mixture of fresh and recirculated air into the cabin and a radial temperature gra-
dient is progressively established between the internal air volume and the fuselage skin. At
the same time, the conditioned air is circulated to the cargo bay by means of the dado pan-
els located on the cabin floor, leading to a higher temperature in the lower sections of the
fuselage. At the last time instant, the highest temperature, i.e., 56.9◦C, is measured in the
lower right part of the fuselage skin, whereas the coldest portion of the skin, i.e., 43.6◦C,
is located in the opposite corner. At the same locations, the radial temperature gradient
evaluated through the fuselage composite structure is equal to 30.1◦C and 19.6◦C, respec-
tively. This highlights the presence of a non-symmetric solar radiation field acting on the
fuselage at the specified climate conditions. Moreover, the non-uniformity shows the in-
fluence of ground-reflected solar radiation and ground-emitted radiation on the fuselage
temperature distribution when operating the aircraft on the ground during a hot day. This
information can be used to assess the influence of the layout and the materials used for
the fuselage composite structure on the thermal dynamics of the aircraft.
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Figure 4.11: Pull-down case study: temperature distribution in the cabin and cargo compartments computed at
different time instants using the Airbus A320 fuselage thermal model obtained with the DynTherM library. The
fuselage is discretized with eight elements along the circumferential direction. The inner section of the polar
plot corresponds to the pressurized air volumes, whereas the outer section represents the fuselage skin.
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4.5. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter documents the development, validation, and use of the DynTherM Modelica
library. The modules of this library allow to compose the dynamic thermal model of the air
distribution system and the pressurized compartments of a passenger aircraft. The Dyn-
TherM library has been validated with proprietary data concerning the fuselage thermal
characteristics of an A320 aircraft provided by the industrial partner Airbus. For the con-
sidered validation case studies, the results computed by the model show maximum abso-
lute deviations of 2.4 K and 4.5 kPa with respect to the actual temperature and pressure
evaluated at the discharge of the ECS pack. The validated thermal model has been used to
compute the operating envelope of the ECS of an Airbus A320. The outcomes show that
the thermodynamic state at the discharge of the pack varies substantially as a function of
the flight phase and climate conditions. This confirms the need for a fast and accurate
thermal model to provide the specifications for the multi-point design optimization of a
novel ECS configuration. Finally, the study is complemented with the simulation of a test
case involving a pull-down operating point. The results reveal the ability of the model
to capture the dynamic thermal behavior of the system and provide additional insights
about the evolution of the temperature distribution throughout the different sections of
the fuselage as a function of time.

Currently, the modeling method at the basis of the DynTherM library is affected by the
following limitations:

• the leakage of pressurized air through the fuselage is neglected, leading to a possible
underestimation of the ECS pressurization requirements;

• the heat transfer through the fuselage is modeled as one dimensional, i.e., only heat
transfer along the radial direction is considered, as the thermal resistance in the
circumferential direction is negligible if compared to the radial one. However, to
simulate more accurately the temperature distribution in the presence of a non-
symmetric solar field, also the heat transfer in the circumferential direction must be
modeled, at the expenses of increased complexity and computational cost;

• the temperature at the ECS pack discharge is computed to match the temperature
set point in one ventilation zone, e.g., the cabin. Then the trim air flow rate is pre-
scribed to achieve the set temperature in the remaining ventilation zones, e.g., the
cockpit. To simplify the use of the model, it is necessary to automatically vary the
opening of the trim air valves to match the temperature set point in all the ventila-
tion zones.

Future work will entail the study of non-conventional ECS architectures for aircraft
configurations alternative to the Airbus A320. For this purpose, the dynamic thermal
model of the aircraft fuselage developed with the DynTherM library and documented in
this chapter, will be tailored for each aircraft configuration and applied to retrieve the cor-
responding ECS operating envelope. A similar study will be performed for large rotorcraft
applications. Moreover, future research will target the development of thermal manage-
ment systems for disruptive aircraft layouts, aimed at accelerating the transition to net
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zero emissions by the aviation sector, such as battery-powered and fuel cell-powered air-
craft. To tackle the design of such systems, the DynTherM library will be extended to in-
clude models for characterizing the dynamic thermal behavior of battery packs, as well as
that of hydrogen storage and distribution systems.
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NOMENCLATURE

Roman symbols
A Surface area [m2]
cP Specific heat capacity [J kg−1 K−1]
D Diameter [m]
E Irradiance [W m−2]
Gr Grashof number [-]
g Gravitational acceleration [m s−2]
h Specific enthalpy [J kg−1]

Hour of the day [-]
ht Heat transfer coefficient [Wm−2K−1]
kt Thermal conductivity [Wm−1K−1]
L Length [m]
M Metabolic heat production [Wm−2]

Mach number [-]
m Mass [kg]
ṁ Mass flow rate [kg s−1]
N Number of elements [-]
Nu Nusselt number [-]
n Day of the year [-]

Refractive index [-]
Pr Prandtl number [-]
Q̇ Heat flow rate [W]
R Radius [m]

Specific gas constant [J kg−1 K−1]
Ra Rayleigh number [-]
Re Reynolds number [-]
r Reflection coefficient [-]
T Temperature [K]
t Transmittance [-]

Thickness [m]
Time [s]

U Internal energy [J]
u Specific internal energy [Jkg−1]
V Velocity [ms−1]

Volume [m3]
x Mass fraction [-]
z Altitude [m]

Greek symbols
α Absorptivity [-]
ϵ Emissivity [-]
θ Incidence angle [deg]
µ Dynamic viscosity [Pa s−1]
ν Kinematic viscosity [m2 s−1]
ρ Density [kg m−3]
Σ Tilt angle [deg]

σ Boltzmann constant [m2kgs−2K−1]
Φ Relative humidity [-]

Subscripts
abs Absorbed
amb Ambient
aw Adiabatic wall
av Avionics
b Direct beam component
cab Cabin
cl Cabin lights
conv Convection
cpt Cockpit
diff Water diffusion
el Flight deck electronics
em Emitted
fus Fuselage
gal Galley
hb Human body
ife In-flight entertainment
l Liquid
lat Latent
p P-polarized light
pax Passengers
r Reflected
rad Radiation
rec Recirculated
res Respiration
rsw Sweating
s S-polarized light
sens Sensible
t Component acting on the receiver surface
tot Total
tr Transmitted
ufloor Underfloor
v Vapor
w Water

Abbreviations
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
ECS Environmental control system
E/E Electronics and equipment
LAT Site latitude
LON Site longitude
MSL Mean sea level
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5
INTEGRATED DESIGN

OPTIMIZATION OF ECS FOR

NEXT-GENERATION AIRCRAFT

Nature uses only the longest threads to weave her patterns,
so that each small piece of her fabric reveals the organization of the entire tapestry.

Richard Phillips Feynman
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The use of an electrically-driven Vapor Compression Cycle (VCC) system in place of the con-
ventional Air Cycle Machine (ACM) for the Environmental Control System (ECS) of next-
generation aircraft could lead to a substantial reduction in fuel consumption. The inter-
est in the adoption of VCC systems for airborne applications is further enhanced by the
advent of new refrigerants, featuring low Global Warming Potential (GWP), low toxicity,
and flammability, and by the latest development of high-speed centrifugal compressors and
ultra-compact heat exchangers. This chapter documents the development of an integrated
design optimization method for aircraft ECS, whereby the preliminary design and perfor-
mance evaluation of the system is performed along with the conceptual design of its main
components. This novel methodology is applied to carry out the multi-point and multi-
objective design optimization of a bleedless ACM and an electrically-driven VCC system for
a single-aisle, short-haul aircraft. The comparison between the performance of the two op-
timal ECS architectures show that the VCC system is characterized by lower weight and elec-
tric power consumption than the bleedless ACM layout, but features a higher drag penalty.
Overall, the optimal VCC system is predicted to burn approximately 20% less fuel than the
bleedless ACM for the prescribed application. In addition, the optimization study provides
insights into the trends characterizing the design of the main components of the two sys-
tems. This information can be used to draw general design guidelines or as a starting point
for the detailed design phase. With the appropriate modifications, the same methodology
can be generally applied to design and optimize the performance of any energy conversion
system.

5.1. INTRODUCTION

T HE Environmental Control System (ECS) is the user of the largest amount of onboard
non-propulsive power, accounting for up to 3-5% of the total fuel burn [1]. To re-

duce the fuel consumption due to the ECS, the Boeing 787 has been equipped with a so-
called bleedless ECS driven by an electrical motor. This solution eliminates the extraction
of pneumatic power generated by the engines and enables a reduction of specific fuel con-
sumption in the range of 1-2% at cruise conditions [2]. In addition to fuel savings, adopt-
ing an electrically-powered ECS is expected to reduce maintenance costs and increase
system reliability, due to the removal of the maintenance-intensive bleed system [2], [3].
Furthermore, the replacement of the traditional Air Cycle Machine (ACM), based on the
inverse Brayton cycle, with a Vapor Compression Cycle (VCC) system, based on the in-
verse Rankine cycle, may lead to a substantial reduction of the electric power consump-
tion. However, the adoption of this technology in the aerospace sector has been histori-
cally very limited, due to safety concerns and regulations regarding the Ozone depleting
potential, toxicity and flammability of the working fluids used as refrigerants, as well as
because of the larger weight associated with VCC systems, which are commonly designed
for stationary applications. With the advent of next-generation refrigerants, featuring low
Global Warming Potential (GWP), low toxicity, and no or low flammability, together with
the recent development of high-speed centrifugal compressors and ultra-compact heat
exchangers, there is renovated interest in the possibility of adopting VCC systems for air-
borne applications.

A dynamic model for the simulation of both steady-state and transient operations
of VCC systems for aircraft ECS was developed and is documented in Ref. [4]. The au-
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thors state that the main efforts were focused on the development of two-phase heat
exchangers models, whereas the performance of other components, e.g., the refrigerant
compressor, were calculated by means of look-up tables. Ref. [5] presents a graph-theory
steady-state model to investigate arbitrary layouts of the refrigeration cycle and the cool-
ing fluid loop used for the thermal management of galleys and avionics of commercial
aircraft. The model was validated experimentally, resulting in a difference between cal-
culated and measured values of ±8% for the cooling capacity, ±8◦C for the system tem-
peratures, and ±10% for the system pressures. The possibility of using a VCC system to
heat the aircraft cabin in cold environments has been investigated experimentally by Xu
et al [6]. The authors proposed to integrate the VCC-based ECS with the engine oil lubri-
cation loop through a refrigerant-oil heat exchanger. During normal operation of the ECS,
the refrigerant-oil heat exchanger is bypassed and the two systems are decoupled. When
cabin heating is required, the heat coming from the lubricating oil is used for the evapo-
ration of the refrigerant, and the air at the outlet of the condenser is supplied to the cabin.
From a more theoretical perspective, a thorough attempt to derive an analytical formu-
lation of the COP of aircraft ECS can be found in [7]. The authors obtained an explicit
expression of the COP for five different ACM configurations. However, the COP derivation
is based on the assumption of dry air and of fluids whose properties obey to the ideal gas
law, thus it is not applicable to VCC systems, because the working fluid undergoes phase
changes, and its properties cannot be estimated with the ideal gas thermodynamic model.
In all the aforementioned studies, the researchers did not account for the conceptual de-
sign of the main components of the ECS, namely, the heat exchangers and the turboma-
chines. However, as reported in Ref. [8], the performance of the ECS strongly depends on
the design and performance of its components. Therefore, the optimal design of the sys-
tem can arguably only be achieved by resorting to an integrated design approach, i.e., a
computational framework in which the design variables of the system and those related
to the preliminary design of the main components are optimized simultaneously.

A pioneering application of the integrated design method to the optimization of a sim-
plified ECS configuration is documented in Ref. [9]. Following this work, numerous at-
tempts have been made to apply the integrated design approach to more complex and
more realistic ECS configurations. In [10], the authors showcase the multi-objective op-
timization of a two-wheel bootstrap ACM, including the preliminary design of the two
offset strip fin heat exchangers. The objectives selected for the optimization were the min-
imization of the volume of the heat exchangers, and the minimization of the total entropy
generation at cruise conditions. The study has been subsequently extended to include a
thermo-economic analysis, as documented in Ref. [11]. More recently, the multi-objective
optimization of an unconventional ECS architecture, featuring a hybrid ACM-VCC system,
has been studied by Sielemann et al. [12]. In this work, the ECS has been simulated under
three different operating conditions, and the specific fuel consumption (SFC) has been
computed as the weighted average of the values obtained in the three scenarios. An al-
ternative strategy to compute the thermodynamic characteristics of a conventional ECS
configuration has been proposed by Li et al. [13]. By adopting the heat current method,
in place of the energy flow method, the authors were able to reduce the number of inde-
pendent variables and governing equations of the system, thus simplifying its solution for
analysis and optimization purposes. Ref. [14] reports the multi-objective optimization of
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a three-wheel bootstrap ACM, including the high-pressure water separation loop. The op-
timization procedure featured four design variables, namely, the effectiveness of the four
heat exchangers, two objectives, i.e., the entropy generation rate due to the ECS and the
number of transfer units (N TU ) of its heat exchangers, and five non-linear constraints.

All the studies concerning the integrated design optimization of aircraft ECS have treated
conventional or hybrid ACM configurations, focusing the modeling effort on the heat ex-
changers. However, in a VCC system featuring a high-speed centrifugal compressor op-
erating with gas bearings, the most critical component is arguably the compressor. The
operating range of the VCC system is limited by the choke and stall margins of the com-
pressor, and the COP is strongly affected by the efficiency of the turbomachine. Therefore,
in order to perform an integrated design optimization of a VCC-based ECS, it is necessary
to include a model of the turbo-compressor. Furthermore, the ECS is characterized by
a broad operating envelope, ranging from cruise operation to extreme operating points,
such as ground operation on a hot and humid day, and flight operation in the presence
of a faulty ECS pack. As a result, the optimal preliminary design of the ECS can be only
obtained with a multi-point optimization strategy.

The objective of this work is therefore twofold. The first goal is to advance the state-of-
the-art regarding the methodologies used for the integrated design optimization of energy
conversion systems in general, and airborne VCC systems in particular. This is achieved
by demonstrating the capabilities of a new multi-objective and multi-point optimization
framework, hereinafter referred to as DesOptECS (Design Optimization of Energy Con-
version Systems), embedding the preliminary design of the compact heat exchangers, the
cabin air compressor, and the refrigerant compressor within the design of the system. The
second target is to compare the performance metrics of two optimized ECS configurations
featuring different architectures: a bleedless ACM, and an electrically-driven VCC system.
The ultimate goal is to evaluate if the theoretical benefits of the envisaged novel ECS ar-
chitecture can be realized. The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. First,
the methodology used to model the main components of the two systems is introduced.
Then, the structure of DesOptECS is presented. Next, the results of the optimization of
the bleedless ACM and the VCC system are discussed and compared. Finally, the main
outcomes of this study are summarized in the form of concluding remarks and an outlook
for future work is provided.

5.2. METHODOLOGY

5.2.1. SYSTEM MODEL

The capabilities of DesOptECS are demonstrated by performing the preliminary design of
two ECS’s for a single-aisle, short-haul aircraft, e.g., the Airbus A320. One ECS configura-
tion is based on a bleedless three-wheel ACM, i.e., the system equipping the Boeing 787;
the other features an electrically-driven VCC system powered by a twin-stage centrifugal
compressor. The ACM-based configuration has been selected to assess the performance
of state-of-the-art ECS technology. The VCC system configuration has been chosen as a
trade-off between system complexity and performance: the COP could be improved by
adopting a configuration featuring multiple pressure levels, however the increased num-
ber of components would lead to larger weight and a higher risk of failures, thus requiring
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the modular Modelica models of the bleedless three-wheel bootstrap air
cycle machine used to simulate ground (left) and flying (right) operation. The thermodynamic states of the ram
air stream are highlighted in red, whereas the ones of the cabin air stream are displayed in blue. Image adapted
from the graphical user interface of the DeSimECS library.

more frequent maintenance. The description of the exemplary ACM and VCC systems is
reported in Chapter 1 and is omitted here for the sake of conciseness.

The models of the two ECS configurations have been coded using the acasual [15],
object-oriented, equation-based Modelica language and its implementation in the Dy-
mola commercial software. The models of the system components are implemented in
the in-house Modelica library for the Design and Simulation of Energy Conversion Sys-
tems (DeSimECS). All the components are treated as steady-state and zero-dimensional,
and can be used without adaptations for both design and off-design simulations, due to
the adoption of an acausal modeling paradigm. The only exception is the centrifugal com-
pressor, whose performance at the design point and operating map is computed with the
Python model documented in Ref. [16], [17], using a lumped parameters approach. The
adoption of a different modeling paradigm and programming language for the centrifugal
compressor is dictated by two reasons: i) the availability of an established and validated
compressor model; ii) the reduced complexity of the system model implemented in Mod-
elica and thus the increased robustness of the Dymola numerical solver.

The graphical representation of the modular models used to simulate ground opera-
tion of the ACM and VCC system are displayed in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2, respectively. The
models used to evaluate the performance of the ECS during flight feature two main dif-
ferences. First, they include a model of the air intake of the cabin air and ram air sides.
Secondly, they do not feature the de-humidification loop, due to the negligible water con-
tent in the ambient air at high altitudes.

The working fluid selected for the VCC system is the standard refrigerant used for he-
licopter applications, i.e., the R134a. This refrigerant belongs to the class of hydrofluo-
rocarbons (HFCs). It is characterized by null Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) but fea-
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Figure 5.2: Graphical representation of the modular Modelica models of the electrically-driven vapor compres-
sion cycle system used to simulate ground (left) and flying (right) operation. The thermodynamic states of the
ram air stream, cabin air stream, and refrigerant loop are highlighted in red, blue, and green. Image adapted
from the graphical user interface of the DeSimECS library.

tures a GWP1 equal to 1300. In view of the phase-out of HFCs by 2036 in developed coun-
tries [18], hydrofluoroolefins (HFOs) and hydrochlorofluoro-olefins (HCFOs) are targeted
as the next-generation refrigerants also for this type of systems. Thanks to their chem-
istry, these compounds have a short atmospheric lifetime, hence GWP values lower than
one [19]. However, the selection of the optimal working fluid will be addressed in a future
study, if the VCC system shows superior performance with respect to the ACM technology.

5.2.2. MODEL OF AIR INTAKES
Air intakes are used to supply the cabin with cabin air and to provide ram air to the heat
exchangers of the ECS packs. The inlet of air intakes can be of two types:

• scoop inlets, i.e., emergent air intakes characterized by high total pressure recovery
over a broad range of Mach numbers, at the expense of high drag;

• flush inlets, i.e., submerged air intakes generating less drag and featuring lower total
pressure recovery.

As reported in Ref. [20], the minimization of the drag penalty is a primary concern in the
optimization of thermal management systems, therefore flush inlets are usually preferred
when the amount of total pressure recovery is not a stringent constraint. The selected air

1The authors refer to the index GWP100, which estimates the environmental impact of a substance with respect
to that of CO2 over a time horizon of 100 years.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the main geometrical characteristics of a submerged air intake featuring
a rectangular entry and a NACA curved-divergent ramp. For exemplary purposes, the use of this type of air intake
is shown on the lower fuselage section of a Boeing 747.

intake features a rectangular entry and a NACA curved-divergent ramp. The details of the
prescribed geometry are displayed in Fig. 5.3.

The air intake is modeled according to the methodology documented in Ref. [21]. The
main non-dimensional parameters characterizing the geometry of the flush inlet are se-
lected to maximize the pressure recovery, as suggested in [20]. In particular, an aspect ratio
AR = w/dt equal to 4 and a ramp angle α equal to 7◦ are set as optimal values. The first
step in the design procedure is the evaluation of the boundary layer momentum thick-
ness at the entry plane of the intake. This can be either measured in wind tunnel experi-
ments, computed with high-fidelity CFD, or estimated with simple correlations. Following
the methodology outlined in [20] for the preliminary sizing of flush intakes, the boundary
layer thickness is estimated as

δ= 0.3747 · l 0.8
r(

ρ∞V∞
µ∞

)0.2 , (5.1)

and the momentum thickness is simply computed as θ = δ/10. Once the value of θ is
known, the mass flow parameter ṁbl can be computed as a function of the design point
mass flow rate

ṁbl =
ṁ

ρ∞V∞θ2 . (5.2)

As reported in Ref. [21], the mass flow parameter ṁbl is correlated with the ratio between
the momentum thickness and the height of the intake in the throat plane, thus ṁbl =
f (θ/dt). Once the value of dt is known, the geometry of the flush inlet can be evaluated as

dm,fl = dt + t − lt tan(α), (5.3)

d1,fl = dt +0.5t − lt tan(α), (5.4)
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A1 = d1,flw. (5.5)

Next, the ideal mass flow rate that can be processed by the intake in free-stream conditions
can be computed as

ṁ∞ = ρ∞V∞A1. (5.6)

The corresponding drag penalty reads

Dfl = ṁ∞V∞
CD,fl

2
, (5.7)

where the drag coefficient is the sum of the ram drag term, the spillage drag coefficient,
and a correction accounting for the increase of drag at values of mass flow rate close to the
choking point of the intake

CD,fl = 2kfl
ṁ

ṁ∞
+kαkmksp,flC ′

D +∆CD. (5.8)

The coefficients of Eqn. (5.8) are evaluated with the semi-empirical correlation reported
in Ref. [21]. In particular, kfl determines the ram drag component, and its value is deter-
mined by the geometry of the intake. Moreover, the coefficients kα, km, and ksp,fl are used
to correct the value of the spillage drag coefficient at zero mass flow C ′

D, accounting for
the actual values of the ramp angle, Mach number, and mass flow ratio ṁ/ṁ∞. Finally,
the incremental drag term ∆CD scales only as a function of the mass flow ratio.

The pressure recovery factor of the air intake is expressed as

CP,fl = Pt,1 −P∞
Pt,∞−P∞

. (5.9)

In the same fashion as for the drag coefficient, the pressure recovery factor is evaluated
as the sum of different coefficients evaluated with the semi-empirical correlations docu-
mented in Ref. [21]

CP,fl =CP,m +∆CP,mf +∆CP,α+∆CP,w. (5.10)

In particular, CP,m corresponds to the maximum value of the pressure recovery factor that
can be obtained with an intake geometry optimized for the design point mass flow rate.
This value is then corrected by accounting for the actual values of the mass flow ratio,
ramp angle, and aspect ratio through the coefficients ∆CP,mf, ∆CP,α, and ∆CP,w.

The same methodology can be used to evaluate the performance of the flush intake
both in design and off-design conditions. In design mode, the geometry of the intake is
determined to achieve a certain target, e.g., maximum pressure recovery factor or mini-
mum drag, at the design point mass flow rate. Conversely, in off-design mode, the geom-
etry of the intake is assigned and the performance metrics of the intake are computed as
a function of the prescribed operating point, i.e., mass flow ratio ṁ/ṁ∞. This procedure
can be iterated by varying the operating point until reaching the value of mass flow rate
leading to choking of the intake. This can be computed as
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Figure 5.4: Schematic view of the internal and external geometry of a plate-fin heat exchanger, featuring offset
strip fins.

ṁchoke

ṁ∞
= 0.579

M∞

(
1+0.2M 2

∞
)3

(
CP,fl +

1−CP,fl

(1+0.2M 2∞)7/2

)
dtw

A1
, (5.11)

where CP,fl is evaluated at the design point.

5.2.3. AIR-TO-AIR HEAT EXCHANGER MODEL

The topology selected for the primary and secondary heat exchangers of the bleedless
three-wheel bootstrap ACM is that of plate-fin heat exchangers. In this device, the hot and
cold streams flow according to an unmixed cross-flow arrangement. The flow passages are
formed by corrugated fins, featuring triangular or rectangular cross sections, sandwiched
between parallel plates. The fins are attached to the plates by brazing, soldering, welding,
or adhesive bonding. The shape and density of the fins can be selected to meet the design
specifications in terms of compactness and pressure drops. In the present work, offset
strip fins are prescribed on the hot and cold sides, as displayed in Fig. 5.4. The heat transfer
coefficient of this type of fins is 1.5 to 4 times higher than that of plain fin geometries, at
the expense of a larger friction factor [22]. For this reason, offset strip fins are widely used
in the aerospace sector, as well as in other industries that do not require mass production.

The geometry of offset strip fins is characterized by their length lf, height b, pitch pf,
and thickness tf. These geometrical parameters can be conveniently converted into non-
dimensional numbers, to simplify the development of empirical correlations derived from
experimental data, as documented in Ref. [23]. The resulting non-dimensional groups are
the fin pitch to height ratioα= pf/b, fin thickness to length ratio δ= tf/lf, and fin thickness
to pitch ratio γ = tf/pf. As a result, the vector of parameters characterizing the design of
plate-fin heat exchangers featuring offset strip fins can be expressed as
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Xhex =
[

x, y, z, αhot, αcold, δhot, δcold, γhot, γcold

]
. (5.12)

The heat transfer coefficient and the pressure drop occurring in the core of the plate-
fin heat exchanger are computed as a function of the Colburn factor j and the friction
factor f , as follows

h = j
cpG

Pr 2/3
, (5.13)

∆P = f
lcore

Dhyd

ρV 2

2
. (5.14)

In turn, j and f are estimated with the correlations documented in Ref. [24]. The heat
transfer rate is computed with the ϵ−N TU method. The effectiveness can be interpreted
as a thermal efficiency denoting the ratio between the actual heat transfer rate between
the hot and cold fluid to the maximum possible heat transfer rate occurring in the ideal
case. For an unmixed cross-flow heat exchanger, it is expressed as

ϵ= 1−exp

{
N TU 0.22

Cr

[
exp

(−CrN TU 0.78)−1
]}

. (5.15)

The thermal capacity ratio Cr = Cmin/Cmax is a dimensionless parameter defined as the
ratio between the maximum and the minimum heat transfer capacity of the two media.
The N TU is defined as the product of the overall heat transfer coefficient U and the total
heat transfer surface A, divided by the minimum heat transfer capacity between the two
working fluids.

N TU = U A

Cmin
= 1

Cmin(Rhot +Rw +Rcold)
, (5.16)

where the thermal resistance of the plate is equal to

Rw = tw

kw Aw
, (5.17)

and that of the two media is expressed as

R = 1

ηh A
. (5.18)

Notably, η, h, and A assume different values on the hot and cold sides. The efficiency of
the extended surface is computed as

η= 1−
{

1− tanh[m(b/2− tf)]

m(b/2− tf)

}
Af

Atot
, (5.19)

where

m =
√

2
h

kwtf

(
1+ tf

lf

)
, (5.20)
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Table 5.1: Comparison between the predictions of the heat transfer and pressure drop correlations adopted in
the plate-fin heat exchanger model, and a case study reported in Ref. [25].

Working fluid Property Deviation

Air: hot side Heat transfer coefficient ±0.9%
Air: cold side Heat transfer coefficient ±7.1%
Air: hot side Pressure drop ±2.9%
Air: cold side Pressure drop ±0.3%

and the ratio between the fin area and the total heat transfer surface is evaluated as re-
ported in Ref. [22].

In addition to the friction through the heat exchanger core, the hot and cold streams
experience pressure drops due to the sudden flow contraction and expansion occurring at
the inlet and outlet of the flow passage. This effect is induced by the change in the free-
flow area, as a result of the blockage introduced by the presence of the fins and plates.
According to the methodology documented in Ref. [22], these pressure drops can be ex-
pressed as

∆Pin = (ṁ/Aff)
2

2ρin

(
1−σ2 +Kc

)

∆Pout = (ṁ/Aff)
2

2ρout

(
1−σ2 −Ke

)
,

(5.21)

where σ represents the ratio between the minimum free-flow area and the frontal area,
while Kc and Ke are the contraction and expansion coefficients, which are computed as
a function of σ and the Reynolds number. The correlations used for the calculation of
the heat transfer coefficient and the pressure drops have been verified using a case study
documented in Ref. [25]. The results are reported in Tab. 5.1.

In design mode, the conditions at the inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger are known,
but the geometry is not completely specified. For example, the model can be used to
compute the height of the heat exchanger, which is equivalent to determining the num-
ber of flow passages, in order to meet the prescribed heat duty. Conversely, in off-design
mode, the geometry of the heat exchanger is given, and the model is used to compute the
heat transfer at the corresponding operating conditions. Moreover, the models include a
method to estimate the dry weight of the heat exchangers. Once the geometry has been
fully determined, the volume of the material forming the core can be computed as the
sum of the volume occupied by the fins Vf, and that of the plates Vp. With reference to
Fig. 5.4, these two volumes can be expressed as

Vf =(bhot − tf,hot +pf,hot)tf,hotNf,hot y + (bcold − tf,cold +pf,cold)tf,coldNf,coldx,

Vp =twx y(Np +2)+bhot y tw(Np +1)+bcoldxtwNp.
(5.22)
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Figure 5.5: Schematic view of the internal geometry of a heat exchanger featuring multi-louvered fins and flat
tubes with microchannels.

Then, based on the prescribed material, the weight of the heat exchanger is computed as
the product of the material density and the total volume of the core. Finally, the result is
multiplied by an empirical coefficient, to account for the presence of the casing, manifold,
and soldering.

5.2.4. AIR-TO-REFRIGERANT HEAT EXCHANGER MODEL

The two compact heat exchangers featured in the VCC system, i.e., the condenser and the
evaporator, share the same topology. This consists of a stack of alternate flat tubes with an
internal microchannel structure and multi-louvered fins brazed on the external surface.
The air and the refrigerant flow according to an unmixed cross-flow arrangement. In par-
ticular, the air flows through the passages created by the fins, where the boundary layer is
continuously broken up, thus enhancing the heat transfer rate [26]. On the other side, the
refrigerant undergoes a phase change along the microchannels, which are used to increase
the heat transfer surface. This HEX geometry, displayed in Fig. 5.5, is typically employed
for automotive applications, due to its high compactness factor (i.e., β≈ 1100 m2/m3) and
high thermal efficiency [27]. With reference to Fig. 5.5, the vector of parameters charac-
terizing the geometry of this type of heat exchanger reads
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of the condenser channel model based on the moving boundary approach. The vapor
quality of the working fluid x determines the subdivision among the different phases.

Xhex =
[

x, y, z, b, Fp, Fd, lf, lt,Lh, Ll, Lp, Nmc, Nf, Nt, Th, δf, δt, δmc, Θ
]

. (5.23)

To correctly estimate the variation of fluid properties along the channel where phase
change occurs, the model features a number of control volumes equal to the number of
working fluid phases, i.e., liquid, saturated fluid and vapor. The condenser thus is di-
vided into three sections: desuperheating (superheated vapor), condensing (liquid-vapor
in thermodynamic equilibrium), and subcooling (subcooled liquid), as displayed in Fig. 5.6.
This modeling approach, known as Moving Boundary (MB) method, has been selected in
place of the finite volume method, since it provides a better trade-off between model com-
plexity and accuracy, as demonstrated by Pangborn et al. [28]. The length of each control
volume is computed as a function of the phase of the refrigerant and the correspond-
ing enthalpy change. A linear distribution of the thermodynamic properties is assumed
within each control volume. Hence, the flow properties at each station can be calculated
by averaging the values at the boundaries of each control volume.

By adopting the MB method, it is possible to estimate the heat transfer coefficient and
the pressure drop occurring in the HEX using the most appropriate correlations for each
refrigerant phase. These equations are based on non-dimensional numbers, i.e., the Col-
burn factor j and the Nusselt number Nu for the heat transfer coefficient, and the friction
factor f for the pressure drop. The Colburn factor j of the air passing through the multi-
louvered fins is retrieved using the correlation by Chang et al. [29], and is computed with
Eqn. (5.13). The heat transfer coefficient of the single-phase refrigerant flow is computed
as a function of the Nusselt number, estimated with the correlation by Gnielinski [30],
namely

h = Nu
k

Dhyd
. (5.24)

In the case of a condensing and evaporating refrigerant flow, the heat transfer coefficient is
determined according to Ref. [31] and [32], respectively. The heat transfer rate is estimated
using the ϵ−N TU method, where the definition of the effectiveness ϵ depends on both
the flow arrangement and the phase of the refrigerant [33]. The effectiveness is computed
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with Eqn. (5.15). If evaporation or condensation occurs within the heat exchanger tubes,
the heat capacity ratio Cr is null, and the effectiveness can be simply expressed as

ϵ= 1−e−N TU . (5.25)

The overall heat transfer coefficient U A used in the expression of the N TU accounts for
both the effect of convection and of conduction, due to the presence of the fins and the
tubes

1

U A
= 1

hairηAair
+ 1

hrefr Arefr
+Rt. (5.26)

The effectiveness of the extended surface η is a function of the fin efficiency ηf [33] and is
given by

η= 1− Af

Aair

(
1−ηf

)= 1− Af

Aair

(
1− tanhmlf

mlf

)
, (5.27)

where

m =
√

2hair

kfδf

(
1+ δf

Fd

)
, (5.28)

lf =
H

2
−δf. (5.29)

The thermal resistance of the microchannel walls, see [34], is estimated as

Rt = 1

2πk

(
1

ltNmcNt

)
log

(
Dext,mc

Dext,mc −2δmc

)
. (5.30)

The pressure loss due to friction depends on both the fluid phase and the heat ex-
changer geometry. In this work, the friction coefficient f of the airflow is computed using
the correlation proposed by Kim et al. [33]. On the refrigerant side, the model proposed by
Schmidt et al. [35] has been selected as the most suitable for the case of two-phase flow.
A well-established set of correlations for pressure drops in straight tubes has been im-
plemented to characterize single-phase flows, depending on the Reynolds number. The
complete list of references is reported in Ref. [36]. Finally, once the tube geometry and the
fluid mass flow rate are fixed, the total pressure drop, neglecting inlet and outlet effects
associated with flow contraction and expansion, can be calculated as

∆P = f
lt

Dhyd

ρV 2

2
. (5.31)

All the correlations used in the evaporator and condenser models have been verified
using experimental data available in the literature, and the results of the comparison are
reported in Tab. 5.2. Moreover, the condenser model has been validated against the ex-
perimental data published by Kim et al. [37]. The results show a 10% discrepancy in the
estimation of the pressure drop and a deviation lower than 4% in the calculation of the
heat transfer surface.
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Table 5.2: Comparison between the predictions of the correlations adopted in the evaporator and condenser
models, and the experimental data available in the literature.

Working fluid Property Experimental data Deviation

Air Heat transfer coefficient [33] ±17%
Air Pressure drop [33] ±14%

Refrigerant: single phase Nusselt number [38] ±5%
Refrigerant: condensation Heat transfer coefficient [39] ±8%
Refrigerant: evaporation Heat transfer coefficient [40] ±10%

Refrigerant: two-phase flow Pressure drop [39], [40] ±10%

Similarly to the model of the air-to-air plate fin heat exchanger (Sec. 5.2.3), the models
of the condenser and evaporator can be used for both design and off-design simulations.
In design mode, the model computes the width of the air side cross section, which cor-
responds to the length of the microchannels. This is different from the model of the air-
to-air heat exchanger, in which the height of the HEX is computed in design mode. This
modeling choice is driven by the different physical mechanisms governing the heat trans-
fer in the two devices. In the air-to-air heat exchanger, the same working fluid is used on
both sides, and no phase change occurs. Therefore, any of the three dimensions charac-
terizing the volume of the HEX can be selected as free variable in design mode. The height
has be chosen as free variable in this work, as it determines the number of identical flow
passages that are required to comply with the design point heat flow rate. In the case of
the condenser and evaporator, however, one of the two working fluids undergoes phase
change inside the microchannels. The result thereof is that the length of the microchan-
nels is the most natural choice of free geometrical variable in design mode. For weight
estimation purposes, the volume occupied by the fins Vf, and that of the microchannel
tubes Vt can be expressed as

Vf =δf

[(
b2 +F 2

p

)1/2 −δf

]
FdNf,

Vt =x
[π

2
δtNt

(
Th +Fd −2δt

)+δmc
(
Th −2δt

)(
Nmc −1

)]
.

(5.32)

The weight of the two-phase heat exchanger, similarly to the air-to-air heat exchanger, is
computed as the product of the material density and the total volume of the core multi-
plied by an empirical coefficient, accounting for the additional weight of the casing, man-
ifold, and soldering.

5.2.5. CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR MODEL
The cabin air compressor (CAC) and the refrigerant compressor (RC) are the critical tur-
bomachines of the two considered ECS configurations. The CAC is the main consumer of
electric power of the ECS, whereas the design of the RC significantly affects the COP and
defines the operating range of the VCC system. The methodology used to model single-
stage and twin-stage centrifugal compressors is thoroughly described in Chapter 2 and
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Chapter 2, respectively. For the sake of conciseness, only the main aspects of the models
are treated in this section.

With reference to the nomenclature of Fig. 5.7, a centrifugal compressor stage can be
sized as a function of eight design variables, namely, the swallowing capacity

φt1 = ṁ

ρt1U2D2
2

, (5.33)

the isentropic work coefficient

ψis =
∆htt,is

U 2
2

, (5.34)

the impeller shape factor

k = 1−
(

R1,h

R1,s

)2

, (5.35)

the impeller outlet absolute flow angle α2, the number of blades Nbl, the diffuser radius
ratio R3/R2, and the non-dimensional parameters characterizing the shape of the diffuser

Rr,pinch = Rpinch −R2

R3 −R2
,

Hr,pinch = H3 −H2

H2(R2/Rpinch −1)
.

(5.36)

Moreover, the model requires the specification of the working fluid, the total-to-total pres-
sure ratio βtt, the mass flow rate ṁ, the total inlet conditions, and a list of geometrical
parameters related to manufacturing constraints, e.g., the impeller tip clearance gap.

In a twin-stage centrifugal compressor, the two compressor wheels are mounted on
the same shaft, thus the rotational speed of the second impeller is constrained to be the
same as the one of the first stage. Therefore, once the design of the first impeller is fixed,
the choice of the work coefficient of the second stage univocally determines also its flow
coefficient, or viceversa. Moreover, the value of the intermediate pressure between the
two stages is an additional design variable, if it is not constrained by the design of the VCC
system. As documented in Chapter 3, this can be expressed as a function of the splitting
factor κs {

βtt
∣∣
s1 = κs

√
βtt/κs

βtt
∣∣
s2 =

√
βtt/κs

(5.37)

In turn, the vector of parameters characterizing the design of a twin-stage centrifugal com-
pressor reads

Xc =
[
βtt, ṁ, κs, φt1

∣∣
s1−s2, ψis

∣∣
s1, α2

∣∣
s1−s2, k

∣∣
s1−s2, Nbl

∣∣
s1−s2,

R3/R2
∣∣
s1−s2, Rr,pinch

∣∣
s1−s2, Hr,pinch

∣∣
s1−s2

]
.

(5.38)
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Figure 5.7: schematic meridional view of a twin-stage centrifugal compressor, featuring two stages mounted
back-to-back on the same shaft.

The two impellers are mounted back-to-back, see Fig. 5.7, such that their axial thrust
on the shaft can be balanced by gas bearings, which cannot sustain high axial loads. Fur-
thermore, the cooling of the electric motor must be properly modeled, as it can signifi-
cantly affect the performance of the machine. In the configuration adopted in this work,
the flow at the outlet of the first stage is used to cool the motor, before entering the second
stage. The resulting compressor assembly is very compact and does not rely on external
cooling flows for thermal management. As a drawback, the refrigerant vapor is heated in
between the two compressor stages, causing a fluid dynamic efficiency penalty in the or-
der of five percentage points. Conversely, the cooling of the bearings is neglected to limit
the complexity of the VCC system model.

The compressor design methodology is implemented in Python and is based on the
lumped parameters modeling approach. However, it features a spanwise discretization of
the flow quantities at the inducer section. The slip factor and the losses are predicted by
means of the set of semi-empirical correlations reported in Ref. [17]. The thermo-physical
fluid properties are evaluated by means of the reference thermodynamic library devel-
oped by NIST [41], which is also included in the open-source CoolProp library [42]. The
flow in the vaneless diffuser is modeled by integrating the system of two-dimensional dif-
ferential equations derived by Stanitz [43]. The axial thrust acting on gas bearings is com-
puted following the approach devised by Tiainen2021 et al. [44]. The model can be used
for both design and off-design simulations, as documented in Chapter 2. To assess the
accuracy of the compressor model, the predictions of the in-house tool have been com-
pared with the experimental data of three reference test cases available in literature [45]–
[50], and with the CFD simulation results of the first compressor stage of the IRIS test rig,
obtained during the first design iteration. The outcome of the validation study is that more
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Figure 5.8: Model predictions of power density and efficiency of high-speed permanent magnet synchronous
electric motors as a function of rotor surface speed, cooling scenario and power rating, see Ref. [51].

than 95% of the experimental and CFD data fall within the ±5% uncertainty bands of the
values predicted by the model. Further details are reported in Chapter 2.

The compressor model is complemented with a method for preliminary weight esti-
mation. The weight of the compressor assembly is computed by resorting to CadQuery [52],
i.e., an open-source Python library for the creation of parametric CAD models. Once the
dimensions of the main components are set, a simplified CAD model of the compressor
assembly is automatically generated. Next, the weight of each component is computed
according to the volume associated with the CAD model and the density of the prescribed
material. Moreover, the weight of the electric motor is estimated based on the predicted
values of power density for high-speed permanent magnet synchronous machines, ac-
cording to the method documented in Ref. [51] and displayed in Fig. 5.8. The correlations
implemented in the model of the electric motor are derived by assuming liquid jacket
cooling and are valid for rotor surface speeds up to 200 m/s and electrical power rat-
ings as high as 1 MW. The rotor outer radius, used to compute the surface speed, is set
to match the maximum mechanical power required by the compressor, after accounting
for the electrical efficiency and the windage losses. The electrical efficiency is estimated
by means of the values reported in Fig. 5.8, while the windage loss is computed according
to the method documented in Ref. [53].

5.2.6. INTEGRATED DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

The design optimization problem involves three counteracting objectives: the minimiza-
tion of the electric power consumption, of the weight, and of the drag penalty associated
with the two ECS packs. For the bleedless ACM architecture, the weight of each pack is cal-
culated as the sum of the weight of the CAC and that of the primary and secondary HEXs.
In the case of the VCC system, the weight of each pack accounts for the contributions of
the CAC, RC, evaporator, condenser, and working fluid charge. The working fluid charge is
computed considering the amount circulating in the system during steady-state operation
plus an additional quantity used to ensure safe start-up of the VCC system. The material
considered for the heat exchangers of the ACM and the VCC system is the Aluminium al-
loy 3003, whereas the CAC and the RC are assumed to be made with the Aluminium alloy
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Table 5.3: Specifications of the ECS operating points selected for the multi-point design optimization.

Variable Hot ground Cruise Faulty pack

Tamb [K] 311.15 216.65 216.65
Pamb [kPa] 102.4 76.266 76.247
Φamb [%] 22 0 0
ṁpack [kg/s] 0.5 0.5 0.88
Tpack [K] 256.95 276.55 273.69
Ppack [kPa] 101.325 19.679 19.679

2219-T852. These materials were indicated as optimal choices by the industrial partners
of this project. The weight of the remaining components of the two systems is disregarded
in this analysis.

The multi-objective design optimization targets three operating conditions of the ECS:
standard cruise conditions, ground operation on a hot and humid day, and flying opera-
tion in case of a faulty pack. The ECS thermal load associated with the operating points
defining the optimal design have been computed with the thermal model of the pressur-
ized aircraft compartments described in Chapter 4 and are reported in Tab. 5.3. The main
components of the system, namely, the heat exchangers and the centrifugal compressors,
are sized at hot ground conditions. Then, their off-design performance is evaluated for
cruise and faulty pack operation. Similarly, the air intakes are sized to accommodate the
maximum mass flow rate, obtained in faulty pack conditions, and their off-design perfor-
mance is evaluated in cruise conditions. The electric power consumption and the drag
penalty associated with the two ECS packs have different values at each operating point.
In turn, the objective functions used for the multi-objective optimization are computed as
a weighted average of these quantities. In particular, the average electric power consump-
tion is evaluated as

Pel = 0.3Pel,hg +0.6Pel,cr +0.1Pel,fp, (5.39)

and the average drag penalty is expressed as

D = 0.8Dcr +0.2Dfp. (5.40)

The vector of objective functions reads

J =
[

Pel, W, D
]

. (5.41)

In Eqn. (5.39) and Eqn. (5.40) the electric power consumption and the drag penalty must
be doubled at ground and cruise conditions, in order to account for the simultaneous op-
eration of two ECS packs. Moreover, the choice of the weights assigned to each operating
point is arbitrary and directly affects the result of the optimization. In this work, more rele-
vance has been given to the performance metrics computed at cruise conditions, followed
by those obtained during hot ground operation. Conversely, the power consumption and
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Figure 5.9: Flowchart of DesOptECS, coupling the ACM and VCC system models implemented in Modelica with
the centrifugal compressor model implemented in Python.

the drag penalty computed for the faulty pack case have a limited influence on the objec-
tive functions, since the performance of the ECS should not be optimal in such conditions.
Nevertheless, to ensure the required level of redundancy for certification purposes, each
of the optimal solutions needs to meet the prescribed set point also in faulty pack condi-
tions.

The flowchart of DesOptECS is displayed in Fig. 5.9. It consists of a Python program
coupling the ECS models developed in Modelica, the compressor model implemented in
Python, and an open-source toolbox for multi-objective design optimization [54]. With
reference to the figure, the vectorα includes both the variables related to the design of the
system, heat exchangers, and compressors

α= [
αsys, αhex, αc

]
. (5.42)

Some of the parameters characterizing the design of the compressors and heat exchangers
can be set to fixed values to reduce the size of the optimization problem and therefore to
expedite the calculation. As a result,αhex andαc may include less elements than Xhex and
Xc, see Eqn. (5.12), Eqn. (5.23), and Eqn. (5.38). For example, when performing the opti-
mization of the VCC system, only the y and z dimensions of the condenser and evaporator
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have been included in the vector αhex, whereas the parameters characterizing the design
of the fins and microchannels have been set to constant values, since they have only a
secondary influence on the values of the objective functions. The design variables and the
corresponding upper and lower bounds prescribed for the optimization of the two ECS
configurations are reported in Tab. 5.4 and Tab. 5.6. The total number of design variables
pertaining to the ACM and VCC optimization is equal to 25 and 27, respectively.

Two sets of non-linear constraints have been prescribed for the design optimization
of the two ECS configurations. In particular, the constraints are set to ensure the man-
ufacturability of the system components, i.e., heat exchangers and compressors, and to
define an upper threshold for the speed of the air and the refrigerant in the circuit, as well
as for the corresponding pressure drops. Overall, the design optimization of the ACM and
the VCC system features 17 and 41 non-linear constraints, as summarized in Tab. 5.4 and
Tab. 5.6, respectively.

The optimization algorithm used in this study is the NSGA-II [55], i.e., a well-established
evolutionary algorithm suited for multi-objective constrained optimization problems. A
genetic algorithm has been preferred over a gradient-based approach because

• the gradients of the objectives and the constraints cannot be obtained analytically;

• the large number of design variables and non-linear constraints makes the numeri-
cal computation of the gradients prohibitively expensive;

• gradient-based algorithms are inherently limited if applied to the solution of multi-
objective optimization problems.

The initial population comprises ten individuals for each design variable. The correspond-
ing design space is sampled according to the latin hypercube methodology. The popula-
tion is evolved until either the maximum number of generations is reached, or the rel-
ative improvement evaluated with respect to the precedent five generations is below a
pre-defined threshold.

5.3. RESULTS
The three-dimensional Pareto fronts identified by the optimization algorithm for the two
ECS configurations are displayed in Fig. 5.10. To facilitate the quantitative comparison
between the performance metrics of the two systems, the same results are illustrated on
the power-weight, power-drag, and weight-drag planes in Fig. 5.11. Moreover, the optimal
design point leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty Wf0 is highlighted with a red
marker. In this work, the fuel weight penalty associated with the ECS is computed as the
sum of three contributions [56]:

• penalty due to additional weight

Wf0 =W

[
exp

(
SFCthτ

L/D

)
−1

]
; (5.43)

• penalty associated with shaft power off-take

Wf0 = PelSFCP
L/D

SFCth

[
exp

(
SFCthτ

L/D

)
−1

]
; (5.44)
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Figure 5.10: Three-dimensional Pareto front computed for the ECS based on the bleedless ACM architecture (left)
and on the VCC system (right). The three objective functions displayed in the figure are the weight of the system,
the average electric power consumption, and the average drag penalty evaluated at three operating points: hot
ground, cruise, and faulty pack.

• penalty associated with additional drag

Wf0 = D
L/D

g

[
exp

(
SFCthτ

L/D

)
−1

]
. (5.45)

The values of the parameters in Eqn. (5.43) - Eqn. (5.45) depend on the aircraft type, the
engine specifications, and the prescribed flight phase. In this work, the required set of
aircraft parameters is representative of an Airbus A320 [1] and they are:

• thrust-specific fuel consumption: SFCth = 0.514 lb/(lbf.h);

• power-specific fuel consumption: SFCP = 0.5 lb/(hp.h);

• lift-to-drag ratio: L/D = 15.32;

• mission time: τ= 1.5 h.

By comparing the Pareto fronts associated with the optimal designs of the bleedless
ACM and the VCC system, it is possible to observe that the VCC system is character-
ized by lower weight and lower electric power consumption but features a higher drag
penalty. However, if the design of the ACM characterized by lower weight is consid-
ered, the difference between the drag penalty computed for the two systems reduces
only to D ≈ 30 N. As a result, the fuel weight penalty associated with the optimal VCC
system configuration is approximately 20% lower than the one of the optimal bleed-
less ACM. This is a conservative estimate since the ACM compressor and turbine, as
well as the reheater and condenser, are not accounted for in the weight computation
of the bleedless ACM.
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Figure 5.11: Weight, average electric power consumption, and average drag penalty computed for the ECS based
on the bleedless ACM architecture (top) and on the VCC system (bottom). The red marker identifies the optimal
design leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty. The shaded dots identify the optimal solutions that do not
respect all the prescribed constraints.

To gain further insights, it is possible to analyze the influence of each objective func-
tion on the value of the fuel weight penalty, as displayed in Fig. 5.12. The fuel weight
penalty of the bleedless ACM features a linear dependency with the weight and an in-
verse proportionality with the drag. These trends are mainly affected by the design of the
primary and secondary heat exchangers. A more compact design of the heat exchang-
ers leads to lower weight and higher pressure drops. The increase of the pressure drops
leads to a higher drag penalty, but also to a higher power consumption of the CAC to meet
the pressure set point at the pack discharge. However, as one can notice in Fig. 5.12, the
design points associated with lower drag or lower electric power consumption feature a
remarkable increase in the system weight. In turn, the higher weight offsets any potential
reduction of fuel consumption due to lower drag and lower electric power consumption,
leading to a sub-optimal design. As a result, the optimal design of the bleedless ACM cor-
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Figure 5.12: Variation of the fuel weight penalty as a function of the three objectives for the ECS based on the
bleedless ACM architecture (top) and on the VCC system (bottom). The red marker identifies the optimal design
leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty. The shaded dots identify the optimal solutions that do not respect
all the prescribed constraints.

responds to the one characterized by the minimum weight.
The design of the evaporator and the condenser of the VCC system is affected by the

same trade-off between compactness and pressure drops that characterizes the design of
the air-to-air heat exchangers of the ACM. However, in the case of the VCC system, the
combined weight of the two heat exchangers is comparable to the sum of the weights of
the CAC and the RC. Therefore, the minimization of the weight and the drag penalty of
the VCC system can be partially decoupled. The electric power consumption of the VCC
system is affected by both the CAC and the RC. An increase in the pressure ratio of the
refrigerant compressor leads to a rise of the temperature lift2, and ultimately to a higher
temperature difference in the condenser. On the one hand, this allows the use of a more

2Evaluated as the difference between the condensation and the evaporation temperature of the refrigerant in
the vapor compression cycle.
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Figure 5.13: Variation of the weight of the secondary heat exchanger as a function of its main dimensions. The
red marker identifies the optimal design leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty.

compact and lighter condenser, featuring a lower heat transfer surface. On the other hand,
it leads to higher electric power consumption.

5.3.1. AIR CYCLE MACHINE

The ECS pack based on the ACM features four heat exchangers, namely, the primary and
secondary HEXs, the reheater, and the condenser. The primary and secondary HEXs are
responsible for providing cooling of the cabin air, whereas the reheater and the condenser
are used in the dehumidification loop, and are bypassed during flight. The design of the
primary and secondary HEXs mainly affects the trade-off between the weight and the drag
penalty associated with the ACM. This analysis is focused on the secondary HEX, i.e., the
one characterized by the highest heat load in the optimal ACM configuration. However,
design parameters vary in the same way also for the primary heat exchanger, therefore the
same qualitative result are applicable.

The influence of the main dimensions of the secondary heat exchanger on its weight is
displayed in Fig. 5.13. The weight primarily scales with the height zhex2 of the HEX, which
defines the number of flow passages. As a result, to minimize the weight, designs featuring
large values of width and depth, i.e., xhex2 ≈ 0.8 m, yhex2 ≈ 0.9 m, are optimal as they lead
to a lower height, i.e., zhex2 ≈ 0.2 m. However, a lower height implies a smaller frontal
area on the cabin air and the ram air sides, leading to higher pressure drop. To illustrate
this issue, Fig. 5.14 shows the variation of the pressure drop with the frontal area of the
secondary heat exchanger on the ram air side. Moreover, the chart displays the variation
of the average drag evaluated at the three operating points as a function of the frontal area.
As displayed in the figures, a reduction of the frontal area below the value associated with
the design featuring the minimum fuel weight penalty produces an exponential increase
of the drag penalty. The associated reduction of weight is not sufficient to compensate for
the increase in drag, leading to a sub-optimal design.

The variables that mostly affect the design and the performance of the cabin air com-
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Figure 5.14: Variation of the pressure drop and the average drag penalty with respect to the frontal area of the
secondary heat exchanger on the ram air side. The red marker identifies the optimal design leading to the mini-
mum fuel weight penalty.

pressor are the swallowing capacityΦt1,cac and the isentropic work coefficient ψis,cac. Fig-
ure 5.15 shows the influence of these design variables on the weight of the CAC, the aver-
age rotational speed, and the average compressor efficiency evaluated over the three op-
erating points. A higher value of swallowing capacity leads to higher values of rotational
speed and efficiency. Moreover, compressor designs featuring higher rotational speed are
more compact and lightweight, leading to an inverse proportionality between Φt1,cac and
Wcac. This is in accordance with the design guidelines documented in Ref. [17]. In this
study, the maximum value of Φt1,cac has been limited to 0.1 for the CAC since higher val-
ues lead to diminishing returns in terms of efficiency and negatively affect the compressor
operating range.

The relations between the compressor performance metrics and work coefficient are
more complicated and require further explanation. ψis,cac measures the share of the work
performed by the flow deflection within the impeller blade passage with respect to the
contribution of the centrifugal potential U 2

2 /2. A compressor featuring a higher value of
ψis,cac is characterized by higher blade loading and lower peripheral speed, thus lower ro-
tational speed. However, as displayed in Fig. 5.15, the rotational speed is mostly affected
by the value of the swallowing capacity. An increase in blade loading is usually associ-
ated with higher fluid-dynamic losses and lower compressor efficiency. Moreover, a higher
blade loading implies a higher flow deflection, thus a higher impeller blade turning. This
may lead to an unfeasible design of the impeller, characterized by forward-swept blades
at the outlet. Conversely, the work coefficient cannot be arbitrarily reduced, since the im-
peller peripheral speed must be kept below a threshold, e.g., 600 m/s, to avoid structural
issues, and the back-sweep at the impeller outlet cannot exceed 45−50◦ for manufacturing
reasons.

The set of design variables and the values of the constraints characterizing the ACM
layout leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty is reported in Tab. 5.4. Moreover, the
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Figure 5.15: Influence of the swallowing capacity (top) and the isentropic work coefficient (bottom) on the main
performance metrics of the cabin air compressor. The red marker identifies the optimal design leading to the
minimum fuel weight penalty.

corresponding temperature-entropy diagrams for ground and cruise operations are dis-
played in Fig. 5.16. Inspection of the thermodynamic diagrams shows that, during ground
operation, the total heat load is split between the primary and secondary heat exchang-
ers, with the secondary heat exchanger featuring a slightly higher duty, i.e., Q̇hex1 = 44.9
kW and Q̇hex2 = 52.6 kW. As a result, the two heat exchangers are characterized by a similar
design, but the secondary HEX features larger dimensions. Conversely, when the aircraft
is at cruise conditions and the total heat load of the ECS pack is lower, the secondary HEX
is responsible for most of the heat transfer, i.e., Q̇hex1 = 6.1 kW and Q̇hex2 = 69.1 kW. This
is due to the small temperature difference between the fresh and ram air streams estab-
lished in the primary HEX at cruise, see states 3-4 and 4r-5r in the right chart of Fig. 5.16.
In such operating conditions, the primary HEX could be bypassed and the cabin air could
be cooled only with the secondary HEX. As a result, the drag penalty associated with the
pressure drops on the ram air side could be further reduced. However, this would require
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Table 5.4: Design variables and non-linear constraints used for the integrated design optimization of the three-
wheel bleedless air cycle machine. The set of optimal values corresponds to the ACM design leading to the
minimum fuel weight penalty.

Design variable Category Range Optimal value

Tr|hg [-] System - hot ground 0.45 - 0.65 0.49
ṁram|hg [kg/s] System - hot ground 1.6 - 2.0 1.91
βtt,cac|cr [-] System - cruise 3.5 - 4.5 3.54
βtt,cac|fp [-] System - faulty pack 5.0 - 5.5 5.05
φt1,cac [-] Compressor 0.05 - 0.1 0.099
ψis,cac [-] Compressor 0.65 - 0.85 0.66
α2,cac [deg] Compressor 60 - 70 66
R3,cac/R2,cac [-] Compressor 1.3 - 1.8 1.31
kcac [-] Compressor 0.75 - 0.95 0.86
xhex1−hex2

[m] Heat exchanger 0.6 - 1.1 0.6 - 0.81
yhex1−hex2

[m] Heat exchanger 0.6 - 1.1 0.65 - 0.9
αhot,hex1−hex2

[-] Heat exchanger 0.1 - 1 0.447 - 0.293
δhot,hex1−hex2

[-] Heat exchanger 0.01 - 0.05 0.017 - 0.016
γhot,hex1−hex2

[-] Heat exchanger 0.01 - 0.15 0.047 - 0.068
αcold,hex1−hex2

[-] Heat exchanger 0.1 - 1 0.211 - 0.428
δcold,hex1−hex2

[-] Heat exchanger 0.01 - 0.05 0.024 - 0.018
γcold,hex1−hex2

[-] Heat exchanger 0.01 - 0.15 0.019 - 0.016

Constraint Category Threshold Optimal value

max(Pm,fan) [kW] System 10 3.44
min(R1,h,cac) [mm] Compressor 3.25 29.2
min(H2,cac) [mm] Compressor 1.4 12.1
min(β2,bl,cac) [deg] Compressor -50 -49.7
max(β2,bl,cac) [deg] Compressor -10 -49.7
max(M3,cac) [-] Compressor 0.7 0.61
min(Ωcac) [krpm] Compressor 30 36.63
max(Ωcac) [krpm] Compressor 250 42.54
max(U2,cac) [m/s] Compressor 600 482.5
min(zhex1−hex2

) [m] Heat exchanger 0.05 0.34 - 0.24
max(zhex1−hex2

) [m] Heat exchanger 1.2 0.34 - 0.24
max(Vhot,hex1−hex2

) [m/s] Heat exchanger 50 16.25
max(Vcold,hex1−hex2

) [m/s] Heat exchanger 50 17.01

substantial modifications of the ram air duct and the implementation of an active control
strategy.

5.3.2. VAPOR COMPRESSION CYCLE SYSTEM
The VCC system features two heat exchangers, i.e., the evaporator and the condenser. The
design of the evaporator affects the trade-off between the weight of the VCC system and
the electric power consumption of the CAC. Conversely, the trade-off between the weight
and the drag penalty generated by the pressure drop on the ram air side depends on the
design of the condenser.

The sensitivity of the weight of the evaporator with respect to its main dimensions is
displayed in Fig. 5.17. The weight scales linearly with the width of the evaporator, which
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Figure 5.16: Temperature-entropy diagrams of the optimal ACM architecture, operating on the ground (left) and
in cruise conditions (right). The thermodynamic states are numbered with reference to the system schematic
displayed in Fig. 5.1.

defines the length of the microchannels. Most of the optimal designs populating the
Pareto front feature approximately the same value of evaporator height (yeva ≈ 0.5 m),
and depth (zeva ≈ 0.1 m). Moreover, the Pareto front is complemented by a group of opti-
mal designs characterized by a higher value of the height (yeva ≈ 0.7−0.8 m). Within this
cluster of design points, the linear proportionality between the evaporator weight and its
width is characterized by a higher slope, as displayed in the left chart of Fig. 5.17. The lack
of optimal solutions between the two groups featuring yeva ≈ 0.5 m and yeva ≈ 0.7− 0.8
can be explained by investigating the dependence of yeva on the evaporator characteris-
tics. For this purpose, a test case has been set up. The set of variables characterizing the
design of the VCC system has been prescribed according to the solution leading to the
minimum fuel weight penalty. Moreover, the evaporator depth has been set to zeva = 0.1
m, and the height has been linearly varied in the range yeva = 0.5− 1 m. The resulting
values of the evaporator width and weight are shown in Fig. 5.18, together with the cor-
responding pressure drops computed for the air and the refrigerant sides. Given a fixed
heat duty, the higher the evaporator height, the lower the corresponding width. However,
in this case, the decrease of xeva does not compensate for the increase of yeva, leading to a
higher evaporator weight and a higher frontal area on the air and the refrigerant sides. In
turn, this yields a reduction of the pressure drops on both sides, which ultimately reduces
the electric power consumption of the CAC and the RC. In light of these considerations,
the existence of two groups of optimal yeva values, as shown in Fig. 5.17, can be interpreted
as follows. To minimize the weight of the VCC system, it is necessary to design a compact
and lightweight evaporator, which can be achieved by selecting yeva ≈ 0.5 m. Conversely, if
the primary objective is to minimize the electric power consumption, the designer should
select a higher value of evaporator height, in order to minimize pressure drops. Interme-
diate values of the evaporator height lead to feasible, but sub-optimal solutions.

The dependence of the condenser frontal area on the ram-air-side pressure drop is
reported on the left chart of Fig. 5.19. Moreover, the variation of the pressure drops on
the refrigerant side as a function of the condenser width is displayed on the right chart of
Fig. 5.19. As expected, the air-side pressure drop is inversely proportional to the frontal
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Figure 5.17: Variation of the weight of the evaporator as a function of its main dimensions. The red marker
identifies the optimal design leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty. The shaded dots identify the optimal
solutions that do not comply with all the specified constraints.

Figure 5.18: Influence of the evaporator height on the weight (left) and the pressure drops (right) on the cabin air
and the refrigerant sides.

area, while the refrigerant-side pressure drop is linearly dependent on the length of the
microchannels, i.e., the condenser width. Red markers put into evidence how optimal
designs are obtained by minimizing ram-air-side pressure drops, thus by maximizing the
frontal area, at the expense of higher pressure drops along the refrigerant side. This is in
accordance with the results reported in the lower chart of Fig. 5.12, which shows that the
optimal VCC design corresponds to the design associated with the lowest drag penalty.

In the VCC system, the only function of the CAC is to provide the required pressuriza-
tion of the cabin air. Thus, the CAC is characterized by a lower pressure ratio than in the
case of the ACM. This allows the selection of a higher value of swallowing capacity, in ac-
cordance with the design guidelines reported in Chapter 2. The resulting design therefore
features low rotational speed, low weight of the electric motor, and, on average, higher
efficiency than, for example, the air compressor of the bleedless ACM.
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Figure 5.19: Condenser design: air-side and refrigerant-side pressure drop as a function of frontal area and width.
The red marker identifies the optimal design leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty. The shaded dots
identify optimal solutions violating some of the specified constraints.

Differently from the CAC, the optimal design of the refrigerant compressor strongly de-
pends on the operating envelope dictated by the design of the VCC system. Consequently,
the analysis of the Pareto front does not allow to isolate the influence ofαsys andαc on the
performance of the refrigerant compressor. However, insights on the mutual influence of
design aspects can be gained by means of a case study, i.e., the design of the compressor
of the VCC system configuration characterized by the minimum fuel weight penalty. The
set of design variables and the data related to the design point and the operating condi-
tions of the refrigerant twin-stage compressor are reported in Tab. 5.5. The operating map
computed for the nominal inlet conditions is displayed in Fig. 5.20 in terms of total-to-
total pressure ratio and efficiency. The first stage is characterized by a value of swallowing
capacity that is more than double that of the second stage, whereas the two stages fea-
ture similar values of the isentropic work coefficient. Moreover, the pressure ratio of the
first stage at design point is higher, leading to a value of the splitting factor κs larger than
one. These results comply with the design guidelines for twin-stage compressors reported
in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the operating map shows that some compressor designs are
characterized by a pressure ratio that is as high as 13 with a value of the efficiency above
70%. The superior performance of high-speed radial compressors as compared to con-
ventional volumetric compressors, combined with the wide operating range and extreme
compactness, are deemed key enablers of the adoption of VCC technology in aerospace
applications.

To evaluate the compressor performance at variable inlet conditions, the operating
maps of the two stages are scaled in terms of corrected mass flow rate and rotational
speed, according to

ṁr = ṁ ·T 1/2
t,1 ·P−1

t,1 ·M−9.58
U (5.46)
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Table 5.5: Design variables, design point, and operating conditions of the two stages of the refrigerant compres-
sor corresponding to the optimal VCC system configuration, leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty.

Design Variable Stage 1 Stage 2

φt1 [-] 0.158 0.065
ψis [-] 0.813 0.728
α2 [deg] 67.58 67.69
k [-] 0.95 0.85
Nbl [-] 14 18
R3/R2 [-] 1.5 1.5
Rr,pinch [-] 0.9 0.9
Hr,pinch [-] 0.9 0.9

Design Point Stage 1 Stage 2

ṁ [kg/s] 0.55 0.55
Tt1 [K] 273.8 312.8
Pt1 [kPa] 248.83 694.16
βtt [-] 2.8 2.6

Operating Point Hot ground Cruise Faulty pack

ṁ [kg/s] 0.443 0.317 0.516
ṁr,s1 [-] 7.04 ·10−7 7.03 ·10−7 9.43 ·10−7

ṁr,s2 [-] 5.28 ·10−7 4.94 ·10−7 7.35 ·10−7

Tt1,s1 [K] 273.5 282.5 274
Tt1,s2 [K] 323.3 331.2 319.5
Pt1,s1 [kPa] 214.6 287.2 219.7
Pt1,s2 [kPa] 701.8 889.6 662.6
Ω [krpm] 110 110.6 105.9
βtt,s1 [-] 3.22 3.01 3.07
βtt,s2 [-] 2.74 2.92 2.51

Nr =Ω ·T −1/2
t,1 , (5.47)

where MU =U2/at,1 is the peripheral Mach number at the impeller outlet. The exponent
of MU has been computed based on a database of compressors operating with refriger-
ant R134a at variable inlet conditions created with the model described in Chapter 2. The
corrected operating maps of the two stages are shown in Fig. 5.21, together with the oper-
ating conditions corresponding to hot ground, cruise, and faulty pack operation of the
VCC system. The following considerations can be drawn from the analysis of the two
charts. The three operating points are characterized by a smaller range of variability of
ṁr if compared to ṁ, leading to a less stringent requirement on the operating range of
the compressor. Moreover, the three operating points are located on the speed-lines char-
acterized by higher Ω and lower ṁr. In particular, the operating points corresponding to
cruise and faulty pack operations are in the proximity of the choking point of the first and
second stage, respectively. As a result, the efficiency of the compressor stage decreases
with respect to the design point efficiency. The design point mass flow rate should be fur-
ther increased to mitigate this effect. In general, the data related to the design point of
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Figure 5.20: Operating map of the twin-stage refrigerant compressor computed at the nominal inlet conditions,
i.e., Pt1,s1 = 248.83 kPa, Tt1,s1 = 273.8 K, and corresponding to the optimal VCC design leading to the minimum
fuel weight penalty.

Figure 5.21: Reduced operating map of the first (left) and second (right) stage of the refrigerant compressor
corresponding to the optimal VCC design leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty.

the two stages should be included in the set of compressor optimization variables αc, to
maximize the performance of the VCC system.

The set of design variables and the values of the constraints characterizing the optimal
VCC system configuration is reported in Tab. 5.6. The associated temperature-entropy di-
agrams evaluated at ground and cruise conditions are displayed in Fig. 5.22. The heat
load of the condenser and the evaporator is approximately 45% higher on ground than
in cruise conditions and this is primarily due to a 33% increase in the mass flow rate of
refrigerant in ground conditions. This effect, combined with the large variation of the en-
vironmental conditions between the two operating points, leads to a sizeable increase in
the ram air mass flow rate, i.e., from ṁram

∣∣
cr = 0.46 kg/s to ṁram

∣∣
hg = 2.86 kg/s. As a result,

the minimization of the condenser air side pressure drop is of paramount importance not
only to reduce the drag penalty but also the power consumption of the ram air fan during
ground operation. Conversely, the variation of the evaporation and condensation temper-
atures between the two operating points is limited to 7.8◦ C and 12.9◦ C, respectively. As
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Figure 5.22: Temperature-entropy diagrams of R134a indicating the refrigeration cycle (left) and of air indicating
the relevant processes occurring in the cabin and in the ram duct (right). The thermodyanmic states of the
fluids are those calculated for the optimal VCC system if operating on the ground and in cruise conditions. The
thermodynamic states are numbered with reference to process flow diagram of Fig. 5.2.

a consequence, the change in the temperature lift and the pressure ratio provided by the
refrigerant compressor is only minor. This is due to the presence of the cabin air turbine
downstream of the evaporator, which enables cooling of the cabin air below 0◦ T during
ground operation, without significantly altering the evaporation temperature.

5.4. CONCLUSIONS
A novel integrated design method for aircraft ECS, named DesOptECS, has been devel-
oped and is presented in this chapter. The methodology encompasses a multi-point and
multi-objective optimization strategy that simultaneously accounts for the preliminary
design of the system, thus its thermodynamic cycle, and its main components. The mod-
els of the ECS components have been implemented in the in-house Modelica library DeS-
imECS, which supports the acausal modeling paradigm. The only exception is the cen-
trifugal compressor, whose design and operating map are computed with the Python model
documented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The integrated design framework has been used
to optimize and compare the simulated performance of two different ECS configurations:
a bleedless three-wheel bootstrap ACM, and an electrically-driven VCC system. The vehi-
cle providing the main system specifications is a single-aisle, short-haul aircraft, e.g., the
Airbus A320, and the prescribed operating points are hot ground, cruise, and high-altitude
flight in the presence of a faulty ECS pack.

The main outcomes of this study can be summarized as follows.

1. The ECS configuration based on the electrically-driven VCC system, featuring com-
pact heat exchangers and high-speed centrifugal compressors, can be both lighter
and more energy-efficient than the state-of-the-art bleedless ACM architecture. How-
ever, if compared to the most compact ACM designs, the air intake of the VCC sys-
tem causes a higher average drag penalty evaluated over the three operating points.
Overall, the fuel weight penalty computed for the optimal VCC system is approxi-
mately 20% lower than the one evaluated for the optimal bleedless ACM.
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Table 5.6: Design variables and non-linear constraints used for the integrated design optimization of the
electrically-driven vapor compression cycle system. The set of optimal values corresponds to the VCC design
leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty.

Design variable Category Range Optimal value

∆Tsh|hg [K] System - hot ground 3 - 10 8.6
∆Tsc|hg [K] System - hot ground 3 - 10 9.8
∆Tsh|cr [K] System - cruise 3 - 10 8.5
∆Tsc|cr [K] System - cruise 3 - 10 9.6
∆Tsh|fp [K] System - faulty pack 3 - 10 9.9
∆Tsc|fp [K] System - faulty pack 3 - 10 9.2
ṁram|hg [kg/s] System - hot ground 2.8 - 3.5 3.06
Teva|hg [K] System - hot ground 253.15 - 268.15 267.8
βtt,cac|hg [-] System - hot ground 1.5 - 2 1.72
βtt,s1|hg [-] System - hot ground 2.9 - 3.3 3.22
βtt,s2|hg [-] System - hot ground 2.7 - 3.1 2.85
βtt,s1|cr [-] System - cruise 2.7 - 3.1 3.02
βtt,s2|cr [-] System - cruise 2.5 - 2.9 2.82
βtt,s1|fp [-] System - faulty pack 2.7 - 3.1 3.07
βtt,s2|fp [-] System - faulty pack 2.5 - 2.9 2.73
φt1,cac [-] Compressor 0.08 - 0.15 0.149
ψis,cac [-] Compressor 0.75 - 0.9 0.79
φt1,s1 [-] Compressor 0.1 - 0.18 0.157
ψis,s1 [-] Compressor 0.65 - 0.85 0.81
φt1,s2 [-] Compressor 0.04 - 0.1 0.065
α2,cac−s1−s2 [deg] Compressor 60 - 70 69.6 - 67.6 - 67.7
yeva [m] Heat exchanger 0.3 - 1 0.47
ycond [m] Heat exchanger 0.5 - 1.2 0.9
zeva−cond [m] Heat exchanger 0.03 - 0.4 0.095 - 0.027

Constraint Category Threshold Optimal value

max(Pm,fan) [kW] System 10 0.82
min(R1,h,cac−s1−s2) [mm] Compressor 3.25 26.56 - 3.33 - 4.07
min(H2,cac−s1) [mm] Compressor 1.4 25.14 - 3.53
min(H2,s2) [mm] Compressor 1.2 1.48
min(β2,bl,cac−s1−s2) [deg] Compressor 10 35 - 45.9 - 40.32
max(β2,bl,cac−s1−s2) [deg] Compressor 50 35 - 45.9 - 40.32
max(M3,cac−s1−s2) [-] Compressor 0.7 0.42 - 0.6 - 0.64
min(Ωcac) [krpm] Compressor 10 20.67
min(Ωs1−s2) [krpm] Compressor 30 105.62
max(Ωcac−s1−s2) [krpm] Compressor 250 27.81 - 112.02
max(U2,cac−s1−s2) [m/s] Compressor 600 304.93 - 216.51 - 205.27
max(∆Fax,s1−s2) [N] Compressor 400 367.9
min(xeva−cond) [m] Heat exchanger 0.05 0.65 - 1.18
max(xeva−cond) [m] Heat exchanger 1.25 0.65 - 1.18
min(∆Tpp,eva−cond) [K] Heat exchanger 0.5 1.18 - 0.8
max(Vair,eva−cond) [m/s] Heat exchanger 40 3.63 - 2.44
max(Vrefr,eva−cond) [m/s] Heat exchanger 40 10.65 - 5.03
max(∆Pair,eva−cond) [kPa] Heat exchanger 1.5 0.92 - 0.19
max(∆Prefr,eva−cond) [kPa] Heat exchanger 50 11.54 - 48.14
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2. The VCC system design leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty corresponds to
the design point associated with the minimum average electric power consumption
and drag penalty. Conversely, the minimization of the fuel weight penalty related to
the bleedless ACM is primarily driven by the minimization of the system weight.

3. The design of the primary and secondary heat exchangers of the ACM is dictated
by the trade-off between weight and pressure drop, which directly affects the drag
penalty. For both the heat exchangers, the design leading to the minimum fuel
weight penalty is characterized by similar width and depth, and a lower height. At
the sizing condition, i.e., hot ground operation, the heat load is split between the
two HEXs, with the secondary HEX featuring a slightly higher duty, thus larger di-
mensions. At cruise conditions, the whole thermal heat load can be theoretically
processed by the secondary HEX, while the primary HEX can be bypassed to reduce
the drag penalty generated by the pressure drop on the ram air side.

4. The design of the evaporator affects the trade-off between the weight of the VCC sys-
tem and the electric power consumption of the cabin air compressor and the refrig-
erant compressor. Conversely, the design of the condenser determines the trade-off
between the weight and the drag penalty. For both heat exchangers, the minimiza-
tion of the pressure drop on the air side is more beneficial than the reduction of the
refrigerant-side pressure drop. As a result, the optimal design features a large frontal
area on the air side, long microchannels, and a short airflow path.

5. The optimal design of the twin-stage refrigerant compressor of the VCC system is in
line with the design guidelines reported in Chapter 3. In particular, the first stage
is characterized by a value of swallowing capacity that is more than double of that
of the second stage, whereas the isentropic work coefficient has similar values for
the two stages. Moreover, the first stage is always characterized by a higher pressure
ratio than the second stage. For the prescribed ECS operating points, the mass flow
rate of refrigerant is approximately 60% higher during faulty pack operation than at
cruise conditions, whereas the variation of the compression ratio of the two stages is
minor. However, by computing the corrected mass flow rate for the three operating
points, it is possible to show that the difference between the values of ṁr associated
with the two stages is significantly lower than that of ṁ, leading to a less stringent
requirement on the operating range of the machine.

The results of this research reveal the importance of adopting an integrated design
approach when pursuing the optimization of complex energy conversion systems, such
as the ECS of passenger aircraft. Moreover, the results of this work, albeit only numerical,
prove the potential of an electrically-driven VCC system, featuring compact heat exchang-
ers and high-speed centrifugal compressors. Therefore, this technology is envisaged to
replace partly or completely bleedless ACM systems in next-generation aircraft. Future
work will investigate the performance of more complex VCC system architectures, fea-
turing multiple pressure levels, and will include the selection of the working fluid as an
additional degree of freedom of the integrated design optimization.
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NOMENCLATURE

Roman symbols
A Surface area [m2]
b Fins height [m]
Cr Heat capacity ratio [-]
cp Specific heat capacity at

constant pressure [kg m2 s−2 K−1]
D Diameter [m]

Drag force [N]
Fax Axial thrust [N]
Fd Flow depth [m]
Fp Fins pitch [m]
f Friction factor [-]
G Mass flux [kg m−2 s−1]
G Vector of constraints [-]
g Gravitational acceleration [m/s2]
H Blade height [m]
h Specific enthalpy [J kg−1]

Heat transfer coefficient [W m−2 K−1]
J Vector of objective functions [-]
j Colburn factor [-]
k Impeller shape factor [-]

Thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1]
Lp Louver pitch [m]
Ll Louver length [m]
Lh Louver height [m]
L/D Lift to drag ratio [-]
lf Fin length [m]
lt Tube length [m]
M Mach number [-]
ṁ Mass flow rate [kg s−1]
N TU Number of Transfer Units [-]
Nu Nusselt number [-]
OR Operating range [-]
P Pressure [Pa]

Power [W]
Pr Prandtl number [-]
Pt Tubes pitch [m]
Q̇ Heat flow rate [W]
R Radius [m]

Thermal resistance [K W−1]
Re Reynolds number [-]
SFCth Thrust specific fuel consumption

[lb/(h.lbf)]
SFCP Power specific fuel consumption

[lb/(hp.h)]
T Temperature [K]
Th Tube height [m]
t Thickness [m]
U Peripheral speed [m s−1]

Overall heat transfer coefficient
[W m−2 K−1]

V Velocity [m s−1]
Volume [m3]

W Weight [kg]

Wf0 Fuel weight penalty [kg]
x Width [m]
y Height [m]
z Depth [m]

Greek symbols
α Absolute flow angle [◦]
α Vector of design variables [-]
β Pressure ratio [-]
δ Thickness [m]
ϵ Effectiveness [-]
η Efficiency [-]
Θ Louver angle [◦]
ρ Density [kg m−3]
τ Aircraft mission time [h]
φt1 Swallowing capacity [-]
ψis Isentropic loading coefficient [-]
Ω Rotational speed [rpm]

Subscripts
1 Impeller inlet
2 Impeller outlet
3 Diffuser outlet
4 Volute outlet
air Air stream
bl Impeller blade
cond Condensation
cr Cruise operating point
el Electrical
eva Evaporation
f Fin
fp Faulty pack operating point
h Hub
hg Hot ground operating point
hyd Hydraulic
is Isentropic
m Mechanical
mc Microchannel
pp Pinch point
refr Refrigerant stream
s1 First compressor stage
s2 Second compressor stage
sc Subcooling
sh Superheating
t Tube
tt Total-to-total

Abbreviations
ACM Air Cycle Machine
CAC Cabin Air Compressor
COP Coefficient Of Performance
DeSimECS Design and Simulation of

Energy Conversion Systems
DesOptECS Design Optimization of
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Energy Conversion Systems
ECS Environmental Control System
HEX Heat Exchanger
MB Moving Boundary

R134a Tetrafluoroethane
RC Refrigerant Compressor
VCC Vapor Compression Cycle
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6
DATA-DRIVEN COMPRESSOR

MODELING FOR ECS DESIGN

OPTIMIZATION

The greater danger for most of us lies not in setting our aim too high and falling short;
but in setting our aim too low, and achieving our mark.

Michelangelo

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

A. Giuffre’, F. Ascione, C. De Servi, and M. Pini, "Data-Driven Modeling of High-Speed
Centrifugal Compressors for Aircraft Environmental Control Systems", International Jour-
nal of Refrigeration, vol. 151, pp. 354-369, 2023, ISSN: 0140-7007. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijrefrig.2023.03.019.
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The optimal design of the Environmental Control System (ECS) of passenger aircraft can
be arguably achieved only by simultaneously optimizing the design variables of the sys-
tem and those associated with the conceptual design of the main components, i.e., heat
exchangers and turbomachines. However, adopting an integrated design approach leads to
a remarkable increase in the number of design variables and constraints characterizing the
optimization problem. As a result, the computational cost associated with the optimization
becomes prohibitive, even for relatively simple ECS configurations. Moreover, the increased
complexity of the mathematical problem associated with the ECS design reduces the robust-
ness of the numerical solver. These shortcomings can be mitigated by replacing the concep-
tual design models of the most critical components with data-driven surrogate models. In
this work, a data-driven model for high-speed centrifugal compressors was developed. The
model is based on artificial neural networks and has been trained on a synthetic dataset
of 165k compressor designs, generated with an in-house tool. The case study selected to
demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed methodology is the multi-objective design op-
timization of an electrically-driven VCC system for the ECS of a single-aisle, short-haul air-
craft, flying at cruise conditions. The results show that the number of function evaluations
needed to identify the Pareto front reduces by a factor of three when using the data-driven
model. At the same time, the robustness of the numerical solver is improved, leading to the
identification of optimal solutions covering a wider design space.

6.1. INTRODUCTION

T HE performance of the Environmental Control System (ECS) of a passenger aircraft
is largely affected by the design of its main components. Therefore, the optimal de-

sign of the system can be arguably achieved only by resorting to an integrated design ap-
proach, i.e., a framework in which the design variables of the system and those related
to the preliminary design of the main components are optimized simultaneously. An ex-
tended literature review concerning design optimization studies targeting aircraft ECS is
reported in Chapter 5 and is omitted here for brevity. In the case of an electrically-driven
Vapor Compression Cycle (VCC) system, the most critical components are the evaporator,
condenser, Refrigerant Compressor (RC), and Cabin Air Compressor (CAC). Among them,
the most critical component is arguably the high-speed centrifugal compressor powering
the refrigerant loop. Hence, it is necessary to include a preliminary design model of the
turbo-compressor in the integrated design framework. However, this is often overlooked
in the existing body of literature regarding the design optimization of aircraft ECS. The rea-
son thereof is that the introduction of such a model further complicates the mathematical
problem associated with the ECS design and increases the number of design variables and
non-linear constraints to be included in the optimization. As a result, the robustness of the
numerical solver decreases, due to the higher likelihood of an ill-conditioned matrix asso-
ciated with the system of equations representing the model, and the computational cost
of the optimization problem quickly becomes prohibitive, even for relatively simple ECS
configurations. For these reasons, the availability of a strategy to reduce the complexity of
the numerical system model including the conceptual design of the RC, without decreas-
ing the accuracy of the solution, is of paramount importance. The development of such
a strategy is the objective of the research presented here. This target is achieved through
two intermediate steps. First, a methodology to derive a data-driven model for high-speed
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6. DATA-DRIVEN COMPRESSOR MODELING FOR ECS DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

Figure 6.1: Schematic meridional view of a centrifugal compressor stage featuring splitter blades, pinched vane-
less diffuser, overhung volute, and no inlet guide vanes.

centrifugal compressors operating with gas bearings is proposed. Second, the capabilities
of an optimization methodology, exploiting the data-driven model for the integrated de-
sign of an exemplary ECS based on the electrically-driven VCC system, are demonstrated.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. First, the development of the
data-driven compressor model is documented. Then, the integrated design methodol-
ogy is described and the modifications required to couple the data-driven compressor
model are discussed. Next, the multi-objective design optimization of an electrically-
powered ECS is described, including two different methodologies: a conventional ap-
proach, whereby the compressor preliminary design is addressed by means of a meanline
code, and the proposed method, in which the meanline code is replaced with the data-
driven model. The results are compared in terms of optimal solutions and computational
cost. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis is performed to assess the robustness of the optimal
solutions to changes in the values of the design variables and to identify the design vari-
ables which mostly affect the objective functions. Finally, concluding remarks summarize
the lessons learned and provide an outlook on future work.

6.2. DATA-DRIVEN COMPRESSOR MODEL
The development of a surrogate model for small-scale single-stage centrifugal compres-
sors has been recently documented in Ref. [1]. Using a symbolic regression tool, the au-
thors obtained an analytical expression of the isentropic efficiency at the design point, as
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Table 6.1: Design space selected to create the dataset used to train the data-driven compressor model.

Variable Range Fluid N Tr Pr

βtt 2.0 - 5.0 H2 3.0 2.0 0.08
ṁ [kg/s] 0.05 - 0.25 CO2 7.0 0.9 0.2
φt1 0.05 - 0.2 Propane 19.08 0.65 0.015
ψis 0.6 - 1.2 R134a 21.64 0.65 - 0.81 0.015 - 0.15
α2 [deg] 60 - 75 Isobutane 28.43 0.65 0.015
k 0.65 - 0.95 R1233zd(E) 28.77 0.65 - 0.82 0.015 - 0.15
Nbl 10 - 20
R3/R2 1.2 - 2.0
Hr,pinch 0.0 - 1.0
Rr,pinch 0.0 - 1.0

a function of five non-dimensional groups and the total inlet pressure. The data-driven
regression has been performed on a dataset comprising approximately 12.5k compressor
designs, obtained by means of a meanline tool, validated with experimental data. How-
ever, the proposed reduced-order model has the following limitations. All the compressor
stages featured in the dataset have been designed to operate with the same working fluid,
i.e., refrigerant R134a. Moreover, a number of geometrical parameters characterizing the
shape and the performance of the compressor stage, e.g., the impeller outlet blade angle,
have been set to constant values, or have been determined by prescribing a constant ratio
among two geometrical parameters, e.g., the diffuser radius ratio. Therefore, the dataset
is biased, and the resulting analytical expression of the efficiency is not applicable to a
compressor stage operating with an arbitrary working fluid and featuring a generic shape.
Furthermore, the proposed data-driven model does not provide any prediction of the op-
erating range of the machine, thus it may lead to compressor configurations that are un-
feasible for systems that require a broad operating envelope, such as the ECS of passenger
aircraft.

To overcome these limitations, a new methodology to derive a data-driven model for
single-stage centrifugal compressors is proposed. In the same fashion as in Ref. [1], the
dataset has been generated with a validated compressor model, which is documented in
Chapter 2. The synthetic dataset comprises 240k unique compressor stage designs, char-
acterized by different combinations of the design variables listed in Tab. 6.1, and sampled
according to the latin hypercube method. Following the notation adopted throughout
this dissertation and with reference to Fig. 6.1, the swallowing capacity of the compressor
is defined as

φt1 = ṁ

ρt1U2D2
2

, (6.1)

whereas the isentropic work coefficient reads

ψis =
∆htt,is

U 2
2

. (6.2)
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The non-dimensional geometrical characteristics of the compressor stage are expressed
in terms of the impeller shape factor

k = 1−
(

R1,h

R1,s

)2

, (6.3)

the diffuser radius ratio R3/R2, and the diffuser pinch radius and height ratio

Rr,pinch = Rpinch −R2

R3 −R2
,

Hr,pinch = H3 −H2

H2(R2/Rpinch −1)
.

(6.4)

Differently from the study reported in Ref. [1], none of the main geometrical character-
istics of the stage has been fixed to a constant value. Nevertheless, the number of design
variables considered to create the dataset is relatively limited, thanks to the adoption of
a non-dimensional approach based on scaling analysis. The additional compressor de-
sign parameters related to manufacturing constraints have been set to constant values,
namely, ϵb = ϵt = 0.15 mm, Ra = 3.2 µm. Finally, to cope with the design of compres-
sors of different sizes, the ratio between the shaft and the inlet hub radii has been fixed
throughout the design space, instead of prescribing a constant value of shaft radius.

The working fluids considered in this work are synthetic and natural refrigerants se-
lected from a parametric study conducted for an electrically-driven VCC for the ECS of
large helicopters [2]. To enrich the dataset, the compressor stages operating with the
refrigerants R134a and R1233zd(E) have been designed for two different total inlet ther-
modynamic states, resembling the conditions encountered in a conventional and a high-
temperature heat pump. To reduce bias in the dataset and to extend the range of ap-
plicability of the data-driven compressor model, the database has been complemented
with compressor stages designed for simpler molecule fluids, i.e., CO2 and H2. Additional
working fluids and thermodynamic conditions will be included as part of future work. The
complete list of fluids and of the corresponding reduced inlet conditions, i.e., total inlet
conditions normalized with respect to critical state properties, considered in this work is
reported in Tab. 6.1.

Several techniques are suitable for data-driven regression, e.g., symbolic regression,
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), and Gaussian Pro-
cesses (GP). In this work, a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), i.e., a feedforward ANN fea-
turing one or multiple fully connected hidden layers, has been selected to accomplish this
task. The reason is twofold. First, the computational overhead associated with the eval-
uation of the data-driven model is of primary importance for the target application. In
general terms, the computational cost of an MLP model scales with the total number of
neurons and is lower than the cost of evaluating, for instance, a model based on a GP or an
SVM. At the same time, an MLP model requires a larger amount of training data to reach
the same level of accuracy as a GP or an SVM. However, the availability of data is not a
limiting factor in this case, since the dataset is generated with a numerical model.
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To reduce the number of input features used to train the ANN and to avoid the use of
categorical input, i.e., a string identifying the name of the fluid, the data associated with
the working fluid and the inlet thermodynamic conditions have been synthesized in two
parameters. These are the fluid molecular complexity, measured as the number of active
degrees of freedom of a molecule [3]

N = 2Mcv,id(Tc)

R
, (6.5)

and the average value of the isentropic pressure-volume exponent [4] over the compres-
sion process

γP v =
log

(
Pin

Pout

)
log

(
ρin

ρout

) . (6.6)

A detailed analysis of the influence of these parameters on the design of centrifugal com-
pressors can be found in Ref. [5], and it is omitted here for brevity. The resulting vector of
input features for the ANN reads

X =
[
φt1, ψis, α2,

R3

R2
, k, Nbl, Hr,pinch, Rr,pinch, βtt,target, ṁ, N , γP v ,

ϵb

H2
,
ϵt

H2

]
. (6.7)

The original dataset has been pre-processed by removing the compressor designs that
are considered unfeasible or do not meet the required specifications. The criteria used to
filter the dataset are:

• minimum acceptable efficiency at design point ηtt ≥ 0.5;

• minimum acceptable operating range at the design rotational speed

OR = ṁmax −ṁmin

ṁdes

∣∣∣
Ωdes

≥ 0.05;

• maximum allowable blade angle at impeller outlet to ensure stable compressor op-
eration β2,bl ≤ 0◦;

• maximum allowable deviation between the target and the computed values of pres-
sure ratio ∆βtt ≤ 20%.

The filtered dataset is composed of 165k samples, thus reducing the computational
cost associated with the training of the data-driven model by about 30%, without any loss
of useful information. In order to enhance the accuracy of the MLP model, input fea-
tures standardization has been applied prior to training. Moreover, to further simplify the
multivariate regression function to be learned by the ANN, the labels have been catego-
rized according to their use in the ECS optimization process, i.e., objectives or constraints.
Then, two separate MLP models have been trained to predict the vector of objective func-
tions and constraints, namely:
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Table 6.2: Design space and set of optimal hyperparameters.

Hyperparameter Range MLPobj MLPcon

L 4 - 6 5 6
n[1] 5 - 200 199 60
n[2] 5 - 200 199 94
n[3] 5 - 200 200 44
n[4] 5 - 200 144 63
n[5] 5 - 200 42 68
n[6] 5 - 200 - 70
α 10−4 - 10−1 10−2.75 10−2.89

mini-batch size 26 - 210 26 26

Yobj =
[
βtt, ηtt, OR, ṁchoke

]
,

Ycon = [
Ωdes, R1,h, H2, β2,bl, R4

]
.

(6.8)

Upon pre-processing, the dataset has been split into training, development, and test
sets, counting 145k, 10k, and 10k samples, corresponding to approximately 88%, 6%, and
6% of the total amount of data, respectively. The space of hyperparameters investigated
to optimize the accuracy of the ANN is summarized in Tab. 6.2. The hyperparameters
search is performed by resorting to NOMAD [6], [7], i.e., an optimization algorithm suited
for mixed-integer non-linear programming problems, featuring an expensive black-box
function evaluation. For each combination of hyperparameters, an MLP model is created
leveraging the open-source programming framework TensorFlow [8]. The model is trained
for 80 epochs, and its performance is evaluated on the development set, using the mean
squared error loss function

L(θ) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

(ŷi − yi )2, (6.9)

where θ, n, and ŷ denote the space of the hyperparameters, the number of samples, and
the model prediction, respectively. The optimal architecture is selected after a maximum
of 750 different MLP models have been trained and evaluated. The process is repeated for
both the models trained to predict Yobj and Ycon. The hyperparameters search has been
performed using a computer equipped with an Intel® Xeon® Gold 5220R chipset, featuring
48 logical threads, leading to a total computational cost of about 380 hours. The arrays of
optimal hyperparameters are reported in Tab. 6.2 for the two MLP models. The training
histories of the MLP models featuring the optimal set of hyperparameters are displayed in
Fig. 6.2.
The accuracy of the optimal MLP models is evaluated for each label on the test set, i.e.,
the 10k samples not used for training or hyperparameters search, in terms of both mean
absolute error (mae), and mean absolute percentage error (mape). The results are listed
in Tab. 6.3. Furthermore, to provide a more comprehensive overview of the predictive
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Figure 6.2: Training history of MLP models trained to predict Yobj (left) and Ycon (right), and featuring the opti-
mal set of hyperparameters.

Table 6.3: Accuracy of the two MLP models evaluated on the test set.

Y mae = 1

n

n∑
i=1

| Ŷ −Y | mape = 1

n

n∑
i=1

| Ŷ −Y |
Y

·100

βtt 0.031 [-] 0.96 %
ηtt 0.007 [-] 0.97 %
OR 0.013 [-] 4.97 %
ṁchoke 0.004 [kg/s] 2.41 %
Ωdes 1670 [rpm] 1.01 %
R1,h 10−5 [m] 0.31 %
H2 10−5 [m] 0.84 %
β2,bl 0.02 [deg] 0.37 %
R4 7 ·10−4 [m] 1.06 %

capabilities of the MLPs, the deviation between the model predictions and the true labels
of the test set is reported in Fig. 6.3. The comparison shows that the mape is in the order of
1% or lower for each label except for the choking point mass flow rate. A further inspection
of Fig. 6.3 reveals that the maximum prediction errors related to ṁchoke occur when the
value of the operating range is close to zero, thus are related to compressor designs that
are unfeasible for ECS applications.

6.3. INTEGRATED DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
The test case selected to demonstrate the capabilities of the data-driven compressor model
is the multi-objective optimization of the ECS of a single-aisle, short-haul aircraft, e.g., the
Airbus A320. For the sake of simplicity, one ECS architecture and one operating condition
are considered: a single-pressure level, electrically-driven VCC system, operating at cruise,
i.e., M∞ = 0.78 at an altitude of 11.88 km. The inlet conditions of the mixing manifold of
the air distribution system, which corresponds to the outlet of the VCC system, are spec-
ified in terms of mass flow rate, pressure, and temperature: ṁmix = 0.5 kg/s, Pmix = 76.25
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between the predictions of the optimal MLP models and the true labels of the test set.
The data points are displayed in grey, whereas the black lines correspond to the ±10% error bands.

kPa, Tmix = 13.14◦C, and correspond to a mild cooling operating point [9]. As discussed in
Chapter 5, the ECS of passenger aircraft is characterized by a broad operating envelope,
ranging from cruise to extreme operating points, such as ground operation on a very hot
and humid day, and flight operation in the presence of a faulty ECS pack. Therefore, a VCC
system powered by a single-stage refrigerant compressor is arguably incapable to meet the
pressure ratio required at the extreme operating points of the envelope. However, the de-
velopment of a data-driven model for a multi-stage centrifugal compressor is beyond the
scope of the present work and will be addressed in a future study.

The ECS based on the electrically-driven VCC technology has been modeled by means
of the in-house DeSimECS (Design and Simulation of Energy Conversion Systems) library
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Figure 6.4: Simplified process flow diagram of the electrically-driven VCC system obtained from the graphical
user interface of DeSimECS. The thermodynamic states are highlighted as follows: ram air stream in red, cabin
air stream in green, and refrigerant loop in blue.

coded in the acasual [10], object-oriented, equation-based Modelica language, see Fig. 6.4.
The main components of the VCC system are: two compact heat exchangers (CHEXs),
namely the condenser and the evaporator, the expansion valve, and the refrigerant com-
pressor. The additional components needed to simulate the performance of the ECS are:
two intakes for the ram air and the cabin air, respectively, the cabin air compressor, the
ram air fan, and the nozzle, used to accelerate the ram airflow at the exhaust. The refrig-
erant selected for the application is the R134a, i.e., the standard working fluid used for
VCC-based ECS, such as those of helicopters. The approach adopted to model the main
components is described in Chapter 5 and is omitted here for brevity. In this work, the
intakes feature a simplified model as compared to the one documented in Chapter 5. In
particular, a constant value of 0.8 is assumed for the pressure recovery factor, and the drag
penalty is simply computed as the difference between the momentum of the flow entering
and leaving the ram air duct.

The objective functions selected for this demonstration of capabilities are the maxi-
mization of the system COP and the minimization of the weight and the drag penalty as-
sociated with the ram airflow. With the purpose of evaluating the overall performance of
the ECS, the COP is defined as the ratio of the power required for cabin cooling and pres-
surization in ideal conditions, over the total electric power consumption of the system,
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Table 6.4: Settings of the ECS multi-objective design optimization: upper and lower bounds prescribed for the
design variables and maximum or minimum thresholds set for the non-linear constraints.

Design variable Type Range Constraint Value

ṁram [kg/s] System 0.4 - 1.0 min(R1,h) [mm] 3.25
ṁrefr [kg/s] System 0.1 - 0.25 min(H2) [mm] 1.5
βtt System 2.0 - 5.0 min(β2,bl) [deg] -45
∆Tsh [K] System 3.0 - 10.0 max(β2,bl) [deg] -10
∆Tsc [K] System 3.0 - 10.0 max(Ω) [krpm] 250
φt1 Compressor 0.05 - 0.2 min(xeva−cond) [mm] 50
ψis Compressor 0.6 - 1.0 max(xeva−cond) [mm] 800
α2 [deg] Compressor 60 - 75 min(∆Tpp,eva) [K] 3
k Compressor 0.65-0.95 min(∆Tpp,cond) [K] 5
Nbl Compressor 10 - 20 max(Vair,eva−cond) [m/s] 30
R3/R2 Compressor 1.2 - 2.0 max(Vrefr,eva−cond) [m/s] 30
Rr,pinch Compressor 0.0 - 1.0
Hr,pinch Compressor 0.0 - 1.0
yeva−cond [mm] Heat exchanger 100 - 300
zeva [mm] Heat exchanger 20 - 70
zcond [mm] Heat exchanger 10 - 60

due to the cabin air compressor, the ram air fan and the high-speed centrifugal compres-
sor, i.e.,

COP = Q̇cooling +Ẇp,id

Ẇel,CAC +Ẇel,fan +Ẇel,CC
. (6.10)

To further simplify the problem, only the dry weight of the two CHEXs is accounted for
as an objective in the optimization process. The weight of the remaining components of
the ECS is assumed to be constant throughout the design space. Due to the low operating
temperature of the prescribed application, the material selected for both the condenser
and the evaporator is the 6061 Aluminium alloy. The non-linear constraints are imposed
to ensure the manufacturability of the system components, i.e., heat exchangers and com-
pressor, and to define an upper threshold for the speed of the air and the refrigerant in the
circuit. Overall, the optimization problem comprises 17 design variables, 3 objectives, and
15 inequality constraints, as summarized in Tab. 6.4. In line with what is reported in the in-
troduction, this demonstrates that the size of the optimization problem rapidly increases
even for a simple VCC configuration, when including the design of the centrifugal com-
pressor in the integrated design framework together with a set of realistic manufacturing
constraints.

The in-house optimization framework DesOptECS (Design Optimization of Energy
Conversion Systems) consists of a Python program coupling the ECS model developed
in Modelica with an open-source toolbox for multi-objective design optimization [11].
The Pareto front of optimal solutions is computed by means of the NSGA-II algorithm
described in Ref. [12]. The initial population comprises ten individuals for each design
variable, and is sampled according to the latin hypercube methodology along the floating-
point directions, and randomly along the integer axis, i.e., the one corresponding to the
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Figure 6.5: Flowchart of the modified version of DesOptECS. The data-driven model is used to decouple the
optimization of the high-speed centrifugal compressor, highlighted in blue, from the optimization of the VCC
system, highlighted in red.

number of compressor blades. The population is evolved for a maximum of 170 gener-
ations, leading to a maximum of 28900 evaluations of the Modelica model. The result
thereof is that the computational cost quickly becomes prohibitive when increasing the
number of design variables, even if resorting to parallel computing to evaluate the indi-
viduals of each generation.

To overcome this limitation, DesOptECS has been modified by replacing the compres-
sor model implemented in Modelica with the pre-trained MLP models described in Sec-
tion 6.2. The computational cost of the optimization problem can be significantly reduced
by limiting the number of design variables selected by the stochastic algorithm NSGA-II.
This can be achieved by leveraging the computational efficiency of the pre-trained MLP
models, as described in the following. As discussed in Chapter 5, the vector of design vari-
ablesα can be conveniently split into three subsets, corresponding to the design variables
of the system, the heat exchangers, and the high-speed compressor:

αsys =
[
ṁram, ṁrefr, βtt, ∆Tsh, ∆Tsc

]
,

αHEX = [
yeva, ycond, zeva, zcond

]
,

αc =
[
φt1, ψis, α2, k, Nbl, R3/R2, Rr,pinch, Hr,pinch

]
.

(6.11)

The vector of input features for the data-driven model can be assembled by combining
αc with two variables of αsys, namely, ṁrefr, βtt, and with two parameters related to com-
pressor manufacturability, i.e., ϵb/H2, ϵt/H2, and two parameters related to the prescribed
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working fluid and thermodynamic state, i.e., N , γP v . As a result, the set of compressor de-
sign variables αc can be decoupled from the array of optimization variables selected by
the stochastic algorithm, and can be treated separately. In this implementation, once the
values ofβtt and ṁrefr have been selected by the stochastic algorithm for each individual of
a generation, the set of αc is optimized separately, by resorting to a constrained gradient-
based algorithm [13]. The values of the objectives and constraints are evaluated by means
of the MLP models, and the objective function is expressed as a linear combination of ηtt

and OR. After the gradient-based optimization, the resulting values of ηtt and βtt are ap-
pended to the vectors αsys and αHEX, and the values of the objectives and the constraints
of the VCC system are evaluated by means of the Modelica model. Eventually, the com-
pressor operating range can be included into the vector of objective functions J . However,
this is not done here, since the aim is to compare the Pareto front identified by means of
the original and the modified versions of DesOptECS, without altering the vector of the
objective functions. The proposed optimization methodology is schematically illustrated
in Fig. 6.5.

Thanks to the use of data-driven modeling, the cost of the gradient-based compressor
design optimization for each individual of the population is negligible, as compared to
the cost associated with the evaluation of the VCC system model. On the other hand, the
number of design variables selected by the stochastic algorithm is reduced from 17 to 9,
leading to a sizeable reduction in the number of objective function evaluations required
to reach convergence.

6.4. RESULTS
The multi-objective optimization performed with the original version of DesOptECS, namely
the one adopting the compressor meanline model embedded in Modelica, reached con-
vergence after a total of 13050 function evaluations. The number of function evaluations
reduces to 4500 when resorting to the modified version of DesOptECS, leveraging the data-
driven compressor model. This enables a reduction of the total computational time from
approximately 125 hours to 37.5 hours when running the optimization in parallel on a
computer equipped with a Intel® Xeon® E5-1620 v3 CPU, featuring 8 logical threads. Dif-
ferently from Chapter 5, the results presented in the following are computed for a single
ECS pack. The Pareto front computed with the modified version of DesOptECS is dis-
played in Fig. 6.6. The COP of the entire ECS, see Eqn. (6.10), is reported on the x-axis of
the left figure, whereas the COP of the VCC system, i.e., the ratio between the cabin cool-
ing duty (Q̇cooling) and the electrical power required to drive the centrifugal compressor
(Ẇel,CC), is reported on the x-axis of the right chart. The same results are illustrated on the
weight-drag, COP-weight, and COP-drag planes in Fig. 6.7.

By comparing the optimal design points identified with and without the use of the
data-driven model, it is possible to observe that:

• similar trends are computed for the three objective functions, i.e., COP, weight and
drag penalty;

• the range of variation of weight and drag penalty over the Pareto front identified by
the two methods are comparable;
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Figure 6.6: Three-dimensional Pareto front computed with the modified version of DesOptECS, embedding the
data-driven compressor model. The three objective functions displayed in the figure are the weight of the CHEXs,
the drag penalty, and the COP computed for the entire ECS (left) and only for the VCC system (right).

• the integration of the data-driven compressor model in DesOptECS allows to iden-
tify optimal solutions characterized by higher COP.

Moreover, it is important to emphasize that the Pareto front displayed in Fig. 6.6 and
Fig. 6.7 differs both qualitatively and quantitatively with respect to that reported in Chap-
ter 5 for the VCC system. This discrepancy is due to the following reasons:

• the results presented here are computed for a single ECS pack, whereas in Chapter 5
they refer to the two packs;

• the drag penalty is evaluated only for the ram air duct in this case, and the intake
features a simplified model;

• only the weight of the CHEXs is accounted for in the objective function;

• the CHEXs are sized for a mild cooling requirement in cruise conditions, thus they
feature lower dimensions and lower weight than those considered in Chapter 5.

Additional insights regarding the optimal VCC system configurations identified with
the modified version of DesOptECS can be inferred by examining the data reported in
Tab. 6.5. In particular, the table lists the design variables and the main performance met-
rics corresponding to the design points leading to maximum COP, minimum drag penalty,
and minimum weight. Moreover, the set of design variables corresponding to the VCC
system configuration leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty is reported in Tab. 6.5.
In line with what is documented in Chapter 5, the fuel weight penalty associated with the
ECS is computed as the sum of three contributions [14]:

• penalty due to additional weight

Wf0 =WECS

[
exp

(
SFCthτ

L/D

)
−1

]
; (6.12)
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Figure 6.7: Weight, drag penalty, and COP computed with the original and the modified version of DesOptECS,
embedding the data-driven compressor model. The markers identify the optimal solutions whose details are
reported in Tab. 6.5.

• penalty associated with shaft power off-take

Wf0 = PelSFCP
L/D

SFCth

[
exp

(
SFCthτ

L/D

)
−1

]
; (6.13)

• penalty associated with ram air drag

Wf0 = ṁramVair
L/D

g

[
exp

(
SFCthτ

L/D

)
−1

]
. (6.14)

The values of the parameters in Eqn. (6.12-6.14) are equal to the ones reported in Chap-
ter 5.

By analyzing the design parameters related to the optimal VCC system configurations
reported in Tab. 6.5, the following considerations can be derived. As the cabin cooling re-
quirement is fixed, the COP of the system is inversely proportional to the power demand
of the refrigerant compressor. It follows that, to maximize the COP, the pressure ratio pro-
vided by the compressor has to be minimized, as displayed in Fig. 6.8. This design choice
implies that the condenser operates at a lower pressure level and its core dimensions be-
come larger, with a consequent reduction of the pressure losses on the refrigerant side.
This can be achieved by increasing the core width on the refrigerant side zeva and zcond,
thus lowering the refrigerant velocity in the microchannels. The analysis of Fig. 6.8 reveals
also the main reason for the difference in the COP computed with the original and the
modified versions of DesOptECS. The use of the data-driven compressor model leads to
optimal solutions featuring a wider range of βtt, thus a wider range of COP values. The
root cause of this difference can be arguably attributed to the higher complexity of the
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Table 6.5: Most influential design variables and performance metrics corresponding to the optimal VCC system
configurations selected over the Pareto front computed with the modified version of DesOptECS, embedding the
data-driven compressor model. The optimal design points leading to maximum COP, minimum drag, minimum
weight, and minimum fuel weight penalty are marked with different symbols.

Symbol Type max(COP) ♦ min(drag) ⋆ min(weight) ▲ min(Wf0)

ṁram [kg/s] System - variable 0.99 0.97 0.99 0.86
ṁrefr [kg/s] System - variable 0.19 0.19 0.22 0.19
βtt [-] System - variable 2.8 4.5 4.9 2.9
COP [-] System - result 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.4
COPVCC [-] System - result 6.4 3.8 3.4 6.2
Weight [kg] System - result 7.8 8.0 4.8 8.9
Drag [N] System - result 15.0 7.2 39.6 8.4
Wf0 [kg] System - result 32.2 33.2 36.0 31.6
Pel [kW] System - result 65.3 68.8 69.7 65.0
Q̇eva [kW] System - result 32.3 32.3 32.0 32.0
Q̇cond [kW] System - result 37.1 40.2 41.1 36.8
Peva [bar] System - result 2.07 1.34 2.23 2.17
Pcond [bar] System - result 5.72 6.15 10.70 6.14
Teva [K] System - result 263.9 253.4 265.8 265.2
Tcond [K] System - result 293.1 295.5 315.1 295.5
zeva [mm] HEX - variable 70 60 60 61
zcond [mm] HEX - variable 51 41 51 51
Aeva,air [m2] HEX - result 0.10 0.08 0.11 0.12
Acond,air [m2] HEX - result 0.21 0.33 0.09 0.26
∆Pair,eva [kPa] HEX - result 2.13 2.05 1.38 1.29
∆Pair,cond [kPa] HEX - result 2.71 1.07 8.28 1.82
∆Prefr,eva [kPa] HEX - result 3.67 4.59 4.64 3.72
∆Prefr,cond [kPa] HEX - result 0.59 1.37 1.06 0.59
φt1 [-] RC - variable 0.07 0.10 0.06 0.05
ψis [-] RC - variable 0.81 0.80 0.79 0.83
α2 [deg] RC - variable 70.1 69.5 70 67.3
ηtt [-] RC - result 0.85 0.81 0.84 0.85
Ω [krpm] RC - result 52 100 55 39
R1,h [mm] RC - result 5.3 6.8 5.5 5.3
H2 [mm] RC - result 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.8
β2,bl [deg] RC - result -33.5 -33.1 -35.6 -25.7

VCC system model when embedding the compressor meanline code. This makes the so-
lution of the underlying non-linear system of equations more susceptible to failure during
the optimization process, narrowing the design space explored by the optimizer.

If the main objective is to design compact and lightweight heat exchangers, it is nec-
essary to minimize the heat transfer surfaces, i.e., minimize the x, y , and z dimensions of
the condenser and the evaporator. This can be accomplished by raising the pressure ratio
provided by the refrigerant compressor, which results in an increase of the temperature
lift, i.e., the difference between Tcond and Teva. This design choice does not lead only to
higher electric power consumption, but also to a larger drag penalty due to larger pressure
drops in the airflow. The increase of Pel is exacerbated by the increment of the refrigerant
mass flow rate occurring in the case of more compact heat exchanger designs, as depicted
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Figure 6.8: COP of the VCC system vs. total-to-total pressure ratio, computed with the original and the modified
version of DesOptECS. The markers identify the optimal solutions whose main characterizing parameters are
reported in Tab. 6.5.

in Fig. 6.9. This trend can be explained by observing that, given a value of evaporation
pressure, the latent heat of condensation decreases with an increase in the pressure ratio
and temperature lift. In turn, since the condenser heat duty does not vary significantly
throughout the Pareto front, a higher refrigerant mass flow rate is required when higher
values of pressure ratio are chosen.

Conversely, in order to minimize the drag penalty, the designer has to select an in-
termediate value of the pressure ratio and minimize the pressure drops on the ram air
side. This can be achieved by increasing the condenser frontal area on the air side, i.e.,
Acond,air = xcond · ycond, which results in lower air velocity throughout the condenser, at a
given mass flow rate. This argument is corroborated by the trend displayed in Fig. 6.10.

The trade-off solution leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty can be interpreted
as a linear combination of the VCC system configurations associated with maximum COP
and minimum drag penalty. In particular, the pressure ratio and the refrigerant mass flow
rate delivered by the compressor resemble the values leading to maximum COP. In the
same fashion, the frontal area of the condenser on the ram air side is close to the value
associated with minimum drag penalty. Moreover, the values of the pressure drop on the
refrigerant side are comparable to those leading to maximum COP, whereas the values of
the pressure drop on the air side are similar to those computed for the system layout fea-
turing minimum drag. Nevertheless, it should be noted that in real applications the ECS
must be sized not only to operate at cruise conditions but also at critical operating points,
such as ground operation on a very hot and humid day. To comply with such extreme
cooling requirements, the heat exchangers are oversized with respect to what is reported
here. Moreover, additional weight contributions, e.g., the weight of the turbomachines,
can be included in Eqn. (5.43). As a result, the weight of the ECS of an actual passenger
aircraft has a higher influence on the fuel weight penalty than estimated by applying the
method described in this chapter, as extensively discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 6.9: CHEXs weight vs. refrigerant mass flow rate, computed with the original and the modified version of
DesOptECS. The markers identify the optimal solutions reported in Tab. 6.5.

Figure 6.10: Drag penalty vs. condenser frontal area on the air side, computed with the original and the modified
version of DesOptECS. The markers identify the optimal solutions reported in Tab. 6.5.

A detailed analysis of the trends relating the most influential performance metrics of
the refrigerant compressor is displayed in Fig. 6.11. The values of ηtt depicted in the fig-
ure correspond to the internal efficiency, which only accounts for the losses occurring
within the main flow passage. The external losses, e.g., the windage loss, are taken into
account when calculating the power demand of the compressor. As expected, the com-
pressor efficiency is inversely proportional to the pressure ratio. Moreover, the design
points associated with ECS configurations featuring maximum COP and minimum fuel
weight penalty lie in the region of maximum compressor efficiency. In general terms, an
increase in the pressure ratio leads to compressor designs featuring higher values of the
rotational speed. This can be mainly attributed to the need for a higher value of peripheral
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Figure 6.11: Variation of compressor efficiency and rotational speed as a function of pressure ratio, and variation
of rotational speed as a function of swallowing capacity established over the Pareto front computed with the
data-driven model. The markers identify the optimal solutions reported in Tab. 6.5.

speed to achieve a higher specific work. The ECS configuration featuring the compressor
with the highest rotational speed is the one leading to minimum drag. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that the compressor weight is not taken into account in the objective
function and by the fact that the evaporating pressure Peva is lower at the compressor in-
let. In turn, this leads to a higher volumetric flow rate processed by the compressor, and,
consequently, to a higher swallowing capacity selected by the optimizer. As documented
in [5], higher values ofΦt,1 are associated with higher rotational speeds, but also with lower
values of the operating range, thus limiting the operating envelope of the VCC system. To
overcome this issue, in the modified version of DesOptECS, the compressor optimization
has been performed by setting a linear combination of ηtt and OR as one of the objec-
tive functions. As a result, the values of swallowing capacity selected by the optimizer are
not clustered around the region of optimal compressor efficiency but are spread between
the range 0.05-0.12, leading to a trade-off between efficiency and operating range for the
values of pressure ratio under analysis.

To conclude this study, a sensitivity analysis of the objective functions with respect to
the prescribed set of design variables was performed. The purpose was to assess the ro-
bustness of the obtained optimal solutions with respect to changes in the values of the
design variables, as well as to identify those variables which mostly affect the objective
functions. The analysis was carried out as follows. First, five design points were selected
over the Pareto front computed with the modified version of DesOptECS. Then, a pertur-
bation of ±10% was applied to each design variable independently, and the vector of ob-
jective functions was re-evaluated. This process was repeated for each prescribed design
point, and the averaged results are displayed in Fig. 6.12. The sensitivity of the objec-
tive functions is evaluated with respect to the compressor efficiency ηtt, rather than to the
compressor design variablesαc . Moreover, the COP of the ECS is replaced with the COP of
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Figure 6.12: Sensitivity of the objective functions with respect to a ±10% perturbation in the vector of design
variables.

the VCC system, since the COP of the ECS is mainly affected by the terms Ẇp,id and Ẇel,CAC

in Eqn. (6.10), whose values are almost constant.

The outcomes of the sensitivity analysis can be summarized as follows. The COP shows
the highest sensitivity with respect to the mass flow rate of the refrigerant, and to the pres-
sure ratio and the efficiency of the refrigerant compressor. The weight of the CHEXs is
mostly affected by the mass flow rates of refrigerant and ram air. The value of drag penalty
is mostly sensitive to ṁrefr, ṁram, zcond, yeva, andβtt. As a result, the computational cost of
the optimization process can be further reduced by removing zeva, ycond, ∆Tsh, and ∆Tsc

from the vector of design variables, without significantly affecting the optimal solutions.
Moreover, the COP of the optimal designs shows a variation of the order of ±10% when
changing the values of the compressor efficiency and the refrigerant mass flow rate by the
same order of magnitude. These results corroborate the consideration that the compres-
sor is one of the most critical components of the VCC system, and highlight the need of
performing its conceptual design along with that of the system.

6.5. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter documents a novel methodology for the integrated design optimization of
aircraft ECS, based on the electrically-driven VCC system. The main novelty lies in the
integration of a data-driven compressor model into the optimization procedure. This al-
lows for both a reduction of the computational cost associated with the solution of the
optimization problem and for an increase in the robustness of the numerical solver used
to size and evaluate the performance of the ECS. The case study selected to demonstrate
the capabilities of the proposed methodology is the multi-objective design optimization
of an electrically-driven VCC system for the ECS of a single-aisle, short-haul aircraft, flying
at cruise conditions. The prescribed objectives are the maximization of the system COP,
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the minimization of the weight of the heat exchangers, and the minimization of the drag
penalty associated with the ram airflow. The optimization has been performed with and
without the use of the data-driven compressor model, to highlight the advantages offered
by the proposed methodology. The main outcomes can be summarized as follows.

1. A data-driven compressor model can be developed using a dataset of about 165k
compressor designs. The number of design variables used to create the dataset is
relatively small, thanks to the adoption of a non-dimensional approach based on
scaling principles. To enhance the accuracy of the data-driven model, and to fa-
cilitate its integration into the ECS optimization framework, two MLP models have
been trained to predict the compressor performance parameters and the relevant
geometrical constraints. The mean absolute percentage error of the two MLP mod-
els evaluated on the test set is 2.32% and 0.72%, respectively.

2. The complexity of the VCC system model, and the likelihood of an ill-conditioned
matrix when the associated mathematical problem is solved, can be reduced by re-
placing the meanline model of the high-speed centrifugal compressor with a data-
driven surrogate model. A similar approach could be adopted to replace also the
models of the compact heat exchangers.

3. The use of a data-driven model enables the partial decoupling between the opti-
mization of the VCC system and the compressor. For each set of system design vari-
ables selected by the stochastic algorithm, the compressor design variables are op-
timized by resorting to a constrained gradient-based algorithm. The computational
cost associated with compressor optimization is negligible, thanks to the use of a
pre-trained data-driven model. As a result, the number of design variables selected
by the stochastic algorithm drops from 17 to 9, and the number of function evalua-
tions needed to identify the Pareto front reduces from 13050 to 4500.

4. The objective functions selected for the optimization of the VCC system are in trade-
off. In particular, the use of very compact heat exchangers leads to higher drag
penalties. Nevertheless, it is possible to achieve a lightweight design of the heat
exchangers, without incurring in large drag penalties, at the expense of a reduc-
tion in the COP. The range of variation of the objective functions and the varia-
tions among them remain virtually unaltered, regardless of the adopted compres-
sor model. Moreover, the modified framework can identify optimal solutions over a
wider design space, thanks to the improved robustness of the underlying VCC sys-
tem model.

5. The results show that the ram airflow and the condenser thermal load do not vary
significantly over the Pareto front. Therefore, the use of heavier condenser units,
featuring a larger frontal area on the ram air side, leads to a reduction of the drag
penalty. On the other hand, the adoption of compact and lightweight heat exchang-
ers requires a higher temperature lift and a higher refrigerant mass flow rate to com-
ply with the prescribed heat duty.

6. An increase in the temperature lift of the VCC system produces a rise in the pres-
sure ratio of the refrigerant compressor. In turn, this leads to a rapid deterioration
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of the compressor efficiency and to an increase in the rotational speed. A higher
rotational speed, thus a more compact compressor design, can be also attained by
increasing the value of the swallowing capacity. However, this comes at the expense
of a reduced operating range.

7. As pointed out by a sensitivity analysis, the computational cost of the optimization
process can be further reduced by removing zeva, ycond, ∆Tsh, and ∆Tsc from the
vector of design variables, without significantly affecting the solution. Furthermore,
the analysis shows that the COP of the VCC system is mostly influenced by the com-
pressor efficiency. This demonstrates the need for an integrated design optimiza-
tion methodology embedding a model for the conceptual design of the compressor.

The results of this research showcase the large potential of adopting data-driven mod-
els for the simultaneous optimization of the ECS and the preliminary design of its com-
ponents. The substantial reduction of the computational cost associated with the op-
timization process, combined with the improved robustness of the underlying system
model, make this approach suitable for large-scale, industrial-strength energy system de-
sign problems. Future works will target the improvement of the data-driven compressor
model by extending the dataset with additional working fluids and thermodynamic condi-
tions. Furthermore, the proposed integrated design methodology will be applied to assess
the performance of different non-conventional ECS architectures over multiple operating
points.6
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NOMENCLATURE

Roman symbols
A Surface area [m2]
Fax Axial thrust [N]
g Gravitational acceleration [m/s2]
H Blade height [m]
h Specific enthalpy [J kg−1]
k Impeller shape factor [-]
L Loss function [-]
L/D Lift to drag ratio [-]
ṁ Mass flow rate [kg s−1]
M a Mach number [-]
N Fluid molecular complexity [-]
n Number of samples [-]
OR Operating range [-]
P Pressure [Pa]
Q̇ Heat flow rate [W]
R Radius [m]
Re Reynolds number [-]
SFCth Thrust specific fuel consumption

[lb/(h.lbf)]
SFCP Power specific fuel consumption

[lb/(hp.h)]
T Temperature [K]
V̇ Volumetric flow rate [m3 s−1]
U Peripheral speed [m s−1]
V Absolute velocity [m s−1]
Ẇ Power [W]
W Weight [kg]
Wf0 Fuel weight penalty [kg]
x Width [m]
Y Vector of true labels [-]
Ŷ Vector of model predictions [-]
y Height [m]
z Depth [m]

Greek symbols
α Absolute flow angle [◦]
α Vector of design variables [-]
β Pressure ratio [-]
γP v Isentropic pressure-volume exponent [-]
ϵb Back face clearance [m]
ϵt Tip clearance gap [m]
η Efficiency [-]
θ Vector of hyperparameters [-]
Φt1 Swallowing capacity [-]
ψis Isentropic loading coefficient [-]

ρ Density [kg m−3]
τ Aircraft mission time [h]
Ω Rotational speed [rpm]

Subscripts
1 Impeller inlet
2 Impeller outlet
3 Diffuser outlet
4 Volute outlet
bl Blade
cond Condensation
el Electrical
eva Evaporation
ext External
h Hub
is Isentropic
ram Ram air stream
refr Refrigerant stream
ts Total-to-static
tt Total-to-total

Abbreviations
ACM Air Cycle Machine
ANN Artificial Neural Network
CAC Cabin Air Compressor
CHEX Compact Heat Exchanger
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
COP Coefficient Of Performance
con Constraints
DeSimECS Design and Simulation of

Energy Conversion Systems
DesOptECS Design Optimization of

Energy Conversion Systems
ECS Environmental Control System
FV Finite Volume
H2 Hydrogen
HEX Heat Exchanger
MB Moving Boundary
MLP Multi-Layer Perceptron
mae Mean absolute error
mape Mean absolute percentage error
obj Objectives
pp Pinch point
R-1233zd(E) Trifluoropropene
R-134a Tetrafluoroethane
VCC Vapor Compression Cycle
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7
CONCLUSION

The optimal design of a complex energy conversion system, such as the Environmental
Control System (ECS) of passenger aircraft, is a challenging problem whereby the charac-
teristics of the thermodynamic cycle and the preliminary sizing of the main components
are very interdependent and must be concurrently optimized. Moreover, in case of energy
conversion systems for aerospace applications, the optimal design results from the trade-
off between the minimization of the power consumption, system weight, and drag penalty.
Furthermore, differently from stationary refrigeration systems, the ECS must guarantee
safe and reliable operation over a much wider operating envelope depending on variable
flight phases and environmental conditions. As a result, from a mathematical standpoint,
evaluating novel ECS concepts implies solving a multi-objective, multi-point, integrated
design optimization problem.

This dissertation documents research work on integrated design optimization meth-
ods tailored to the ECS of next-generation aircraft. The objective is the evaluation of a
new ECS technology, namely an electrically-driven Vapor Compression Cycle (VCC) sys-
tem powered by an oil-free high-speed centrifugal compressor, and the comparison of its
performance with respect to those of the traditional Air Cycle Machine (ACM). This work is
part of a larger research program involving both academic and industrial partners aiming
to mature the airborne VCC technology and to bring it to the market of large passenger air-
craft and helicopters. To fulfill this purpose, two main research areas have been identified
and addressed in this dissertation:

• the advancement of the state-of-the-art regarding high-speed oil-free centrifugal
compressors, i.e., the most critical components of airborne VCC systems;

• the development of an automated integrated design framework for aircraft ECS,
suitable for both ACM and VCC-based configurations, embedding a multi-point and
multi-objective optimization strategy.

Based on the results of this work, the following main conclusions can be drawn.
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High-speed centrifugal compressors

1. Novel design guidelines for single-stage and twin-stage centrifugal compressors have
been devised based on the results computed with an in-house compressor model
validated with experimental data and CFD simulations. The results of multiple de-
sign optimization case studies corroborate the validity of the proposed design guide-
lines.

2. High-speed compressor stages operating with working fluids made of heavy and
complex molecules are less efficient if compared to compressor stages for fluids
made of simpler molecules. However, compressor stages operating with complex-
molecule fluids produce lower axial thrust if compared to their simple-molecule
counterparts, thus making them particularly suitable for the use of oil-free gas bear-
ings.

3. High-speed compressors featuring small size are characterized by lower efficiency,
as a result of manufacturing constraints, leading to higher relative tip clearance and
higher relative surface roughness. This effect is partly mitigated when using working
fluids characterized by lower density, thus leading to the design of larger flow pas-
sages. Moreover, the efficiency penalty is more sensitive to variations of clearance
gap than to surface finishing.

4. According to the developed design guidelines, twin-stage centrifugal compressors,
featuring two impellers mounted in back-to-back configuration on the same shaft,
and running on oil-free gas bearings, can achieve pressure ratios higher than 10
with overall efficiency values exceeding 65%. The higher efficiency, combined with
the wide operating range and lower weight, as compared to volumetric machines of
equivalent power rating, are deemed key enablers for the adoption of VCC systems
for airborne applications.

5. The optimal conceptual design of twin-stage compressors is such that the first stage
features a higher pressure ratio and a value of swallowing capacity which can be
more than double that of the second stage. This combination of the non-dimensional
parameters enhances the efficiency of the entire compression process, without pe-
nalizing the operating range.

Integrated design optimization of novel ECS configurations

1. A dynamic thermal model of the air distribution system and the pressurized com-
partments of a passenger aircraft has been developed and validated with proprietary
data provided by one of the industrial partners, i.e., Airbus. The model can be ap-
plied to characterize the operating envelope of the ECS, given limited information
about the aircraft type and the flight mission. This information can be used to define
the design specifications for the optimization of the ECS. The model will be released
open-source upon publication of Chapter 4 of this dissertation.

2. A novel design methodology for energy conversion systems, integrating the opti-
mization of the thermodynamic cycle and the preliminary sizing of its main com-
ponents, has been developed and applied for the evaluation of a new technology for
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7. CONCLUSION

the ECS of passenger aircraft. The optimal design framework has been successfully
utilized to compare the performance of an ECS based on a bleedless ACM and an
electrically-driven VCC system for an Airbus A320. The main novelty lies in the im-
plementation of a multi-point and multi-objective strategy, which simultaneously
optimizes the design variables related to the system, heat exchangers, and turbo-
machinery components.

3. For the prescribed aircraft configuration, the ECS based on the electrically-driven
VCC system equipped with a high-speed twin stage radial compressor can be both
lighter and more energy-efficient than the state-of-the-art bleedless ACM architec-
ture. However, if compared to the most compact ACM designs, the VCC system is
characterized by a higher average drag penalty. Overall, the fuel weight penalty asso-
ciated with the optimal VCC system configuration is approximately 20% lower than
the one of the bleedless ACM. In the light of these results, the electrically-driven
VCC system is envisaged to become the state-of-the-art ECS technology in next-
generation aircraft, pending experimental verification and validation.

4. The VCC system design leading to the minimum fuel weight penalty corresponds
to the design point associated with the minimum electric power consumption and
drag penalty. This result is obtained by maximizing the frontal area of the evaporator
and the condenser. Conversely, the minimization of the fuel weight penalty related
to the bleedless ACM is primarily driven by the minimization of the system weight.

5. A data-driven model for single-stage centrifugal compressors has been successfully
trained on a synthetic dataset of about 165k compressor designs. The data-driven
model has been integrated within the design optimization framework to improve
the robustness of the VCC system model and reduce the computational cost as-
sociated with the optimization. A benchmark performed on a simple VCC system
configuration shows that the number of function evaluations needed to identify the
Pareto front of optimal solutions reduces from 13050 to 4500 when adopting the
data-driven model. A similar approach could be adopted to replace also the models
of the compact heat exchangers, or any other complex component model.

7.1. LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The main limitations of this work are outlined in the following, together with recommen-
dations to address them in future research projects.

1. The model for single-stage and twin-stage centrifugal compressors documented in
Chapters 2-3 does not account for the rotor-dynamic analysis of the impeller-shaft
assembly supported by gas bearings. However, the absence of rotor-dynamic calcu-
lations in the preliminary design phase may lead to the detection of unfeasible de-
signs during the detailed design phase, and thus to additional time-consuming de-
sign iterations. This risk can be significantly mitigated by including a rotor-dynamic
model based on first principles in the compressor conceptual design tool.

2. The integrated design optimization of the ACM and VCC system includes only the
main turbomachinery devices, i.e., the cabin air compressor and the refrigerant
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compressor. However, to further refine the analysis, also the design variables of the
ACM compressor and turbine, as well as those related to the cabin air turbine of the
VCC system, should be integrated into the optimization. Additionally, all the turbo-
machinery components, together with the condenser and re-heater of the bleedless
ACM, should be accounted for in the weight estimation of the system.

3. The design optimization of the VCC system presented in Chapter 5 has been per-
formed by assuming that refrigerant R134a is the working fluid. However, with the
present implementation, replacing the working fluid requires a manual modifica-
tion of the VCC system model and a restart of the optimization procedure. The next
version of the design optimization framework should allow for the input and the op-
timization of the thermo-physical properties of the working fluid with minimal user
interaction.

4. The design optimization of the VCC system presented in Chapter 5 includes only the
design variables describing the main dimensions of the condenser and the evapora-
tor. Conversely, the design variables controlling the shape of the fins and tubes have
been set to fixed values, to reduce the computational cost. However, they might
have a non-negligible influence on the optimization results. Therefore, in future
studies, it is recommended to perform a sensitivity analysis before selecting the list
of active design variables and performing the optimization.

5. The dataset used to train the data-driven compressor model in Chapter 6 includes
only one operating point for each of the prescribed working fluids, with the ex-
ception of refrigerants R134a and R1233zd(E), which feature two operating points.
However, to further reduce bias in the dataset and increase the range of applicabil-
ity of the data-driven model, the dataset should be extended by including multiple
operating conditions for each working fluid.

7.2. OUTLOOK
Based on the experience gained during this research project, the author envisages the fol-
lowing possibilities to further extend this work.

1. The methodology developed for the fluid dynamic design of centrifugal compres-
sors can be further extended by resorting to CFD-based shape optimization. The
outcome of the second design iteration of the IRIS compressor can be used as a
baseline to quantify the performance gain achievable by means of more advanced
design methods.

2. The performance benchmark presented in Chapter 5 demonstrates the potential
fuel savings achievable by adopting a VCC system in place of the bleedless ACM
for the ECS of an Airbus A320. However, only one VCC system configuration and
one working fluid have been analyzed. Future studies could make use of the inte-
grated design method developed in this work to evaluate the performance of more
advanced VCC system architectures, e.g., featuring multiple pressure levels, and hy-
brid ACM-VCC system configurations, while treating the working fluid as an addi-
tional design variable.
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3. The models of the most critical components of the VCC system, i.e., condenser,
evaporator, and centrifugal compressor, have been validated individually with ex-
perimental data available in the literature. However, after the commissioning of the
IRIS test rig with the centrifugal compressor, the model of the entire VCC system
should be validated with experimental data retrieved from the novel facility. The
direct validation of the VCC system model would augment the confidence in the
results documented in this work.

4. The problem of the computational cost associated with optimization studies fea-
turing a large number of design variables and non-linear constraints is discussed in
Chapter 6. As documented, a possible solution to mitigate this issue is to model the
most complex components of the system by resorting to a data-driven approach. An
alternative solution consists in improving the convergence rate of the optimization
algorithm, i.e., by using a surrogate-based approach. Future studies could apply
an online data-driven approach to create and progressively refine surrogate models
used to speed up the optimization.

5. The data-driven model developed in this study and documented in Chapter 6 is only
valid for single-stage centrifugal compressors. However, as discussed in Chapter 5,
the temperature lift, thus the pressure ratio, characterizing VCC systems used for
aircraft ECS applications requires the use of multi-stage compressors. Therefore, fu-
ture research efforts should be focused on extending the validity of the data-driven
model to twin-stage compressors and applying it to test cases of industrial interest.
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A
SOLAR RADIATION

A.1. CLEAR-SKY SOLAR RADIATION
The solar constant Esc is defined as the intensity of solar radiation on a surface normal to
the sun’s rays, just beyond the atmosphere, at the average earth-sun distance. The value
of the solar constant used in this work is the one proposed by the World Meteorological
Organization in 1981, i.e., Esc = 1367 W m−2 [1]. The extraterrestrial radiant flux E0 varies
throughout the year since the earth’s orbit is slightly elliptical. Its value can be approxi-
mated as

E0 = Esc

(
1+0.033cos

(
2π

n −3

365

))
, (A.1)

where n is the day of the year.
The earth’s orbital velocity also varies throughout the year, so the apparent solar time

(AST) varies from the time measured by a clock running at a uniform rate. This variation
is quantified by the equation of time (ET), which reads

ET = 2.2918(0.0075+0.1868cosΓ−3.2077sinΓ−1.4615cos2Γ−4.089sin2Γ), (A.2)

where ET is expressed in minutes and

Γ= 360◦
n −1

365
. (A.3)

The conversion between Local Standard Time (LST) and apparent solar time involves also
a longitude correction. This corresponds to four minutes per degree difference between
the local site longitude and the longitude of the Local Standard Meridian (LSM) for the
prescribed time zone. Hence the AST can be computed as

AST = LST+ ET

60
+ LON−LSM

15
. (A.4)
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Figure A.1: Angles formed by solar radiation incident on a tilted surface.

The angle between the earth/sun line and the equatorial plane, called solar declina-
tion δ, varies throughout the year since the earth’s equatorial plane is tilted with respect
to the orbital plane. This variation causes the changing seasons with their unequal peri-
ods of daylight and darkness. For most engineering applications, the following equation
provides sufficient accuracy

δ= 23.45◦ sin

(
360◦

n +284

365

)
. (A.5)

The sun’s position in the sky can be conveniently expressed in terms of solar altitude
and azimuth. With reference to Fig. A.1, the solar altitude angle β is defined as the angle
between the horizontal plane and a line emanating from the sun. Its value ranges from 0◦
when the sun is on the horizon, to 90◦ if the sun is directly overhead. The solar azimuth
angle Φ is defined as the angular displacement from the south of the horizontal projec-
tion of the earth/sun line. In turn, solar altitude and azimuth angles depend on the local
latitude LAT, the solar declination δ, and the hour angle H , expressed as

H = 15(AST −12). (A.6)

The azimuth angle is uniquely determined by its sine and cosine, given by
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A. SOLAR RADIATION

sinΦ= cosδsin H

cosβ
,

cosΦ= cosδcos H sinLAT− sinδcosLAT

cosβ
.

(A.7)

Solar radiation on a clear day is defined by its direct and diffuse components. The
former represents the solar radiation emanating directly from the solar disc, whereas the
diffuse component accounts for radiation emanating from the rest of the sky. These two
components are calculated as

Eb = E0e−τbmab
,

Ed = E0e−τdmad
.

(A.8)

Values of τb and τd are location-specific, and vary during the year. They embody the de-
pendence of clear-sky solar radiation on local conditions, such as elevation, precipitable
water content, and aerosols. Their average values have been determined at prescribed
locations through ASHRAE research projects RP-1453 [2] and RP-1613 [3]. Air mass expo-
nents ab and ad are correlated to τb and τd through the following empirical relationships

ab = 1.454−0.406τb −0.268τd +0.021τbτd,

ad = 0.507+0.205τb −0.080τd −0.190τbτd.
(A.9)

The relative air mass m corresponds to the ratio between the mass of the air column in the
actual earth/sun path and the one computed assuming that the sun is directly overhead.
It can be computed according to [4]

m0 = 1

sinβ+0.50572(6.07995+β)−1.6364 , (A.10)

where the subscript 0 indicates that the receiving object is at ground level. Conversely, if
the receiver is flying at high altitude, the relative air mass must be corrected as follows [5]

m = m0

(
Tamb −0.0065z

Tamb

)5.2561

. (A.11)

A.2. SOLAR RADIATION ON A RECEIVING SURFACE
The orientation of a receiving surface is characterized by the tilt angle and azimuth. The
tilt angle Σ is the angle between the surface and the horizontal plane. A value of 0◦ cor-
responds to a horizontal plane, whereas a value of 90◦ represents a vertical surface. The
surface azimuth ψ is defined in the same fashion as for the sun’s position. Surfaces that
face west have a positive surface azimuth; those that face east have a negative surface az-
imuth. The surface-solar azimuth angle γ is defined as the angular difference between
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the solar azimuth and the surface azimuth: γ = Φ−ψ. Values of γ greater than 90◦ or
lower than −90◦ indicate that the surface is in the shade. Finally, the angle between the
earth-sun line and the normal to the irradiated surface is called the incidence angle and is
computed as

cosθ = cosβcosγsinΣ+ sinβcosΣ. (A.12)

The total clear-sky irradiance reaching the receiving surface can be expressed as the
sum of three components: the beam component Et,b originating from the solar disc, the
diffuse component Et,d, originating from the sky dome, and the ground-reflected compo-
nent Et,r originating from the ground in front of the receiving surface

Et = Et,b +Et,d +Et,r. (A.13)

Once the incidence angle is known, the beam component can be simply computed as

Et,b = Eb cosθ. (A.14)

If cosθ ≤ 0, the beam component is null. The diffuse component is more difficult to esti-
mate because of the non-isotropic nature of the diffuse radiation. For vertical surfaces, it
can be approximated according to [6]

Et,d = EdY , (A.15)

where

Y = max(0.45, 0.55+0.437cosθ+0.313cos2θ). (A.16)

For a non-vertical surface, the diffuse component can be approximated with the following
simplified relationships

Et,d = Ed(Y sinΣ+ cosΣ) ifΣ≤ 90◦,

Et,d = EdY sinΣ ifΣ> 90◦,
(A.17)

where Y is calculated for a vertical surface having the same azimuth as the prescribed
receiving surface. Finally, the ground-reflected irradiance for surfaces of all orientations
is given by

Et,r = ρg(Eb sinβ+Ed)
1−cosΣ

2
, (A.18)

where ρg is the ground reflectance, and is often assumed to be equal to 0.2 for a typical
mixture of ground surfaces.
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A. SOLAR RADIATION

NOMENCLATURE

Roman symbols
A Surface area [m2]
E Irradiance [W m−2]
E0 Extraterrestrial radiant flux [W m−2]
Esc Solar constant [W m−2]
H Hour angle [deg]
m Relative air mass [-]
m0 Relative air mass on ground [-]
n Day of the year [-]

Refractive index [-]
Q̇ Heat flow rate [W]
r Reflection coefficient [-]
T Temperature [K]
t Transmittance [-]
z Altitude [m]

Greek symbols
β Solar altitude angle [deg]
Γ Day correction [-]
γ Surface-solar azimuth angle [deg]
δ Solar declination [deg]
θ Incidence angle [deg]
ρ Ground reflectance [-]

Σ Tilt angle [deg]
τ Location-specific irradiance coefficients [-]
Φ Solar azimuth angle [deg]
ψ Receiving surface azimuth angle [deg]

Subscripts
a Absorbed component
b Direct beam component
d Diffuse component
p P-polarized light
r Reflected component
s S-polarized light
t Component acting on the receiver surface
tr Transmitted component

Abbreviations
AST Apparent solar time
ET Equation of time
LAT Site latitude
LSM Local standard meridian
LST Local standard time
LON Site longitude
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B
AIRBUS A320 TECHNICAL

SPECIFICATIONS

The technical data used in Chapter 4 and related to the Airbus A320 is reported here for
the sake of reproducibility of results. However, the data has not been disclosed by the
industrial partner Airbus due to confidentiality, but rather collected from different sources
available in the scientific literature and in technical manuals. Therefore, the data reported
in this appendix may be inaccurate or outdated.

Table B.1: General dimensions of Airbus A320 [1]–[4].

Cockpit Cabin Underfloor

Rcpt [m] 2.07 Rcab [m] 2.07 Lcargo,fwd [m] 4.95
Lcpt [m] 3.5 Lcab [m] 26.9 Lcargo,aft [m] 9.8
Vcpt [m3] 9 Vcab [m3] 139 LEEbay [m] 4
Acpt,int [m2] 8 Acab,int [m2] 360 Vcargo,fwd [m3] 15.56
mcpt,int [kg] 80 mcab,int [kg] 3600 Vcargo,aft [m3] 20.77
ccpt,int [J/kg] 1000 ccab,int [J/kg] 1000 VEEbay [m3] 9
Lpipe,cpt [m] 13.45 Lpipe,cab [m] 13.45 Hfloor [m] 1.3
Dpipe,cpt [m] 0.08 Dpipe,cab [m] 0.18
Lwshield,f [m] 2.08 Lwind [m] 0.23
Lwshield,l [m] 1.32 Hwind [m] 0.33
Hwshield,f [m] 0.5 Nwind [-] 60
Hwshield,l [m] 0.5
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Table B.2: Dimensions and material properties of the fuselage composite structure of Airbus A320 [5], [6].

Parameter Skin Skin core Insulation Int. panel Int. panel core

Material Carbon Hexcel Glass Glass Fibrelam 1100
phenolic HRH-10-1/8-6.0 fibre phenolic HRH-10-1/8-4.0

t [mm] 1.36 12.0 80.28 0.5 4.0
ρ [kg m−3] 1800 93 9.6 2550 64
kt [W m−1 K−1] 1.0 0.068 0.036 0.24 0.0675
c [J kg−1 K−1] 600 1300 1005 1110 1300

Table B.3: Dimensions and material properties of the floor and cabin wall composite structures of Airbus
A320 [5], [6].

Parameter Panel Core

Material Carbon phenolic Fibrelam 6100 HRH-10-1/8-9.0
t [mm] 0.762 23.88
ρ [kg m−3] 1800 139
kt [W m−1 K−1] 1.0 0.0675
c [J kg−1 K−1] 600 1300

Table B.4: Dimensions and material properties of the flight deck windshield of Airbus A320.

Parameter Glass shield Outer panel Inner panel

Material Tempered glass Opticor Opticor
t [mm] 5.0 20.0 25.0
ρ [kg m−3] 2500 1130 1130
kt [W m−1 K−1] 0.8 0.21 0.21
c [J kg−1 K−1] 800 840 840
n [-] 1.47 1.52 1.52
τ [-] 0.918 0.9 0.9
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B. AIRBUS A320 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Table B.5: Dimensions and material properties of the cabin windows of Airbus A320.

Parameter Outer panel Air cavity Inner panel

Material Opticor Air Opticor
t [mm] 10.0 7.0 5.0
ρ [kg m−3] 1130 - 1130
kt [W m−1 K−1] 0.21 - 0.21
c [J kg−1 K−1] 840 - 840
n [-] 1.52 - 1.52
τ [-] 0.9 - 0.9

NOMENCLATURE

Roman symbols
A Surface area [m2]
c Specific heat capacity [J kg−1 K−1]
D Diameter [m]
H Height [m]
kt Thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1]
L Length [m]
N Number of elements [-]
n Refractive index [-]
R Radius [m]
t Thickness [m]
V Volume [m3]

Greek symbols
ρ Density [kg m−3]
τ Transmittance [-]

Subscripts
cab Cabin
cpt Cockpit
f Frontal
fwd Forward
int Interior
l Lateral
wind Window
wshield Windshield
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C
SOFTWARE

The following software has been developed or extended as part of the research work doc-
umented in this dissertation:

• TurboSim: Python suite for the design of turbomachinery based on scaling princi-
ples, including centrifugal compressors, axial turbines, and radial inflow turbines

• DeSimECS: Modelica library for the Design and Simulation of Energy Conversion
Systems

• DesOptECS: integrated multi-point and multi-objective Design Optimization frame-
work for novel Environmental Control Systems

• DynTherM: Modelica library for the Dynamic Simulation of Thermal Management
systems

• NiceProp: Python program for teaching and research in the field of Non-Ideal Com-
pressible Fluid Dynamics (NICFD)

• DEEP: Data-driven Embedded Echosystem for Propulsion and Power applications
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https://bitbucket.org/pp-team/turbosim
https://github.com/looms-polimi/IDEOVIP/tree/master/Modelica/DeSimECS
https://bitbucket.org/pp-team/nedefa
https://github.com/Propulsion-Power-TU-Delft/DynTherM
https://github.com/Propulsion-Power-TU-Delft/NiceProp
https://github.com/Propulsion-Power-TU-Delft/Deep
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